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AUTHOR’S NOTE

My revered Professor Mr. S. Kuppuswami Sastri,

under whom I had the honour of studying for the

B.A. Honours course in the Presidency College

with Vedanta and Mimdmsd for my special portion,

had often told me that it was one of his dreams to

bring out a thesis himself on the present theme of

my lectures. Although he did not himself find it

convenient to put into effect his idea for want of

time due to pressure of his professorial work, he

has had the satisfaction of seeing it done by me to

the best of my capacity. He it was that originally

suggested to the University the present subject as

deserving of special treatment by a lawyer learned

in Mimdimd. When I was called upon by the

University of Madras to deliver a course of lectures

upon this subject as the first nominee to the

V. Krishnaswami Iyer Lectureship endowed by

Mr. K. Balasubrah mania Iyer, I had the benefit of

a consultation with my learned professor, who gave

many valuable suggestions which I have followed

out in the preparation of my lectures. I therefore

feel it my duty to express ray heartfelt gratitude

to my professor. I take this opportunity also to
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record my grateful thanks to the Madras University

for giving me an occasion to publish certain of my

views which have been arrived at by a comparative

and critical study of the Roman, Hindu and English

laws, and by research work carried on in Hindu

Law and Jurisprudence.

At the suggestion of many an eminent member

of the audience present at my lectures, the learned

Advocate-General of the Madras Bar, Mr. T. R.

Venkatarama Sastri, C.I.E., a learned Scholar of

Mimdihsd as he is, has kindly undertaken to meet

the cost of printing and publishing these lectures

—

a responsibility which, under ordinary circum-

stances, one would have expected the University

itse to undertake. I have great pleasure in

recording my profound gratitude to the learned

Advocate-General for the love of scholarship ex-

hibited by him and for the distinguished patronage

he has condescended to extend to me. My respect-

ful thanks are also due to the learned and esteemed

Ex-Advocate-General of Madras, Sir P. S. Sivaswami

Iyer, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., for his kindness in blessing

my work with a Foreword.

I also express my sincere thanks t(; Mr. Sitarama

Sastri, Superintendent of the Vasantfi Press, Adyar,

For the neat execution of this work.

Mylapore

)th August, 1926
C. Sankararama Sastri



FOREWORD

The subject chosen by the University for the first

course of lectures to be delivered under the

V. Krishnaswami Aiyer Lectureship Scheme was

“ Fictions in the Development of Hindu Law

Texts There is a propriety in the choice of the

subject in view of the late Mr. Krishnaswami

Aiyer’s eminence as a lawyer, his attainments in

Sanskrit and his desire to promote Sanskrit studies.

The University authorities have been wise in their

choice of Mr. Sankara Rama Sastri for the lecture-

ship. A sound Sanskrit scholar and a learned

lawyer well-grounded in the principles of English,

Hindu and Roman jurisprudence, he has also the

advantage of a close acquaintance with Purva

Mimamsa, a knowledge of which is a most valuable,

nay indispensable, aid in the interpretation and

understanding of the texts of Hindu Law.

Fictions have played an important part in the

development of law in many countries, especially

in the early stages. But for them, progress in law

would have been impossible under the conditions

of the times when they were largely resorted to.
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Lesfal fictions were some of the most useful ex-

pedients to which recourse was had by those

engaged in the administration of law for the

purpose of reconciling the need for change and

reform with that respect for tradition and authority

which is at the basis of all social order. Far from

deserving the violent condemnation of Bentham,

the men who invented these fictions deserve the

gratitude of society for their efforts to improve and

mould the law in accordance with the changing

conditions of society and public opinion. The
precise legal fictions which were adopted in parti-

cular systems have no doubt differed, but the part

phi ed by legal fictions in the development of law

is tiie same in all systems of jurisprudence.

A large part of the lectures delivered by
Mr. Sankara Rama Sastri is devoted to the exposition

of the cardinal assumptions which are peculiar to

Hindu Law. These assumptions relate to the

authority of the Vedas as the all-comprehensive

source of law. Hindu lawyers and philosophers did
not consider it wise to base any system of rules of

conduct, whether legal, social or ethical, upon a
purely rationalistic foundation or upon the command
of human authority. The authority of revelation
could alone furnish the bedrock upon which a stable
system of law and order could be founded. Starting
from these principles, it is easy to understand
how the development of law to suit the varying
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conditions of times could have been brought about

only by recourse to the expedients of legal fiction.

Though fictions are professedly the subject of the

course, the lecturer has devoted a considerable

portion of his lectures to the exposition of several

of the important canons of construction laid down

in Mimamsa. These principles are essentially not

difFerent from the principles of interpretation with

which students of English law are familiar. A
study of these principles will be found to be as

interesting as valuable.

Sudharma, Mylapore -o c* o *’ ^ P. b. SiVASWAMY AiYER
3rd August, 1926
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UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS

THE V. KRISHNASWAMY AYYAR LECTURES, 1925

FICTIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THE HINDU LAW TEXTS

FIRST LECTURE

Gentlemen,

Whatever my limitations may be, however in-

significant my qualifications may be, the great person-

ality of the late Honourable Mr. V. Krishnaswaray

Ayyar has proved to me a source of inspiration ; and

I make bold to stantl before you as the first nominee

to the Lectureship instituted in the memory of that

eminent lawyer, patriot and scholar by his enlighten-

ed and worthy son—Mr. K. Balasubrahmanya Ayyar.

With your permission, let me proceed to do the

task entrusted to me.
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It might be paradoxical to say that fictions arc

real and permanent, bnt it is nevertheless a fact. The

correctness of the statement will be fully realised

by scholars who care to study law historically as

well as comparatively. It is a universally recognis-

ed fact that the long chain of the innumerable

vicissitudes through which law has passed is but

the histoi’y of one continuous struggle that has

raged from time immemorial between law and pro-

gress. Law is conservative, has been so from the

earliest known period in the history of mankind,

and is bound by its very natures to be so ; and every

modification of law is but the outcome of a necessity

to larmonise it with civilisation which is ever in

advance of law. If we merel}^ turn our attention

lo the different stages in the evolution of law, the

fact becomes apparent that one later stage is the

inevitable result of a conflict of law and civilisation

belonging to an earlier stage, and that tlie change

of law merely represents its growth, as of an organic

being, which came into existence in response to a

national demand ref|uiring law to keep pace with

civilisation.

Of the various influences that have been at

work in moulding the law of a particular nation,

the earliest that is to be met with in the history of

jurisprudence is that exercised by fictions. Some
nations have been keeping themselves steadfast to

fictions which were once invented as a matter of
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necessity. Certain fictions have got a much firmer

grip over the national mind than others so that they

have actually become part and parcel of the national

faith and an indispensable canon of religion. With

some nations, fictions have ceased to be after having

served their purpose; with others, they are living

realities down to the present day. The difference

in degree of the influence exercised by fictions upon

the laws of different nations is largely due to the

difference in character of the respective laws and

in the foresight with which fictions were inven-

ted in different nations. On comparing the history

of legal fictions in the Indian law with that in the

Western jurisprudence so far as can be gathered

from a study of the Eoman and English laws, one

is likely to appreciate clearly the difference in the

influence commanded by fictions in projecting the

lines on which law has proceeded in different

nations. While in India, fictions have stamped a

permanent impress upon the system of law, in the

West fictions have been discarded after thej? cease to

be of any use as soon as they come to be superseded

by legislation. This permanent character of Hindu

fictions and their enduring effect in evolving law from

its crude beginnings so as to satisfy the needs of

any possible stage in the history of the Indian nation

are due to the wonderful intuition of our ancient

sages who had left behind them a wealthy heritage

of wholesome fictions permanently engrafted upon
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the religion of the soil. The dexterity with which

leo'al fictions have been invented and assimilated as

an indispensable part of the religion of the people

accounts to a large degree for the continuance of

fictions as an integral part of tlie Hindu Law. The

permanent character of the influence of fictions over

the national mind of India is strikingly brought home

to our minds by the fact that even in this advanced

age, persons are not lacking who, despite the western

education, are as ardent believers in the eternity,

infallibility and the omniscience of the Vedas as any

person trained in the old school of thought and

steeped in the traditions of hoary antiquity. The

p’ I'ess by which the Smrti which really represents

t. i. formation of law in a more advanced stage of

'Society is obliged for its authority to trace its descent

from the Vedas, and the fiction by which 8'isp'iciira

or approved custom is read into the lines of the

Vedas speak volumes in favour of the ever accommo-

dating nature of the Hindu Law as a result of fic-

tions, The rigidity with which tlie fiction is main-

tained that Veda is the only authorit}" on matters of

law, religion and morality, nay in every conceivable

department of learning, which seems at the outset

CO be an insurmountable barrier for the spontaneous

growth of law will, on a closer study, disclose the

very reason by which the Hindu Law has been

rendered flexible and ever progressive. But for the

theory that a custom once established and well
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recognised by the community at large must somehow

find a place in some nook and corner of the volumi-

nous mass of Vedic literature, the flexibility and

the ease with which law is wielded to uphold the

validity of modern legal ideas which are the neces-

^sary outcome of the progress of the Indian society

and culture would have been a factor entirelj'’ foreign

to the Hindu system of jurisprudence. In no other

system of law has the fiction of emanation of later

law from some original source been so rigidly kept

up as in the law of the Hindus. At the same time

our ancients were quite alive to the genuine character

of this fiction, for, such an advanced philosopher

like S ankara while recognising the supreme authority

3f the Vedas in matters which are not the monopoly

Df the select few for whom the Atman or the Self is

the only reality, did not hesitate to include the Vedas

within the world of unreality. It will therefore be

seen that the paradox with which I started that

fictions are real and permanent is specially true in

the case of Hindu Law, where they are not discarded

after they have served the needs of the society, and

consequently, the part played by them is not of a

fleeting character as in the laws of other nations.

To a Hindu, fictions are living realities down to the

present day, but our ancient law-givers were them-

selves keenly alive to the fact that they were fictions,

that they cannot by any stretch of imagination be

considered to represent the actual truth, and that
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nevertheless they ought to be made use of to the

best advantage in overcoming the rigidity of law.

ISoxv the subject I have the privilege to address

you upon is the influence exercised by legal fictions

in the development of the Hindu Text-Law. The

subject no doubt represents a particular aspect of

the Hindu legal history, and in a regular history of

Hindu Law this will reju’csent but a fragmentary

portion and one of the man\- departments into which

it can be divided. It is a pity that up to this time

no work has been produced dealing with Hindu law

from a historical point of view, and I hope that this

—

my present series of lectures will be a small

bt" lining for the further and more arduous task

of constructing an exhaustive history of the Hindu

Law in all its aspects. Before actually entering

into the subject, it is necessary for me to place

before you the various significations ascribed by

different jurists to the term ‘ legal fictions’, and to

describe the different processes by which fictions in

the different senses of the term exercised their

influence in the formation of the jurisprudence of

certain typical nations of the West like the Romans
and the English. In that wonderful book of Sir

Henry Maine on Ancient Law', w'e find some space

allotted to the treatment of fictions as one of the

formative influences at work in tlie development of

law. He makes a general proposition that law has

developed by the instrumentality of three agencies
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bj which law is brought into harmony with society,

namely, legal fictions, equity and legislation. Some-

times one of them is at work, sometimes two of

them, and sometimes all the three. But, broadly

speaking, the historical order of their operation is

Ijiat in which they have been mentioned here. He

also says that certain systems of law have entirely

escaped the influence of one or the other of them,

but it is not clear which particular system of law he

has in view while makinof this assertion. Judgfinof

from the available materials, the only possible

conclusion is that no system of jurisprudence can be

said to have completely remained outside the sphere

of operation of any of the three instrumentalities.

A fiction being by its very nature the easiest remedy

to get over the rigidity and backwardness of law

has been freely resorted to by the jurists of all

nations for the purpose of effecting improvements

upon the original law. With regard to legislation,

it is a well known fact borne out by the histories of

the different nations that their laws have been

considerably affected by its instrumentality. The

same may also be said of equity as a potent factor

in the progress of law unless the term equity is

sought to be restricted to the peculiar branches of

law developed in the courts of the English Chancery

and of the Roman Praetor.

If we first turn our attention to the history of

legal fictions in the Old Roman and English Jaws
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and compare the same with that in the Ifindii Law

what strikes us most as the peculiar feature of the

last system of law as distinguished from the twe

others is the singular lack of fictions in the limited

sio-nification of the term. On a close study of the

Eoman and the English Laws it is easily perceivec^

that the two branches of law deeply affected by the

influence of legal fictions in the limited sense as

understood by an ordinary lawyer relate to procedure

and the jurisdiction of courts. Fictions were chiefly

invented for the purpose of eluding the then existing

rules and laws of procedure and of usurping

jurisdiction under both the western systems of

1' -isprudence under consideration. Bentharn defines

a lesfal fiction strictlv as “a wilful falsehood having

for its object the stealing legialative power by am^

for hands which could not or durst not openly claim

it—and but for the delusion thus produced could

not exercise it ”. It has been more liberally

described by Sir Henry Maine as signifying any

assumption which conceals or affects to conceal the

fact that a rule of law has undergone alteration

—

its letter remaining unchanged, its operation being

modified.

On a comparative study of the different systems

of jurisprudence the world has witnessed, both

ancient and modern, Eastern and Western, it will be

clear that the part played by fictions in the develop-

ment of law can never be over-estimated
;

but it
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is equally clear that in no system of law and at no

period of time have fictions been avowedly recognis-

ed by any jurist as a source of law. In fact the

very nature of a fiction, viz., that of being a con-

cealment of fact in order to overcome some techni-

cal difficulties of law or to make law suitable to

fresh exigencies not originally anticipated, effec-

tively prevents its being accorded open recognition

as a source of law. I propose to illustrate this

proposition by a reference to the authorities recognis-

ed as the sources of law in the Hindu system.

The text of Yajhavalkya enumerating the different

branches of learning and of law runs as follows

:

Vedas supplemented by history, philosophy, exe-

gesis, law and the Vedahgas are the fourteen

branches of learning and of law.

According to Mitaksara, the word Py.rana or

history occurring in the above verse includes the

Brahma Purana and others, Nydya is equivalent to

Tarka Vidya, Mhiidrii-sd denotes the interpretation

of Vedic texts, and refer to the six sciences

known as S'iksd or Phonetics, Vydharana or Gram-

mar, Chandas or Prosody, NiruJda or Etymology,

Jyotisa or astronomy and Kalpa or a manual of Vedic

* Ydjnavalkya, Aciirilclhyaya, Chapter 1, Verse 3.

2
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rites. According to a different category, four addi

tional branches of learning are referred to, making

in all eighteen—Ayurreda or medicine, Dhauar

veda or archery, Gdudluirmi or music and Artha

s'dstra or polity. The word, JJliarmas'dAra^ appear

ing in the text of Yfijuavalkya has been explainec

by the author himself b}'^ the following two verses

The founders of Dharmasastra are—Manu, Atri

h .<nu, Hfirita, Yajnavalkya, Us'anas, Ahgiras

Yama, Apastamba, Saiiivarta, Katyayana, Brhaspati

Parasara, Vyasa, S'aiikha, Likhita, Daksa, Gautama

Satatapa and Vasistha.

iMitaksara declares that the above enumeratioi

is not restrictive, but only illustrative of the authen'

tic Smrtis, so that works like that of Bodhayanf

and others must also be deemed to come within th(

definition of Dharmas'astra. As regards the specia

sources of law, the following text of Yajhavalkyi

gives an exhaustive list

:

II

* Yajnaval/.ya

,

Acririidhyriya, Chanter 1, Versos 4 and i)

^ Pnd., Verse 7.
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Reveiation, Remembrance, Valid custom, the satis-

faction of one’s own conscience and the desire born

of pious motives—are (collectively) the source of

Dharma.

The above provisions of Hindu law and the

torresponding provisions of the Roman and English

laws relating to the sources of law with which I do

not propose to deal in detail will sufficiently bear

out the statement that fictions as such have never

been avowedly recognised as a source of law in any

system of jurisprudence.

Although the lists given by the ancient authors

refer to fourteen or eighteen general branches of

learning and five special sources of law, in theory

the Veda is the ultimate and exclusive source

•of all knowledge and law. On a careful scrutiny,

this theory will be seen to represent the actual

truth from a historical point of view to a limited

extent. A student of comparative jurisprudence

can hardly fail to be convinced of the universality

of this theory. The three systems of juris-

prudence known to us : the Roman, the English

and the Hindu Laws unanimously declare that

their later laws are ernlxKlied in their entirety

in their respective ultimate sources, viz.^ The Law

of the Twelve Tables, The Common law and the

Vedas. Although in theory the several ultimate

sources furnish a complete code of law applicable

for all time to come, the fiction itself indicates the
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indisputable historical truth that they only serve

as a foundation on which the entire superstructure

of later law rests. lu other words, the modern law

is merely another form of the archaic law improved

upon, modified or restricted according to the exi-

gencies of later civilisation.

In determining the exact consequence of the

employment of fictions in the development of foren-

sic lore, a study of the fictions in the Roman and

English laws and the part played by them in the

development of those laws is bound to throw con-

siderable light upon the lines we are to pursue with-

in the province of the Hindu law. The reason why

jui sts have frequent recourse to the employment of

fictions is the signal service rendered by them in the

matter of transforming the law without fear of

detection. Like individuals, nations have got peculiar

idiosyncracies and long-cherished traditions with

which they are loath to part. Accordingly the

Roman citizen of old and a Hindu of the Vedic age

could not think of deviating a jot from the spirit of

the Law of the Twelve Tables and the Vedas

respectively, but with the advance of political and

social progress the archaic law of the Vedas came
to be of little use in its practical application to an

Indian of the Post-Vedic age as the Law of the

Twelve Tables to the latter day Roman. At this

stage the genius of tlie Hindu jurist comes into play,

who within the letter of the Vedic text readily finds
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a warrant for a piece of legislation wide apart from

the spirit of the Vedas, and the same meets with a

ready acceptance of the nation at large whose

mentality itself is changed from one of faithful

clinging to the spirit of the Vedic law to one of a

time-serving subservience to its letter. While the

conservative spirit of the public to preserve in tact

their individuality as a nation is satisfied by the

adoption of this device, it equally satisfies the more

intelligent desire for improvement and adaptation of

the original law to progressive conditions. Law is

thus brought into harmony with the society by the

employment of fictions. As this is the principal

office discharged by fictions, it naturally follows that

the employment of fictions will be the most favoured

contrivance of the jurist at a time when he dare not

legislate openly. It is the easiest solution for evolv-

ing a law suited to new conditions while the law is

in the process of formation. In the legal history of

every nation, fictions as a factor in the development

of law belong to the earliest stage at which a trans-

formation of law takes place. It takes precedence

in point of time to all other contrivances employed

by a jurist. At the same time we have to bear in

mind that even the present age has not yet been

[completely liberated from the fetters of fiotidtis.

Even the modern law is obliged to tolerate a number

of false assumptions of fact, as may be evident from

the law relating to presumptions or burden of
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proof. Is there any doubt that in most cases the

presumption may not accord with reality ? Can

it be contended with certainty that unless the onus

of proof is discharged by a particular person the fact

is against him ? Nevertheless, this rule is resortedo

to as a matter of convenience in order to avoid

prolongation of litigation for want of positive

evidence. It is also based on the rationale that a

person who is not diligent enough to prove his case

must suffer the consequences of his inadvertence.

To illustrate fictions prevalent in the modern law,

the following legal ideas may be referred to with

advantage

—

constructive possession by which a

person ; .)t in possession is supposed to be in

possession ; constructive fraud, by means of which a

fraudulent intention is presumed under circumstances

free of actual fraud between persons standing in a

particular relation to each other as guardian and

ward, solicitor and client, etc. ;
constructive trust by

means of which a trusteeship is presumed by the

operation of law under circumstances negativing the

existence of an actual trust
; constructive Res Judicata

whereby a point which has not been actually decided

upon, is treated as having been the subject-matter

of adjudication on the ground that the point ought

to have been raised in the previous litigation. It is

easy to multiply examples of this nature, but it is

sufficient to lay down in general that all constructive

legal ideas recognised in the modern law represent
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a phase of the influence exercised by fictions which

have maintained their ground down to the present

day by reason of their utility. In this connection

it may be worth while to cite the observations of Sir

Frederick Pollock in his notes on the English

c|ise-law and fiction, appended to the chapter on

‘ Legal fictions ’ in Maine’s Ancient Law. He says ;

“ Perhaps Maine’s exposition hardly brings out

the prevailing motive for introducing fictions—'the

desire of obtaining a speedier or more complete

remedy than the strictly appropriate form of

procedure affords. Among the regular though not

invariable marks of fiction in modern English law is

the use of the word ‘ constructive ’ or the word

‘ implied ’ as any careful student may note for himself.

It would be rash to suppose that the age of legal

fictions is wholly past. When ancient law was

written, one example was quite recent in our courts,

the rule that a man who professes to contract as an

agent is deemed to warrant that he has authority

from his alleged principal. This is a fiction, but

beneficent and elegant, and it is now fully accepted.”

I have already referred to the fact that fictions

are usually to be found in that stage of the law

where it is in the process of formation. Generally

they cease to be after legislation. When the Roman

Law was settled and declared by the Institutes of

Justinian, fictions had already become a matter of

past history. The fictions belonging exclusively to
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the English law of Eeal Property completely

disappeared when the law came to be declared in

the various enactments such as ‘ The Settled Land

Act,’ ‘ The Land Transfer Act,’ etc. The fiction

prevalent in the King’s Bench that the plaintiff was

in the custody of the King’s Marshal, and the fictiop

in the Exchequer that the plaintiff was the King’s

debtor were put an end to by The Uniformity of

Process Act 2, William IV, ch. 39, which also

abolished the writ of latitat. The common law

court fictions of pleading in Trover and Detinue

were done away with by The Common Law

Procedure Act of 1852. The fiction of a lease in

action> by a freeholder was abolished by an

enactniunt of 185?.

The two different branches over which fictions

are seen to have exercised their influence as far as

the Eoman and English laws are concerned, relate

to the laws of procedure and jurisdiction. The

importance of fictions as a factor in the development

of early Roman Law will best be recognised from the

fact that the substantive law of Rome is evolved in its

entirety from the law of procedure, with which alone

the Law of the Twelve Tables concerned itself. There

is absolutely no mention of the substantive law in

the Twelve Tables, and whatever light could be had
of the substantive rights and obligations of parties

can only be gathered from the processual remedies

prescribed by the Twelve Tables. If a distinct
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procedure is laid down for the enforcement of a

right or obligation, for the punishment of a delict

or crime, it was inferred that there was a corres-

ponding right or obligation, and that a particular

act amounted to a civil wrong or a crime. It was

by this process, that the law was developed from

a crude system prescribing certain set forms of action

to an all comprehensive system including within its

range, one of the most highly developed substantive

laws.

In the Homan \diW,jictio is properly a term of

pleading', and signifies a false averment on the part

of the plaintiff which the defendant was not allowed

to traverse. I shall now attempt to give a few

illustrations of the influence of legal fictions on the

•law of procedure and their indirect influence in the

formation of the substantive law in both the English

and Roman laws. The old Roman law of procedure

allowed no redress to persons who were not Roman

citizens. But when Rome expanded, acquired

dominions abroad, and came into contact with

different peoples, redress to a non-citizen became a

matter of necessity, but his ineligibility to seek

redress in a Roman court was overcome by the

adoption of a fiction whereby be was allowed to aver

that he was a Roman citizen, and the same was not

allowed to be agitated by the other side by proof of

his being a foreigner. Instances of the influence of

legal fictions on the development of adjective law

3
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may be cited from the ancient procedure in the

actions of Trover and Detinue known to the English

Common Law. Trovei' was a form of trespass on

the case, and was based on a fiction that the

defendant had found the goods and afterwards

converted them to his own use. Detinue was former-

ly considered as an action ex contractu, but later it

came to be recognised as an action founded on

‘ Tort’ on the assumption of a fiction of a supposed

bailment where none such had actually taken place.

The fictitious allegations of loss and finding in an

action on Trover, and of bailment in actions for

goods and their value were finally done away with

by the C' umon Law Procedure Act of 1852, which

substituted an allegation that the defendant con-

verted lO his own use or wrongfully deprived the

plaintiff of the use and possession of the plaintiff’s

goods. Another curious instance of a legal fiction

in the ancient English Law of Procedure is to be

met with in connection with an action in ejectment.

Ejectment was originally the proper remedy for

the recovery of possession available to a leaseholder.

Later on, it came to be a remedy recognised as a

form of action in which the title to a freehold was

allowed to be agitated by the adoption of a fictitious

lease in favour of an imaginary plaintiff. Whenever
a freeholder resorted to this form of action for the

recovery of land, he was permitted to make a false

declaration whereby he alleged a lease to an
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imaginary plaintiff called John Doe and an entry

and remainder in possession by him under such

lease until he was ejected by an imaginary defendant

Richard Roe.

Another interesting feature in the development

of law by legal fictions is illustrated by the process

by which courts which originally had no jurisdiction

over certain classes of persons or of causes, contrived

to obtain jurisdiction over them by means of

fictions. For example, the courts of King’s Bench

and Exchequer originally had no jurisdiction over

purely civil causes. But they gradually contrived

to obtain control over personal actions. This result

was brought about in the King’s Bench by allowing

the plaintiff to falsely allege that the defendant

•was in the custody of the King’s Marshal for a

breach of the peace, and when the defendant was

thus brought within the jurisdiction of the court

on a criminal charge, he was thereafter prevented

from disputing the genuineness of the allegation,

and the plaintiff was thus enabled to proceed against

him even in matters of a purely civil nature. The

far-reaching consequences of the employment of

fictions in the matter of usurpation of jurisdiction

by one court at the expense of another will best be

noticed in connection with the form of writ known

as latitat issued by the King’s Bench. Latitat was

a form of writ by which defendants in personal

actions were originally summoned to answer in the
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King’s Bench. In order to acquire jurisdiction in

personal actions it was usual for the King’s Bench

to issue what is known as 2^, Bill of Middlesex directed

to the sheriff of that county. The said Bill of

Middlesex directed the sheriff to arrest any person on

a false charge of trespass, and to bring him withir.

the jurisdiction of the court of the King’s Bench.

If the defendant lived within the county of Middle-

sex, no further steps were necessary to bring him

within the jurisdiction of the King’s Bench. But

if he lived outside the county of Middlesex, on the

return of Non-est-inventus endorsed on the Bill of

Middlesex by the sheriff, the King’s Bench issued

a writ I
''

latitat addressed to the sheriff of such

other county within whose limits the defendant

resided, which recited the Bill of Middlesex and

the return of the sheriff and the attestation to the

court that the defendant lurks and runs about such

other county, and commanded the sheriff of the

latter county to take him and safely keep him so

that he might have his body in court on the day

of the return of the writ. Thus it will be seen

that the writ of latitat involves a greater degree of

fiction than the Bill oj Middlesex. While the Bill of

Middlesex rest content with enabling the King’s

Bench to acquire jurisdiction over purely civil

causes as between the residents in the county of

Middlesex, the writ of latitat enabled the King’s

Bench to extend its jurisdiction not merely with
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reference to the causes to be heard, but also to assume

a larger territorial jurisdiction than it could do.

While the Bill of Middlospx was based on the mere

fiction that the defendant was liable to be arrested

by the King’s Marshal for a breach of the peace

or for a criminal trespass, the writ of latitat

assumed another fiction that the defendant was

wantonly keeping himself out of the territorial

limits of Middlesex. In a later stage of the law

relating to the jurisdiction of the King’s Bench, a

triple fiction was adopted, namely, that the

defendant was in the first place liable to be arrested

for a criminal wrong
;
secondly, that he purposely

evaded service by absconding ; thirdly, that a Bill

of Middlesex was issued, that the sheriff returned

idon-est-hiventus^ and that therefore he was liable te

be summoned by means of a writ of latitat. The

three different stages in the development of the

writ of latitat strongly illustrate what wonderful

changes are wrought by fictions in the legal history.

At the earliest stage when a single fiction was

resorted to, civil causes fell within the purview of

the King’s Bench ; at the second stage, persons

residing outside the local limits of its jurisdiction

came indirectly to be subject to its jurisdiction ; at

the third stage, the summons issued by the King’s

Bench acquired the rank of a first process even in

the case of residents abroad and in all civil causes.

There are also instances in which the court of
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Exchequer expanded its jurisdiction bv the employ-

ment of other legal fictions of a similar nature.

Originally the Court of Exchequer confined itself to

the adjudication of disputes relating to debts due to

the King. Nevertheless it acquired a wider

jurisdiction by allowing the plaintiff to falsely

represent himself as a debtor to the King and state

that by reason of the wrongful act or default of the

defendant he was the less able to pay his debts.

Instances of the modification or expansion of law

by means of legal fictions may be drawn from the

history of the early Roman law of Property. In all

archaic societies, inalienability of property was the

rule, ar alienation represented the exception. But

ancient law recognised certain devices to remove

the impediments standing in the way of free aliena-

tion, although the inroads in that direction were

applied very cautiously and confined strictly within

certain well-defined limitations. At first, alienation

was recognised only of certain classes of property,

and must be invariably accompanied by a multitude

of formalities, not one of which could be dispensed

with. The distinction between Bes Mancipi and

Ues Nec Mancipi illustrates the struggle which the

law of alienation had to fight from its earliest

stages. In order to effectuate a free alienation of

land and certain allied subjects of property known

as coming within the definition of Bes Mancipi, the

fictitious procedure of Mancipatio and that of
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In Jure Cessio were resorted to. Mancipatio, under

the Eoman Law, was the term applied to the mode

of alienating Bes Mancipi which included land and

rustic servitudes in Italy, slaves, domestic beasts

of burden, free persons in Potestas, Manus or

Mancipium, and under certain circumstances a man’s

whole property in the aggregate. It denotes a form

of sale in which the purchaser took hold of the

thing purchased with his hand, and claiming it to

be his, struck a pair of scales with a piece of copper

which he then tendered to the seller. The transfer

by Mancipation must be effected in the presence of

not less than five witnesses who must be Homan

citizens of the age of puberty and also in the

presence of another person of the same condition

w4io holds a pair of scales and hence is called a

Librepens. The other mode of transferring Bes

Mancipi known as In Jure Cessio was a form of a

voluntary transfer effected under magisterial

authority through the fiction of a suit at law as in

the English Fines and Becoveries.

A survey of the history of the right of aliena-

tion in Homan Law from the earliest stage when

certain select classes of property could alone be

alienated and that too by the adoption of certain

prescribed fictitious proceedings, to the highly

developed stage at which most classes of property

passed by mere tradition or delivery, will, when

compared with the Hindu Law of Property, present
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a striking contrast between the different lines in

which the Hindu and Koraan Laws have proceeded

through the different steps in the progress of the

right of alienation. But there is one common factor

in the histories of the Law of alienation under the

Koman and Hindu systems, that is, both these

systems of law have evolved and developed themselves

by means of fictions. While in the Roman Law,

the first inroad upon the inalienability of property

was made in favour of sale or alienation for con-

sideration, and the other transfers such as gift,

exchange, etc., were modelled as a later innovation

derived from the law of sale by keeping up the

fiction >f a sale even in voluntary transfers, the

Hindu law on the other hand starts from making an

inroad upon the inalienability of property in favour

of a free and voluntary gift, and the later laws of

sale, exchange, etc., were merely modelled upon the

law of gifts. In other words, in the Hindu system,

the law of gifts was the original of which the laws

of sale, exchange, etc., were later products; in the

Roman system, the law of sales was the model on

which were drafted the laws of gifts, exchange, etc.

Both the Hindu and Roman systems are very parti-

cular in the observance of the requisite formalities

prescribed by the ancient law. As in the Roman
law, so also in the Hindu law do we meet with

certain well-defined rules of procedure prescribed in

the matter of alienation. Corresponding to the
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distinction between Res Mancipi and Res Nec Mancipi

of the Roman law, a distinction between two sets of

properties is to be met with in Hindu Law, which

required the observance of different formalities, and

were regulated by totally different rules in the matter

erf alienation, as is clearly borne out by the following

texts cited in the Mitaksara

:

^ ^ II

fRl d ^ d d f^m: II

Land and bipeds, although self-acquired can neither

be given nor sold without convening all the sons.

Those that are born, those that are unborn, and

those that remain in the womb require the means of

living. There is therefore neither a gift nor a

sale.

The above texts clearly indicate that the incidents

of immovable property attached to certain other

kinds of property as well, and that both of them

formed a separate class in respect of which the

father or the head of the family was denied the

exercise of a free right of alienation, whereas, in the

case of movable properties a larger right of aliena-

tion is recognised as appears from the following

text

:

‘ Mitaksara, Vyavaharadhyaya Dayavibhaga Pra-

karana. Introductory.

4
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1 to I

3 ^ to ^ II

The father is the master of gems, pearls and corals,

and of everything (movable). But neither the

father nor the grandfather is the master of the entire

immovable property.

With regard to the formalities necessary for

the completion of a transfer of immovable property,

there is a text cited in the Mitiiksara which refers

to six modes of transfer

:

^to II

By the assent of townsmen, of agnates, of the king

and coparceners, and by the gift of gold and,

water—by these six means, land passes.

The law as laid down in this text refers to the

earliest period in the history of the law of property.

As time went on, certain of these formalities, it

appears, were dispensed with, and the law

accordingly underwent a modification ; and it is only

the law thus developed in the later stage that is laid

down in the Mitaksara in the following passage :

^ 3^TJT?in3^T^?TT to I

' Mitaksara Vya valtArddhydya Ddyavihh&ga Pra-
karana, Introductory.
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The consent of the villagers is required to give

publicity to the transaction and not that the

transaction is incomplete without the villagers’

consent. The assent of the sovereign is to avoid

boundary disputes.

There is a good deal of anomaly in the

interpretation adopted by Mitaksara of the text

prescribing the six formalities to be observed in the

transfer of immovable property. In the case of.

the assent of kinsmen, of villagers and of the

sovereign, the author says, it is simply to give

publicity to the transaction and to avoid future

disputes. With regard to the consent of kinsmen

and heirs, he says that it is of the very essence of

alienation, and that except under legal necessity,

•a sale is impossible of immovable property.

With regard to the formality of gift of gold and

water, he says that it is essential to constitute an

alienation of immovable property and a valid

transaction in the eye of the law. The reason of

keeping up the fiction of a gift is laid down by the

Mitaksara in unmistakable terras in the following

passage

:

^
II

^ PI# f

I’ #r-

‘ Mitaksara Vyava}iQ,r{ldhy&ya Ddyavihhagaprakara-
na. Introductory.
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The meaning of the phrase ‘ By gift of gold and

^ater ’ ;—since by the text ‘ Of immovable property

there is no sale, but one may hypothecate it with

consent—of coparceners ’ a sale is prohibited of

immovable property, and since, by the text ‘He

who accepts land, and he who gives it are both per-

formers of a sacred act, and are bound to attain

heaven ’ a gift is highly commended, when a sale is

to be effected of immovable property, one ought to

do it in the form of a gift accompanied by the gift

of gold f ud water.

The above text throws considerable light on

the nistory of the law of property, and indicates

three different stages in the development of the

right of alienation of immovable property. At the

first stage, a free and voluntary gift alone was

recognised as valid ; at the second stage, a hypothe-

cation came to be recognised in addition to gifts ;

and at the latest stage, a sale or alienation for

valuable consideration makes its appearance.

We ha^e thus far noticed the influence exercised

by fictions in the development of the right of aliena-

tion so far as immovable property is concerned

under both the ancient systems of the Roman and

Hindu Iiaws, and may here with advantage pause

for a while to consider the same subject under the
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English law of Real Property in order to arrive at

a comparative estimate of the different lines on

which the law has developed under the different

systems. As in all other archaic systems of law,

the English law of Real Property started with a

bias against alienation of any sort. The distinction

between Real Property and Personal Property bears

out the theory that in ancient systems of juris-

prudence, certain classes of property were assigned

a higher rank over others, and that superiority in

rank among the properties generally carried with

it the character of inalienability. The prohibition

against alienation of immovable property in ancient

laws proceeded on the assumption that property

exists for the benefit of a man and his heirs, so that

S.11 transactions that have the effect of disinheriting

an heir apparent were looked upon with disfavour

by the Common Law. The first inroad upon the

Common Law which so jealously guarded the

interests of the heirs was made in the case where

a freeholder gave away part of his land in re-

muneration of service. Though the services reserved

by the grant might have been originally a proper

consideration for the gift, in later times it so

happened that the main consideration for an

alienation was the payment of a sum of ready money

to the grantor as a fine, reserving services of little

or no value in favour of the grantor’s heirs which

merely calculated to keep up the appearance of an
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acknowledgment of tenancy by the grantee in favour

of the grantor and his heirs. Similarly in the

case of a grant of an estate tail, alienation in fraud

of the rights of heirs was strictly prohibited. If

we trace the growth of the power of alienating land

given to a man and the heirs of his body, at the

earliest stage, we see no alienation was possible.

Later, the birth of issue was treated as a condition

which enabled a tenant in tail to alienate his

property with the result that the mere birth

of issue gave the donee a complete power of

disposition over an estate tail. In the reign of

Edward I, a reaction set in, and the famous Statute

De Doi. is Gonditionalibus was passed whereby it

was lam down that the will of the donor should be

strict 'y observed. “ MVhen the statute began to

operate, the inconvenience of strict entails became

sensibly felt. Children, it is said, grew disobedient

when they knew they could not be set aside
;
farm-

ers were deprived of their leases ; creditors were

defrauded of their debts; and innumerable latent

entails were produced to deprive purchasers of their

land they had fairly bought
; treasons were also

encouraged as estates tail were not liable to for-

feiture longer than the tenant’s life.” The judges

were at their wits’ end to remove the anomalies

created by the statute
; and this they did by subtle

^ Williams’s Law of Real Property, TAventy-second
edition, page 94.
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processes and bj gradual degrees which involved

an additional fiction at each successive stage. First,

they held that it was sufficient to impart validity

to the alienation of an estate tail, provided the tenant

in tail left to his heirs sufficient funds that will

approximate the value of the lands sold. In the

next stage, it was thought sufficient if the tenant

in tail had merely obtained a decree in a court of

law entitling him to recover from some other person,

lands of equal value instead. This afforded another

opportunity for the judges to completely subvert

the original law of strict entails
;
for in course of

time it was found to be an easiest mode for effec-

tively barring an entail to get some sort of decree

against a man of straw. And this principle, at

first confined to judgment obtained in a contested

action, was allowed to hold good when the judgment

was obtained by collusion, and thus a practical

abolition of entail resulted.

Just as the Roman law recognised the validity

of the fictitious modes of transfer, namely, Manci^ja^

tio and In Jure Gessio, the English law of Real Pro-

perty recognised certain modes of alienating lands,

of which fines and recoveries are typical illustrations.

A fine was an agreement of compromise made by

leave of court in an action whereby the lands in

question were acknowledged to be the right of one

of the parties. The action in which the compromise

was entered into might be genuine or fictitious, and
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it had to be enrolled among the records of the court,

and if it was allowed to stand on the rolls without

being impeached within a year and a day, all parties

having rights thereto were liable to be barred of

their rights. A recovery was a mode by which land

was decreed in favour of a plaintiff in a collusive

action brought by him by means of which he was

enabled to absolutely transfer lands in respect of

which he possessed only an estate tail. The solemn

piece of juggling involved in a Recovery at Common

law is a typical illustration of the influence of

fictions in the development of law. I do not propose

to deal with the several fictions, by means of which

entailed lands came to be freely alienated, as they do

not strictly come within my province, except as far

as is necessary for a comparative study of the Hindu

law.

Thus far I have alluded to certain typical fic-

tions both in the English and Roman laws, and

directed your attention to the influence that they

exercised in the development of those laws. A
recapitulation of them will bring to mind that their

influence was mostly confined to the two departments

of adjective law, namely, that relating to procedure

in court, and that relating to the jurisdiction of

courts. In attempting to compare the influence of

legal fictions in those systems of law with that in

the Hindu Law, it is necessary for us to bear in mind

the different significations in which the term ‘ legal
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fiction ’ is employed. The fictions that I have already

referred to, for example, in Roman Law that

the plaintiff was a Roman citizen, in English

law—that the defendant was in the custody

of the King’s Marshal, that the plaintiff was

the King’s debtor and on account of the defend-

ant’s default he was the Jess able to pay the

debt due to the king, that the defendant had

found the goods and subsequently converted

them to his own use, that the plaintiff effected a

bailment of the goods with the defendant, etc., are

all seen to fall within the purview of the adjective

law, and strictly fall within the category of legal

fictions as understood by an ordinary lawyer. From

this narrow^ standpoint, it may, with a considerable

degree of certainty, be asserted that the Hindu

Law has entirely escaped the influence of fictions

as a factor in the evolution of legal principles.

The reason for the singular lack of fictions in the

narrower sense in the Hindu Law is twofold. The

abundance of fictions in the Roman Law is mainly

due to the fact that there were originally no rules

of substantive law. The primitive law of Rome

was entirely a code of rules relating to forms of

action, and the substantive rights and obligations

had to be known only through the forms of action

prescribed for the enforcement of rights and

obligations. If a particular remedy was provided,

a corresponding right or obligation was inferred,

6
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and it was through this inferential process that the

highly complicated substantive law of later Rome

was drawn out from early sources. It is perhaps

this notable fact that weighed with Maine when he

observed that procedure in all archaic law was

disproportionately large when compared with the

law of rights and obligations. This theory of

Maine is at all events not true with reference to the

Hindu Law during the Smrti age ; in fact, far from

being disproportionately large, adjective law occupies

much less space in any of our Srartis than the

substantive law or even the modern law does. In

the entire code of Manu consisting of twelve

chapter,', the only treatment of adjective law is

contained in a very small portion of the eighth

chapter. In the code of Yajhavalkya consisting on

the whole of three big adhyayas—Aciira, Vyavahara

and Prayas'citta, only two small chapters at the

beginning of Vyavahariidhyaya are devoted to the

treatment of adjective law under the heads of

‘general procedure ’ and ‘special procedure,’ although

positive law covers on the whole the wide range of

twenty-five chapters.

Yor can we subscribe to the proposition sug-

gested by Sir Henry Maine, that civil law is largely

derived from rules relating to crimes. Yo doubt

the theory that he propounds that in ancient law

crimes and sins are treated as convertible terms is

seen to accord with our observations of the Hindu
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Law. But it in no way follows that rules of civil

law were not to be found in the earliest stage of

positive law, or that the law of civil rights originatad

from the law of crimes. Our Smrtis deal with

contracts and other civil matters with as much

minuteness and elaborateness, if not more, as with

offences. A study of our Smrtis rather indicates

that the criminal law was a creature of the civil law

than the contrary. The soundness of this theory

seems to get some support from the fact that in the

majority of Smrtis available to us no separate chapter

is devoted to the treatment of criminal law, and the

few references to it rather suggest the mixed civil

and criminal character of offences. In most of the

examples, transgressions of law entail not merely

]>unishment of the offender, but a liability to pay

substantial compensation to the injured party.

Yajiiavalkya refers to defamation, rape, adultery,

breach of trust and some other offences most of

which come under the meaning of Sahasa. But

there is everywhere the preponderance of the idea

of civil injury over that of a public wrong.

Now that it has been pointed out that there

has been no necessity under the Hindu Law for the

substantive law to evolve itself from out of its meagre

beginnings in the adjective law, the prime reason

for the invention of fictions disappears. The other

motive which necessitated the invention of fictions,

namely, that of usurpation by courts of the jurisdiction
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of each other can by its very nature operate when there

are two or more sets of courts, each exercising a

peculiar jurisdiction of its own. This can happen

only when there are certain well-defined limits

of the jurisdiction of the different courts, for then

alone does the necessity arise for a contrivance on

the part of one to oust the jurisdiction of the other.

It is this motive that accounts for the innumerable

fictions in which the English law abounds until

they were finally dispensed with by legislation.

In the light of this observation it becomes necessary

for us to examine the constitution of the ancient

Hindu judiciary, and to see whether the prevailing

motive '>f courts to oust the jurisdiction of each

other could ever have been possible under the

Hindu Law, Of course it will not without further

research be possible to arrive at a correct estimate

of the constitution of judicial tribunals in the Vedic

age. I shall therefore now confine my attention to

the scanty materials available in the Smrti literature

out of which it is possible to construct a theory

about the constitution of courts in ancient India.

The first idea that strikes me is the existence of

royal and popular courts side by side. This, I think,

follows from the following text of Yajfiavalkya :

15 ^ II

^ Ynjnavalkya VyavtOiaradhyaya, Chapter 2, Verse 30.
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Of the King’s ofBcers, principalities, profession-

guilds, and families—each prior is superior to others

in the matter of disposal of litigation among men.

This text mentions four different tribunals

engaged in the administration of justice. The first

is the King or his deputy who in later times came

to be known as Pradvivaka. The absence of the

express mention of the word Pradvivaka in the code

of Yajhavalkya seems to suggest that the tenure of

Pradvivaka meaning a judge or a magistrate deriv-

ing his authority from appointment by the Sovereign

is a creature of later origin, and that a Pradvivaka

as the King’s deputy is the result of a compromise

between two independent courts which were original-

ly represented on the one hand by the King and on

Ihe other by a learned Brahmin. Each of the early

Hindu states seems to have had a learned Brahmin

who exercised a jurisdiction equal to and co-ordinate

with that of the King. This is the only conclusion

that can be drawn from the code of Gautama which

relates to a period anterior to that of Yajhavalkya :

The two solemnly engage themselves in administer-

ing justice—the King and a Brahmin of vast

erudition.

The words Dvdn and Ca in the above text will

be inconsistent if either the King or the Brahmin is

‘ Gautama, Chapter 8, SOtra 1.
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derived from the other. The cardinal numeral * two
’

and the conjunctive participle ‘ and ’ can only be

explained on the basis that both the nouns occurring

in the text are of equal prominence. It therefore

follows that the learned Brahmin referred to in

Gautama’s text represents a distinct tenure of office

exercising concurrent jurisdiction with the King.

But later when the inconvenience of the co-existence

of two different courts without well-defined limita-

tions of jurisdiction became sensibly felt, the conflict

between the royal and ecclesiastical courts was set

at rest by adopting a conciliatory attitude by means

of which the decrees of the learned Brahmin were

accordef' full recognition by the Sovereign which

ultimately led to the assumption falsified by history

that the authority of the learned Brahmin was deriva-

tive and carved out of the judicial functions of the

Sovereign. Of the four classes of courts mentioned by

Yajnavalkya, the first is the Royal court which con-

sists of the King’s councillors. The second class con-

sists of Pilgas which are defined by Mitaksara as

assemblies of the residents of the same locality, but of

different castes and callings as a village, a town, etc.

: II

The next group consists of S'renis or assemblies

of different castes, but of members exercising

‘ MiMk^ard Vyauakdradhydya, Chapter 2, Verse 30.
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the same sort of profession as of horse-dealers,

betel-vendors, weavers, shoe-makers, etc.

The last class of courts are Kulas or assemblies of

agnates, kinsmen and cognates,

^ f55Tft I

The existence of the different bodies of laws

administered by the different tribunals is recognised

also by Manu who says :

A king shall enforce his law in consultation with

the rules of castes and localities, the rules of trade-

unions, and the rules of families.

This suggests the concurrent growth of different

rules of law obtaining in different courts which

ultimately emerged as regular codes of law. The

following texts of Gautama also point to the same

conclusion :

Conventions of localities, castes and families are

authoritative, provided they do not conflict with

the Vedas.

* Mitak^ara Vyavahdradhydyai Chapter 2, Verse .30.

® Manu, Chapter 8, Verse 41.
^ Gautama, Chapter 11, Sfttra 22.
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^ ^ I

Agricnlturers, merchants, shepherds, money-lenders,

blacksmiths, etc., are authorities within their

fold.

On a comparison of the texts relating to the

rules of law and the constitution of courts in the

codes of Gautama, Manu and Yajhavalkya, we see

that both Gautama and Manu refer only to different

sets of rules, but not to different tribunals while

Yajhavalkya expressly refers to both. This indicates

that a body of rules was gradually growing in-

dependently of the royal courts, that those rules were

feebly recognised at first, later on they were suffered

to stand undisturbed, that at last they came to be

actually enforced by the might of political authority,

and that in order to assume the dignity of judicial

tribunals, the popular courts had to fight their -way

strenuously. When from out of their humble

beginnings the popular courts emerged as judicial

tribunals, it naturally became necessary to define the

jurisdiction of the King’s court and the popular

courts. Accordingly we meet with rules to the

effect that one court is superior to another court,

that one exercises original jurisdiction in certain

matters, while others exercise appellate jurisdiction

therein and so on as has been beautifully summarised

in the second half of Yajnavalkya’s verse referred

’ Gautama, Chapter 11, Sutra 2.3.
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to already, whose gist is thus clearly set out in the

following passage of Mitaksara :

51 <1311% 35TS^^

51^ I ^ ’i^rfW^sfq 51 ^oiTTf^jpTjpj;
I ^

51 I I

'I3Tlf^5f 'l^lftilft ^f^^WT51 H

This is the purport. In a cause decided by the

King’s officers, although the defeated party is

dissatisfied and thinks the decision to be based on

misappreciation, the case cannot be carried again to

a Puga or the other tribunals. Similarly in a cause

decided by a Puga there is no resort to S'reni or

•Kula. In the same way, in a cause decided by a

S'reni no recourse is possible to a Kula. On the

other hand, in a cause decided by a Kula, S'reni and

other tribunals can be resorted to. In a cause

decided by S'reni, Puga and the other tribunal can

be resorted to. And, in a cause decided by P/iga,

the royal court can be resorted to.

The above quotation from the Mitaksara throws

sufficient light to enable us to trace the history of

the ancient Indian Judiciarv. There was the
«/

King’s court on the one hand possessing original

and appellate jurisdiction in all causes. On the

other hand, there are three popular courts

* MitakmrCt VyavahnradhyCiya, Chapter 2, Verse 30.

6
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possessing an inferior and limited jurisdiction with

certain limitations. Pfiga or the municipal court

exercised original jurisdiction over causes arising as

between inhabitants of the same locality irrespective

of the professions to which the parties belonged,

and it exercised appellate jurisdiction over causes

decided by trade unions and domestic tribunals, and

was in its turn subject to the appellate jurisdiction

of the royal court which was the ultimate appellate

authority in the land. Next to the Fuga comes

the S'veni or the trade union whose jurisdiction was

still more circumscribed as being confined to causes

arising as between members of the same profession

in respe t of which it was a court of first instance,

being subject to revision by the two higher courts

namely Pdga, and the King. Besides, it also served

as a court of appeal with reference to causes tried

by the family tribunal or Kula which was the lowest

in rank among the popular tribunals, and purely

consisted of kinsmen. The Royal court would

naturally be located in the capital of the kingdom,

but Narada who is a later author introduces a

distinction between a court presided over by the

King’s officers and the King himself, for he says :

^
‘ In a cause decided by the King’s officers an appeal

lies to the King.’ This indicates that by the time of

Narada the royal court multiplied itself, and hence

arose the necessity for providing an appeal to the

^ Jlitaksard Vyavaharadhyaya, Chapter 2, Verse 30.
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King himself. This theory is substantially strength-

ened by the following text of Brhaspati. ^ ‘A judicial

assembly is declared to be of four sorts—stationary,

non-stationary, furnished with the King’s signet ring,

and directed by the King. The judges are of as

many sorts. A stationary court meets in a town or

village. One not stationary is called movable ; one

furnished with the signet ring is superintended by

the chief judge; one directed is held in the King’s

presence.’ It is clear that at least three of the

judicial assemblies referred to by Brhaspati derive

their authority from appointment by the King.

There is a passage in Kautalya’s Artha-S'astra which

establishes beyond all doubt that there has been a

steady increase in the number of King’s courts

situate at different parts of a kingdom exercising

different territorial jurisdictions.

^ Groups of three ministers shall as judges deal with

matters of litigation in the frontier of a province,

saiigraha, drommuhha and sthdnlifa.

’ Sacred BnoJcf^ of the East, Vol. XXXII, page 277.

Kaulalya's Artha-S'dstra, Aclhikararia 3, AdhySya 1,

Sutra 1.

•
“ The principal cities located in the midst of ten, four

hundred and eight hundred villages are called Sahgraha

Dronamukha and SthSnlya respectively. Vide Kautalya’s

Artha-S'tXstra, Adhikarapa 2, AdhySya 1, Slltra 4.
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This discussion would have prominently brought to

our minds the fact that the ancient Indian constitu-

tion witnessed a highly developed stage of judiciary.

But the noteworthy feature in the ancient

constitution of judicial tribunals is the singular lack

of well defined rules as to jurisdiction as between the

royal and the popular courts. In Mediaeval England

the existence of a certain well defined practice as

to the limits within which the King’s Bench and the

Common Law Court exercised their jurisdiction

accounts for the abnormal growth of legal fictions

as a contrivance to enable them to encroach upon

each other’s jurisdiction. In ancient India, so far

as can b gathered from the Smrtis, there was no

rule prohibiting a court of superior jurisdiction to

hear and decide a cause capable of being heard and

disposed of by a court of inferior jurisdiction. A
court exercising appellate jurisdiction over a

particular cause can for the first time dispose of it

as if it were an original court. A domestic litigation

can be brought for the first time either in a Ktila

or any other superior court. Nor was there a

difference in the nature of causes that can be decided

by the King’s court and popular courts. But the

popular courts gradually died out on account of the

greater certainty of law and uniformity of justice

administered in the roval court. And, the restora-

tion at a later stage of the village republics was due

to the weakening of central government as a
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result of foreign invasions. Hence we conclude

that there was no necessity for the invention of

fictions in the strict sense of the term at any period

in the history of Hindu Law.
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Although fictions in the sense known to the ancient

Roman lawyer and to the ordinary English lawyer

are rare in the Hindu jurisprudence, they are to be

met with in plenty in the extended signification

given by the eminent jurist, Sir Henry Maine. The

growth of the right of alienation for valuable

consideration by preserving the semblance of a gift

which has been dealt with in extenso in the last

chapter is a typical illustration of the development

of law by a fiction in the wider sense of the term,

namely, that of an assumption of law which serves

to conceal that the original law has undergone a

modification. Fictions as understood in the wider

sense with which I propose to deal in the present

chapter may, at the outset, so far as Hindu Law is

concerned, be classified under two heads, namely,

the fundamental fictions and the derived fictions.

By c- fundamental fiction, I mean any fiction on

which are founded a number of other fictions. The

leading fundamental fictions on which the entire

edifice of Hindu theology and philosophy rests are

the theories of the omniscience, infallibility and

eternity of the Vedas. To understand the exact
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significance of the theory of the Vedic omniscience,

one has only to recall to his mind the famous maxim,

^ I I

‘ Vedas are unlimited ’ which leads to a twofold

assumption. The primary assumption underlying

the theory is that the subjects dealt with by the

Vedas are unlimited. According to this view Vedas

are supposed to deal with not merely the Hindu

theology, ethics, positive morality and philosophy,

but even with such materialistic sciences as rhetoric

or poetics, music, warfare, engineering, architecture,

and last but not the least, the positive law or the

body of rules regulating the dealings between man

and man as far as can be enforced by a court of

law. Another equally important assumption under-

lying the theory of the omniscience of the Vedas is

that not merely the several sciences recognised by

the orthodox tradition are ultimately founded on the

meagre foundations in the Vedas, but all of them

exist in the Vedas in the same advanced stage as

they are at present, and that every bit of later

' Taittir'iya Brdbhmana, 3-10-11. In this connection
the reader’s attention is drawn to the following interesting

Vedic passage.

I ^ I I I 31?^^

t I I 3TST ^ I
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improvement of scientific ideas is completely lurking

behind the purport of the ancient scriptures. The

twofold assumption underlying the omniscience of

the Vedas has a striking parallel in a curious theory

propounded in the Mahabharata relating to its

contents, namely,

^ ^ f I

* What is not found here is nowhere else.’

Touching the theory of the eternity of the Vedas,

it ought to be mentioned at the outset that there is

a slight divergence of opinion among the orthodox

schools of thinkers although the spirit by which they

are all guided is the same. The distinctions that

the difierent schools of thought indulge in, are, in

reality, petty and highly technical, and are simply

calculated to throw dust on the eyes of the lay public

in the perception of the real origin of the Vedas.

Western scholars of Sanskrit are of opinion that the

entire Vedic literature is not the outcome of the

same era in the history of Indian literature, as it

bears traces of the composition of different ages and

of different authors. The Rg Veda, for instance, is

supposed to be a collection of hymns which represent

the effusion of the unsophisticated human heart

accustomed to plain living and high thinking. The

Sama Veda is represented to be the outcome of a

desire to perpetuate the ancient hymns of the Vedic

’ Mahabharata, Adi Parva, Adhyaya 62, S'loka 26.
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bards by combining them with music and rhyme.

The Yajurveda on the other hand bears traces of an

advanced age of Brahmin supremacy when the

ritual, the principal instrument by which the priestly

class contrived to hold their sway over the popular

nlind, was the all-engrossing subject for the

enlightened public of the day. The Aranyakas

and the Upanisads belong to a still later era. This

theory of the Western savants of Sanskrit flouts

the opinion of the orthodox schools of thinkers,

and will be characterised by them as grossly

materialistic and contrary to all received notions.

With regard to the origin of the Vedas, among

the orthodox schools there is absolute unanimity

in the matter of denying a human origin, although

as between themselves they hold contrary views

as to the exact character of their superhuman

origin, and may be divided into two groups, those

that say that Veda is Pauruseya and those that

say that Veda is Apauruseya

.

The Pauruseya.

theory of which the Xyaya school of thinkers are

the strongest advocates, conceives the Veda as

having been composed and pronounced by the

Deity in the same way as any other verbal

statement is made by a raau with full consciousness

of the purport of his statement. The Apauruseya

theory is adopted by the followers of the Mimamsa

and Vedanta systems of philosophy with a slight

shade of difference among themselves which is

7
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purely technical and adapted to the favourite

theories of the respective schools, and not calculated

to express decidedly any substantial distinction.

According to the Apauruseya theory of the

Vedantins, Vedas are as much pronounced by God

as any other statement by a mortal, but without

independence in the matter of composition, and at

the beginning of each Kalpa, God mechanically

reproduces the Vedas which had already been in

existence in a previous Kalpa. According to the

Mimamsa school of thinkei’S who are the most

headstrong champions of the ritualistic aspect of

Vedas, Vedas are as eternal as the world itself, and

cannot -e ascribed to any origin, and God is in

no way responsible either for the pronouncement

or the composition of the Vedas. This theory is

certainly in keeping with the peculiar doctrine of

Jaimini propounded in the Devatddhikarana by

which Godhead itself is not recognised. Hence

according to the Mimamsakas, Vedas have been

from eternity handed down from generation

to generation, by man to man by word of mouth,

and no particular stage of time can be described

as h8ving witnessed the origin of Vedas. This

idea has been so ably and briefly expressed in a

maxim of theirs :

* Gauda Brahnirnmndlya (Nirnayasagara Press edition)
page 170, and Bindu Tlka page 11.
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u 1

At DO time was the world unlike what it is.” To

sum up the distinction between these three

orthodox schools on the origin of Vedas, the Nyiija

school holds the view that Iswara is responsible

for both the composition and the pronouncement

of the Holy Scriptures ; the Vedanta school accepts

the theory that God is not responsible for the

composition, but for the mechanical reproduction at

the beginning of the creation ; while the Mimarhsaka

school maintains that God is responsible neither

for the composition nor for the utterance. But all

the schools proceed on the assumption of the

eternity of the Vedas. This is one of the fictions

that has acquired such a permanent grip upon the

national mind that even in this advanced age of

civilisation, in spite of the disintegrating and

denationalising influences of the west, thousands

of persons, whether brought up in old traditions or

in modern ideas continue to consider it a sin to

believe that Vedas are otherwise than eternal.

With regard to the theory of the infallibility

of Vedas, one would naturally conclude from the

fact that the Vedas are the ultimate foundation of

the Hindu religion, that Veda is an exclusively

religious code ; but this is emphatically negatived

by the Mimarhsakas who lay down that the Vedas

represent a homogeneous code of rules relating to

law and ethics by reason of the very wide

significance ascribed by them to the word ‘Dharma ’
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which is supposed to be the only topic dealt with

by the Vedas. One of the fundamental conceptions

of the Mimarhsa school about the subject matter of

the Veda is that it entirely and exclusively

concerns itself with Dharma. The definition of

Dharma has been given by Jaimini in the second

aphorism of his Mimariisa

—

“ That which is signified by a command and leads to

a benefit is called Dharma.” This definition of

Dharma will be seen to apply not merely to rules of

moralitVj ethics and religion, but also to rules of

Positivi law. It therefore follows according to the

Mimariisakas that Veda is the only source of

knowledge about Dharma, and Dharma is the only

topic dealt with by the Veda. Of course there is

some slight disagreement which is not of much

practical consequence between the Prabhakara^

Bhatta and other orthodox schools as to the exact

signification of the word Dharma. While the

Prabhakara school restricts the denotation of the

word to the act actually commanded by a Vedic

Vidhi, the Nyaya school of thinkers maintain that

the word denotes the invisible effect named Apnrva

which attaches to the soul on the performance of a

religious act and endures until the attainment of the

benefit contemplated by the act, and the Bhatta

school gives a much wider meaning to the word by
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holding that the act enjoined by a Vidhi and the

material connected therewith do all come within the

definition of Dharma. If Dharma is the only topic

of the Veda, and it is conveyed by a Vidhi alone, how

are we to account for the innumerable Vedic

pefssages which obviously do not deal with Dharma,

and how are we to ascribe authority to the major

portion of the Vedic literature that does not evidently

consist of Vidhis or commands ? Does it not lead to

the conclusion that the entire non-vidhi portion of

the Vedic literature is of no authority ? To answer

these objections, we have to bear in mind the four-

fold classification of the Vedas adopted by the

Mimamsakas into Vidhi or a command which includes

a Pratisedha or prohibition, Mantra or a hymn

addressed to Gods at a sacrifice, Arthavada or the

passages of Veda where a certain act commanded or

prohibited by a Vidhi is praised or condemned, and

lastly into Ndmadheya or the nornenclatory portion.

This fourfold distinction is dominated by the idea of

the all importance of the ritual, and certainly much

later than the other classification of the Vedas to be

met with in ancient treatises into two classes, namely

Mantra and Brahmaua.

There are various tests laid down by Mimariisakas

to distinguish each of the four classes into which

Veda has been divided, and which have been uni-

formly adopted in all Mimariisa works. In order to

arrive at a correct estimate of the dilferent degrees
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of authority ascribed to the different classes of Vedas,

it is better to enter into the question of distinguish-

ing the different classes of Vedas in minute detail.

Of the four classes mentioned above, the one that

occupies the least space in the whole range of Vedic

literature is the Ndmadkeya. Ndmadheija is th&,t

portion of the Veda which denotes the name of a

sacrifice. Four tests are laid down by the Mimarhsakas

to distinguish the Ndinadheya portion from the rest

in the Veda. The first is the avoidance of laksand

or deviation from the literal meaning.^ By way of

illustration the term Udhhid in the Vedic text

:

is also mentioned. The subject is exhaustively dealt

with in what is known as the Udhhidadhikarana in

Jaimini’s Mimamsa wherein a doubt is raised whether

the word Udhhid occurring in the text is the name

of a sacrifice or the name of a material to be used at

a sacrifice. An objection is put forward that Udhhid

means an axe by adopting the karaaavyutpatti

or a derivation involving the instrumental case.

In answer it is pointed out that even if an

axe or anything of that sort is supposed to be the

literal meaning of the word Udhhid^ in view of the

juxtaposition of the root Yaj meaning a sacrifice,

it has to be interpreted to mean not ‘ an axe ’ but

‘ Jainiim'ii P'trva MhnunisH, 1, 4, Aclhikaraiia 2.

^ Tandya BrG^hmana, 19-7-3.
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‘possessed of an axe’ which is not its literal

meaning. Therefore bj taking the literal meaning

of the word to be an axe, the interpretation of

the text in question involves Matvarthalaksaad^

and when it is possible to understand a particular

word in its literal meaning, it is improper to adopt

a construction which would involve a deviation

from the literal meaning, and therefore Udhhid

ought to be treated as the name of a sacrifice.

The second test laid down by Jaimini for identifying

a Namadheya is the avoidance of vdhijabheda or

multiplicity of principal clauses.^ A question is

raised whether the term Gitrd in the text

:

if? a nomenclature, or denotes a material to be

offered at a sacrifice. In the latter view it would

follow that the two qualities of variegated colour

and feminine gender

—

citratva and stritva—are

enjoined, and as this inevitably leads to a

Vdkyahlieda (lit. the splitting up of a sentence)

or a plurality of co-ordinate ideas which it is always

the attempt of Mimarhsakas to avoid, the theory

is upheld that citrd is the name of a sacrifice. A
third test to find out a Namadheya goes technically

by the name of the Tatprahhyauydyad This principle

is applied in texts like

’ Jaimini’s Phrva Mim&iiisO,, 1, 4, Adhikarana .3.

^ Taitttirlya Samhita, 2-4-6.
* Jnimini’s Phrva Mimdr'nsd, 1, 4, Adhikarana 4.
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^ and
^

to find out whether the words, Agnihotra and others

are to be treated as the names of sacrifices or not.

Where two texts refer to the same member of

a sacrifice, the prior text it is that really lays down

the auxiliary of the sacrifice, and the word referring

to the same idea in the latter text must be deemed

to be a nomenclature. The last test laid down

for distinguishing the Ndmadheya is called the

^ Tadvyapades'a principle by means of which words

like s’yeha or eagle and others occurring in texts like

should be construed as denoting the names of

sacrifices ; for, the said text is followed by a

complementary passage which says ‘just as 'a

s'yena pounces upon and takes away his prey, so does

the sacrifice in question pounce upon and take away

the enemy.’ By means of the simile suggested

between the literal meaning of the word s'yena and

the sacrifice in the command of which the word

occurs, it has been settled that s'yena denotes the

name of a sacrifice. The above discussion will

show that the Namadheya portion of the Vedic

literature has no authority by itself, but depends

for its authority upon other texts of which the

Narnadheyas are to be treated as part and parcel.

’ Taittirlya Samhita, 1-5-9.

Ibid., 2-5-11 and 6-3-7.

^ Jaimini’s Pnrua, Mimdmsii, 1, 4, Adliikarana 5.
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The next class of Vedic texts that deserves oar

consideration is the Mantra portion. Mantras are

generally hymns addressed to Gods at sacrifices.

The general function that they are believed to

discharge is what is known as Anustheydrthaprakd-

s^ana, that is, the bringing to mind a thing that

ought to be performed. Mantras are generally

divided into three classes: Rh mantras, Yajiir

mantras and 8dma, mantras. This classification is

not to be confounded with the division of the Vedic

literature into the well known three Vedas, namely,

Veda, Yajur Veda, and Sdma Veda. The

difference between these two classifications is clearly

brought out in the chapter of Purva Mimaiiisa

^relating to the discussion of the relative weight of

iipahrama or the beginning, and upasandidra or

the close. The words

—

Rk, Sdma a and Yajns are

defined by Jaimini himself in the three following

aphorisms

;

(1) (2) mh
and (3) ^

Such of the mantras as are composed in metre are Rks;

Sdman is the word applied to the different methods of

chanting recognised in the Vedas ; and the entire

residue of the mantra literature goes by the name of

Yajus. From the above definition it will be seen

that the classification of mantras into Rk, Yajus and

' Jaimini’s Purva Mlmamsd, 2, 1, SOtras, .‘{.5, .*^6, .‘57.

8
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Saman does not in any way correspond to the

threefold classification of the Vedas by the same

names, for it is possible to have a Rk either in the

Yajurveda or the Samaveda and vice versa. In

establishing the theory that when there is a conflict

between the beginning and the end of any Vedic

passage the former is to prevail, the discussion in

Purva Mimaihsa turns upon the construction of the

words Rk, Yajus and Saman occurring in the

text

By the Rk it is done loudly, by the Yajus in a low

tone, a by the Saman in a loud tone. The

question that is considered there is, which of the

two ^j-issible constructions is to be preferred. Does'

the text mean that in the course of performance of

acts prescribed by the respective Vedas, the mantras

which form a subsidiary to such sacrifices are to be

pronounced in the respective tones ? Or, does it

mean that the different mantras are to be pronounced

in the different tones irrespective of the Vedas to

which they belong ? The view is put forward at the

outset that as the words Rk, Yajus and Saman refer

to the mantras according to Jaimini’s definition, the

text is to be construed as regulating the methods of

pronouncing the mantras whether the act in the

course of which they are pronounced belongs to one

' Jaimims Purua MlmiXmsa, 3. 3, Adhikarana 2.
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Veda or the other, jprima facie view is refuted,

and the theory is established that the said words in

the above text refer only to the Vedas, because the

text which precedes the present one bears unmistak-

able reference to the Vedas. As a prelude to the

present text, there is found a reference to the origin

of the Rgveda from Agni or Fire-God, of the

Yajurveda from Vayu or the Wind-God, and of the

Samaveda from Aditya or the Sun-God. It

therefore follows that the words, Rk, Yajus and

Saman in the succeeding text refer to the Vedas.

But so far as the question of the authority of the

Mantra portion is concerned, it ought to be

concluded that it simply serves the purpose of

recalling to mind the deities for whose propitiation

the sacrifices enjoined by the Vidhi portion are

performed. The result is that the Mantras have

no authority by themselves, but play a subservient

part to the Vidhis inasmuch as they aid the comple-

tion of acts enjoined by Vidhi texts.

Then we pass on to consider the authority of

the Arthavada portion of the Vedas, In estimating

the weight of this peculiar class of Vedic texts, we

have to bear in mind the peculiar exegetical

principle propounded by Jaimini to which he gives

expression in the following sutra :

* Jaimini s Purva MimdmsQ,, 1*2, SQtra 1.
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As the sole purpose of the Veda is the commanding

of acts, such of those as do not compel the

performance of an act are invalid.

According to this theory, the Vidhi portion

which of course includes the Pratisedha is the only

operative portion in the whole range of the Vedic

literature. All other passages must with all

possible ingenuity be brought round, and interpreted

so as to harmonise with, and play a subservient

part to the Vidhis. Arthavadas must be invariably

taken as forming an indispensable part of the Vidhi.

The process by which Arthavadas are made a

complement to the Vidhi is based upon the Mimarhsa

princiiLe that when a principal text in whose

neighbourhood an Arthavada is situate, commands^

the performance of an act, the complementary

Arthavada text must be deemed to praise or eulogise

the act commanded, and when a principal text

prohibits a certain act, the complementary ArthavMa

must be deemed to condemn the prohibited act. An
example of the former is seen in the Arthavada text

:

^ W Wfd 1

‘ Wind-God is the swiftest deity ; one approaches him

by his own good luck; and He alone brings him

prosperity ’ which follows the Vidhi text

—

' Taittirlya SamhitO,, 2, 1 , 1 .
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A man desirous of prosperity must sacrifice a white

beast for Vayu.

An illustration of a Pratisedha or a prohibitory

text followed by a condemnatory Arthavada is to be

seen in the following passage :
^

‘ Silver ought not to

be’ given in the barhis sacrifice. Rudra wept, and

his tears became silver. A giver of silver will witness

weeping in his house before the expiry of a year.’

In spite of the supposed want of independent

authority of Arthavadas, it is a noteworthy fact that

Arthavadas do really form the bulk of the Vedas.

Most of the Vedic passages in the Karmakanda

belong to the category of Arthavadas, and the

Upanisads which constitute the Jfianakanda of the

Yedas are according to the Mimarhsaka theory an

Arthavada intended to praise the sacrificer as one

of the principal instrumentalities by which a

sacrifice is brought into existence. When a sacrifice

is enjoined by the ritualistic Veda, a curiosity

naturally arises as to the character of the soul

wherein an invisible effect is supposed to be produc-

ed by the performance of a sacrifice, which is

ultimately presumed to lead to the benefit in con-

templation. Hence arises the necessity of diving

deep into the mysteries of Creation, transmigration

of soul and the excellent qualities of which a sacri-

ficer’s soul is possessed. In the result, the whole of

the philosophical branch of the Vedas is brushed

‘ Taittirxya Samhita, 1, 5, 2.
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aside as of no independent authority. Of course,

among the orthodox thinkers themselves, there is

the other school headed by the Vedantins who

maintain the independent authority of the Upanisadic

passages, and who for this purpose refute with

consummate vehemence the theory of the invalidity

of passages which do not enjoin or prohibit an act.

The anomalies resulting from the theory that nothing

but a commanding statement has any force, reach

their climax under the influence of the Prabhakara

school who formulate the theory that the rule of

the invalidity of non-commanding statements is not

confined to Vedic texts, but ought to be applied even

in on 'nary language. Hence it is well settled that

Arthavadas have no independent authority of their

own. But at the same time, some sort of authority

has to be attributed to them as they form the major

portion of the Vedas. Most of the Arthavadas are

seen to be absurd and opposed to common sense

according to their literal meaning. For instance,

there is a text which says that stones float on water

;

another text says that kine performed the satra

sacrifice. Some other Arthavadas are mere repeti-

tions of commonplace things, and some others

narrate historical anecdotes, fables and genealogies.

In order to estimate the value of the Arthavada in

general, it is necessary to bear in mind the oft-quoted

threefold distinction of Arthavadas into Gunavdda,

Anuvdda and Bhutarthavdda.
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When an Arthavada text is on the face of it opposed

to commonsense, it is said to be a Gunavada; when

it is a mere repetition of a thing already known it is

an Anuvada ; and the rest of the Arthavadas are

known by the name of Bhiitartliavada.

The two texts ^ 3TTW: and ^

‘ Stones float on water ’ and ‘ Kine performed the

satra sacrifice ’ illustrate the first of the three

classes of Arthavadas mentioned above. The

second class is typically illustrated by the text

‘f'ire is antidote for snow.’ The story of

S'unahs'epha and similar other narrations recorded

in the Arthavadas serve to illustrate the last class.

When such is the meaning actually borne out by

the letter of the Arthavadas, it is no wonder that

Mimaiiisakas, who are staunch believers in the

infallibility of every syllable of the Vedas, are

obliged to deprive the Arthavada texts of their

natural meaning, and to accept a forced interpreta-

tion by means of which they may be presumed to

‘ Anandagiri on Bi'ahmasvtra Blun^ya under 1, o,

Sfltra 33.

^ Cf. JTRM:, Taittiriya Samhlta, 1, 3, 13.

* Taittiriya SamhitCi, 7, 5, 1.

* Taittiriya Samhitd, 7, 4, 18.
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repeat things contained in the Vidhi texts in ;

laudatory or condemnatory tone.

Whatever pains may be bestowed on thi

construction of Arthavadas so as to harmonise then

with the theory of the absolute infallibility of ever

bit of Vedic literature, there is the notewor'th’’
Cl

historical fact that Arthavadas played an importan

part in the development of rules contained in thi

Vidhi texts by way of extension, restriction o

modification of their scope. On most occasion

Arthavadas succeed in effecting this result b;

professing to elucidate or fix the meaning of word,

occurring in a Vidhi text. The importance of th(

pecu ar part played by an Arthavada in thi

direction is fully realised by the Mimamsakai

themselves, as may be clearly seen from tHi

discussion relating to the meaning of the text

:

‘ One arranges the anointed pebbles.’

The doubt is raised for consideration whethe

the pebbles may be besmeared with any substanc(

like ghee, oil, etc., capable of effecting the ointment

or whether the ointment is to be effected by thi

application of any particular substance. The theor

is proposed that as the Vidhi text contains n(

restrictive provision as to the substance by whici

the ointment is to be effected, a sacrificer is a

’ Taittirlya Bralvnana, 3 , 12 , 5 .
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liberty to anoint by whatsoever means he likes.

In answer it is pointed out that the Arthavada text

which follows the said Vidhi text contains a

reference to ghee. The Arthavada itself means

‘ for ghee is splendour ^ ^ By reason of

the fact that ghee is eulogised by the complementary

Arthavada, the principal Vidhi text ought to be

construed as laying down an ointment by ghee

alone. This discussion illustrates the consciousness

of the Mimariisa philosophers of the hard fact that

on more than one important occasion, an Arthavada

ultimately alters the meaning of a command to

which it is supposed to be subservient. Instances

may also be drawn from the Smrti literature, of

Arthavadas, which, instead of restricting as in the

former illustration, exercise their influence by

extending the meaning of the principal Vidhi texts

to which they are appended. A text of Atri lays

down adoption for a sonless man thus :

kTOd : II

Only by a sonless man shall be made a substitute for

a son by all possible efforts for the purpose of the

offering of libations and water.

The text simply says that a man destitute of

a son shall be entitled to adopt. The plain

’ Taittinya Brdhmaya, 3, 12, .5.

^ AtriSmiii, Verse, 52.

9
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meaning of the word ‘ son ’ in the above text has

been expanded by the following Arthavada

;

^ 3^ ftwi; II

‘A man conquers the world by a son, by a son’s

son attains immortality, and by a son’s grandson

attains the world of Sun.’

The effect of reading the Vidhi and Arthavada

texts together is that when a man is possessed of s

son or a son’s son or a son’s grandson, he is no!

entitled to take a boy in adoption.

Instances of extension, modification or restrictior

of a V'idhi text by an Arthavada may be multiplied

but we rest content with the illustrations already
«>

given. I^evertheless the theory is that no sucl

alteration of Vidhi by Arthavada is possible. Thii

is the principle enunciated in the ^ Uetuvanuigadddhi

haraiia of Jaimini which had often been the subjec

of reference by courts of law and Sanskrit scholar

employed therein in the past century in connectioi

with the determination of the question of the validit;

of an only-son-adoption. The relevant text of Vasisth

on the point expressly prohibits such an adoptior

and the same is followed by a reasoning clause. Th

text itself runs thus

:

’ Mami, 9, 137. Vide also the discussion in Dattat
Mimamsa on Atri’s text.

Jaimini*s Phrva Mlmdmsd, 1, 2, Adhikaraija 3.
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3^*3; I

* One shall not take or receive an only son in adop-

tion, for he is for the continuation of the line of his

ancestors.’

The eminent Sanskrit scholar Mr. Mandlik held

the view which was also adopted by the law courts

at Madras and Allahabad that the above prohibition

has not the effect of absolutely negativing the status

of an adopted son to a boy taken in contravention

of the rule. His argument, he said, was based on

the principle of the Hetuvannigadadhikarana which

he conceived as laying down in broad terms a general

proposition that any command followed by a reason-

ing clause is absolutely null and void. This theory

is really opposed to the actual principle laid down in

the said adhikarana, and is due to an incorrect

understanding of the discussion to which it relates.

The point about which the whole discussion turns

is the meaning to be given to the text :

‘ One shall perform Homa by the winnow, for by it

food is made.’

The question discussed is whether the Homa
under question ought to be performed only with the

’ Vasi^tha Smrti, Chapter 1.^5, Shtras 3 and 4.

^ Taittirlya Brahmaria, 1, 6, 5.
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winnow which is expressly mentioned in the com-

manding clause of the text, or whether the Homa can

be performed with a pounding rod, a jar or a spoon

or any other implement used in the preparation ol

food on account of the applicability of the reasoning

clause to such other materials. In conclusion, the

former view is upheld principally on the ground

that it is not just to accept a deviation from the

literal meaning in a commanding text, and that

when the choice lies between straining a word in a

Vidhi and that in an Arthavada, the latter ought to

be preferred. If we are to strain the language ol

the Vidhi text in the light of the Arthavada, the

word ’ winnow ’ has to be given an extended signi-

fication. If we choose to strain the Arthavada in

the light of Vidhi, we have to presume that the

reason for the winnow being the subject of Homa is

not the capacity to produce food in general, but the

particular capacity of producing food inhering ir

the winnow. In the result, the food-productive

capacity of the winnow is referred to as re-

commendatory rather than by way of an independ-

ent reason in support of Vidhi. It therefore follows

that the scope of any commanding clause is not tc

be extended by reason of a succeeding reasoning

clause, and that the reasoning clause ought to bt

restricted in its operation to the particular object

which comes within the purview of the commanding

clause. Such being the principle enunciated in th€
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adhikarana, it is no authority for the position that

all commanding clauses followed by reasoning clauses

are infructuous. It rather establishes that all reason-

ing clauses following commands are infructuous. On

the application of this principle to Vasistha’s text,

Mr. Mandlik’s view is whollv untenable. All the

same it ought to be admitted that whenever it suits

their purpose, the Miraarhsakas mitigate the effect

of the principle of this adhikarana by introducing

refined technical distinctions and adopting a

liberal interpretation of words occurring in a Vidhi

text.

We have now dealt with the so called primary

source of positive law, namely the Vedas. But

jthe singular lack of rules relating to positive law

in the very wide range of Vedic literature

irresistibly leads to the conclusion that Vedas

cannot be treated as an important source of law

except by a legal fiction. This fiction is very

rigorously kept up so much so that the really

important source of positive law, namely, the Smrti

literature is supposed to rest for its validity and

binding character not upon its own independent

intrinsic merit, but upon its foundation in the

Vedas. It is an open secret that there are no

corresponding texts in the Vedas for most of the

Smrti rules, especially for those which fall within

the province of positive law, and it is impossible

to conceive that any basis for such rules could be
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found in the Sruti except by a wide stretch of

imagination. In fact, the Smrtis would have lost

their purpose, had the rules laid down therein beer

found in the S'ruti texts. Yet the theory h

maintained that the sages who composed the severaj

Smrtis actually saw, or more appropriately heaW

the Revelation, and recorded their reminiscence?

in accordance therewith in the form of Smrtis.

The two words Sruti and Smrti themselves lenc

support to this wild theory. S'ruti literally mean?

that which is heard, and Smrti that which h

reme mbered. The very absence of a real Vedi(

basis for most of the Smrti rules except by a lega

hction gave rise to widely divergent theories tha

had swayed the minds of scholars from time to tim<

whose one common object was to try their leve

best to establish a Vedic origin of the Smrtis. As i

would be extremely difficult within the shor

compass of these lectures to deal with all th<

theories about the emanation of Smrtis from S'ruti

I shall confine my attention to the three mos

important theories. One of the theories goes b;

the name of Utsannavdda or the theory of th

‘ Lost S ruti According to this theory the Vedi

texts which served as the foundation of Smrti text

were actually available to the authors of Smrtis

* ilanu's text cited in Smt'ti-MukttXpiiala.
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but have since become extinct on accoimc of

desuetude. This theory militates against the

doctrine of the eternity of Vedas, and is therefore

rejected by the Mimarhsakas on the following

among other grounds. Firstly, it cuts at the root

thb view that Vedas do not owe their existence to

any origin, human or divine
; secondly, the Vedas

and the sounds or Varnas which constitute the

Vedas and their arrangement are eternal ; thirdly,

the orthodox section of the public have from time

immemorial spared no pains to preserve in tact the

entire Veda without missing even a syllable or an

accent, and as a matter of fact there have been

actually recorded in authoritative works the

number of Vedas, the number of recensions, the

number of chapters, of verses, of words, of syllables,

of sounds, etc., so that anything that falls outside

the recorded categories cannot be deemed to belong

to the Vedas.

Another theory which is farther from truth,

but nearer technical accuracy than the theory of

the Lost S'ruti is what is known as the Pracchanna-

vdda or the theory of the ‘Hidden Sruti ’. According

to this theory, the Vedic text on which a Sinrti is

founded, is eternally hidden in the Veda, and its

existence is to be known for ever by inference.

The mere fact that the authors of Srartis who are

themselves ardent believers in the sole supreme

authority of Vedas have laid down rules for the
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guidance of the actions of human beings is suppose(

to point unequivocally to a S'ruti which is lurkinj

behind the ^ne actually in vogue. This theory ha

got the merit of satisfying the objection raised ii

the light of the theory of the eternity of Vedas

and at the same time hints that the inferent'ia

Sruti originating a Smrti is a postulate which is no

allowed to be disputed. The soundness of this theory

however much it may satisfy scientific accuracy

cannot be maintained except by sophistry. Th

former theory whereby the S'ruti texts on which th

Smrtis are founded are deemed to have been extant i

the ages in which the Smrtis were composed, is a

least plausible though logically inaccurate, an

involves a smaller degree of fiction than tlie theory c

the Latent S'ruti. Hence the modern Mimarnsaka

headed by Kumarila Bhatta, the famous author of th

three monumental works of Mimariisa, namely S'loka

vartika, Tantravartika, and Tuptika, struck a vi

media by adopting a theory which for brevity’s sak

may be styled as the Pratyalcijavdda or the theory c

the ‘Patent S'ruti’, according to which the S'ruti text

which serve as the foundation for the Smrtis ai

d'^emed to be available in the extant Vedic literatui

itself, and that every bit of Smrti has a correspondin

S'ruti original. In this view there is no need fc

conceiving the existence of a lost S'ruti or for presun

ing a S'ruti text by inference. The entire body of ruh

clearly laid down in the Smrtis can by a shrew
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observer be found to be based on actual texts in the

available S'ruti literature, and if one is not able to

trace the Vedic origin of a Smrti, it only means that

the necessary patience, knowledge and legal acumen

are not forthcoming. This theory is pushed to such

a length that the Vartikakara and all posterior

Mimarhsa scholars have cited Vedic texts as the

foundation of Smrti rules in cases where the authors

and sages of bygone ages have found none. The
advantages of this last theory over others can be

summarised as follows. It neither offends the theory

of Vedic eternity, nor does it call to its aid a

presumed S'ruti as a creature of eternal inference.

It satisfies the pride of the orthodox section who
lay the highest pretensions to the honour of pre-

serving their sacred literature from time immemorial

in tact ; and the ancient works recording the details

from the number of recensions down to the syllabic

instants of which the Vedas are composed, are placed

far above suspicion. The only disadvantage of this

theory is that in certain cases, the efforts of spelling

out an originating text from the Vedas, of straining

its meaning, of wresting it from its context and of

deriving the desired purport therefrom border upon

the ludicrous, and clearly prompt one to imagine

that it is a head for a cap, and not a cap for a head.

The objection is anticipated in the Mimariisa treatises

themselves that if the Smrtis are nothing more nor

less than Vedic rules there is no special purpose
10
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served by the Smrti composition. This objection

met satisfactorily, by pointing out that in spite

the fact that the Smrti rules are in toto found witf

the available S'ruti literature, they are dispersed o'^

a very wide range which is not possible for

ordinary man to scrutinise or master. The Sml*

are useful as manuals of rules to be gathered frc

the different contexts in the Vedas by placing with

the easy reach of ordinary mortals all the availal

material necessary for the guidance of hum
conduct. These observations relating to the Vec

origin of Smrtis ought not to be confined to woi

of Dharma Sastra which are ordinarily understc

bv the term Smrti ; for, the denotation of the wc

Smrti recognised by scientific treatises is much m(

comprehensive so as to include the Kalpasutras a

various other works, for example, grammar-

short, anything composed by a Rsi.

Now I shall attempt to cite a few approT

illustrations of Smrtis derived from Vedas, So

of the Smrtis arise by necessary implication fr

certain Vedic passages, some others have to

distilled from discussions in Vedic Arthavad

some from Mantras, and some are foreshadowed

the Vedas as a matter of common knowledge,

the last which are said to be derived from the Vei

by Siddhavannivdes'a the following illustrations n

be given. There is a Smrti text which lays do

that women desirous of applying collyrium to tf
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eyes must apply the same first to the left eye, and

then to the right eye. An origin for this Smrti rule

is found in a Vedic text occurring in the context

of a sacrifice which lays down that a sacrificer ought

to anoint his right eye first, and recites apparently

as a reason the fact that on other occasions men begin

the anointment with the left eye. The Vedic text

which is supposed to have originated the Smrti I’ule

under question is as follows

:

I

A sacrificer anoints his right eye first, for men

anoint their left eye first. This rule is fully borne

in mind by Kalidasa in his Raghuvaiiis'a where he

describes the sensation of the women of Bhbja’s city

occasioned by the entry of Aja on the eve of the

honeymoon along with the newly married bride

—

Indumati. The verse reads as follows :

Another damsel after ornamenting her right eye

with collyriura, with her left eye cheated of the same,

went near the window in the same posture bearing

the pencil (used in anointing).

The context in which the above passage occurs

describes a series of acts on the part of the ladies of

’ Taittiriya Sarahita, 6, 1, 1.

* Raghuvams'a, Canto 7, verse 8.
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the city evidencing a subversion of the norn

condition of things and the hurry in which they L

their ordinary avocations in order to have a view

the newly married couple going on procession in 1

streets of the city. Mallinatha rightly brings c

the heart of the poet by saying that Kalidasa h(

intends to convey that on account of the jubilati

prevalent in the city, women even forgot the e

mentary rule of S'astra prescribing the ointment

the left before the right eye.

The author of Sastradipika refers to anotl

case of a Smrti rule as having been derived fron

Siddhavaniiirdes'a in the Vedas. There is a text

Mari i to the effect that one ought not to surrenc

a refugee to his enemy.

The sin incurred by a man forsaking a person w
has sought shelter, and by a Brahmin teaching Ve

to one not entitled to it, disappears by the confii

ment of diet to Yava for one year.

The portion relating to the abandonment o

refugee is sought to be traced to a Vedic text whi

occurs in the course of a fable narrated by

Arthavada. In the Jyotistoma sacrifice ma
vessels are used for holding the extracted juice

be offered, and they are called Gralias. Some of t

’ Manu, Chapter 11, Verse 198.
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Grahas are supposed to be presided over bj a single

deity, and some by a double deity. There are

various rules laid down for the pouring of the

extracted soma juice from one vessel to another, by

one of which it is recited that the juice in the vessel

presided over by Aditya must be taken from the

vessel presided over by double deities. An incident

is related which apparently furnishes a reason for

doing so. In the course of the sacrifice, the Grods

are said to have forgotten Rudra who thereupon got

furious, and assaulted Aditya. Out of fear from

Rudra, Adityas took shelter under the dual divinities

who refused to surrender them to Rudra. There-

fore it is that men do not give away to the enemy

.one who has sought protection even though he

deserves to be killed ; and hence, juice in the Aditya

vessel must be taken from vessels presided over by

dual Gods.

It will be highly interesting to note another illustra-

tion furnished by Sastradipika as throwing con-

siderable light upon the curious method of fishing

out a warrant for a Smrti rule in the Vedas. In the

Prayas'cittadhyaya Manu says :

* Taittiriya Samhitd, 6, 5, G.
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which means that by causing miscarriage of a child

in the womb the author of the mischief subjects

himself to the penalty consequent upon the slaughter

of a Brahmin. A humorous story is told in the

Vedas to which is ascribed the origin of the 8mrti

rule. Various Mantras are directed to be recited at

the time of pouring down the soma juice from one

vessel to another, and at the time of actually offering

it to the hre. One of the vessels which are prescribed

for holding the juice goes by the name of Agrayana.

When the soma juice is poured from the big vessel

in which it was extracted into the Agrayaga vessel,

a Manrra is recited which contains no specific

reference to any God by name, a circumstance which

differentiates it from the Mantras recited at the

pouring of Soma into other vessels. As a consequence

of the said distinction, the soma juice held by the

other vessels is allowed to be thrown into the fire by

means of the same vessels, whereas the soma juice

held in the Agrayana vessel ought to be poured

first into the vessel presided over by God Vayu, and

by means of the latter should be offered to the fire.

The reason ascribed for this distinction is that since

the Mantra recited at the pouring of the juice into

the Agrayana vessel contains no deity, it is unknown,

but the defect is removed by taking it again to the

' Manu, Chapter 11, Verse 87.
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vessel of Vayu, for in the said process, a Mantra

has to be recited which mentions a God by name

;

and this is the reason why the destruction of a

womb whose content is unknown to be either a male

or a female leads to the sin of Brahmahatya or the

sl«fughter of a male Brahmin. The relevant Vedic

texts are

:

Visrvarupa, the famous commentator on Yajna-

valkya Smrti who is long anterior to Vijhanesvara,

and who is actually referred to by the latter author

in highly laudatory terms in the opening passage

of his monumental commentary, is seen in the

course of his erudite commentary to have left no

stone unturned to establish the inter-relation

between S'ruti and Smrti, and he does it actually

by citing on all possible occasions Vedic original

texts for the Smrtis. I shall now confine ray

attention to citing a few illustrations from the said

commentary which almost seems to have been

written with the set purpose of establishing the

Vedic origin of the Smrti. With regard to the

application of Dharmas'astra it is a known fact that

the code of Yajnavalkya lays down the territorial

limits of its application as identical with the place

where the black antelope roams about fearlessly

:

^ Taittir'iya SamMtd, 6, 5, 10.
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Three Vedic texts are treated as the origin of thi

rule. One is

^ ^ fcoit^ I

For, a sacrifice is an antelope, and having becom

a black deer it roamed about. Another is :

quotation from SVetas'vatara.

^ I I

The sacrifice became a black deer. Having becom(

a black deer it roamed over the earth, and Dharms

followed suit. Another text is referred to as th(

song of the Bhallavins, a school of the Samaved;

which runs as follows

:

The rule laid down by Yajnavalkya prohibiting

the marriage of any male of the three highej

castes with a woman of the S'iidra caste, namely,

is described by Vis'varupa to have been derivec

from the following two Brahmanas :

* Ydjnavalkya Ac&rddhyftya, verse 2.

Vis'varupa on Yajnavalkya, Trivandrum Sanskri

Series, Vol. 74, page_8.
" Yajnavalkya Acaradhyaya, Chapter 3, Verse 56.
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1 fC0Tquff2n ^ I

—'TfcRkt ^T^rf ?TTd^ |

W(i 3^^ ^T^ JTT%^ II

‘ The dark-coloured damsel is approached merely

for lust/ says the Brahmapa. Similarly Bahvrca

recites :
‘ A husband enters the wife, becomes the

womb, thus converting the wife into the mother,

and of her he is born anew and is delivered in the

tenth month/

On the question whether the rules laid down

in the Rajadharmaprakarana are applicable to any

person born of the Kingly caste or to a person

who is actually the monarch, a Vedic text is

.referred to as restricting the scope of the Smrti

to the latter which is a typical illustration of the

influence of the theory relating to the Vedic origin

of Smrtis upon the transformation of later law.

The Vedic text runs thus ;

^ CHASSIS I ?T ^
’1^11

He created the King from his head. He is therefore

anointed in the head, and becomes a king. Here

the word Rajan is restricted in its denotation to an

anointed King.

* Vigvarupa on Y&jnavalkya, Trivandrum Sanskrit
Series, Vol. 74, page 65.

* Ibid., page 181.

11
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Another instance may be drawn, from the la'

of partition, of a Vedic text which is cited b

Mitaksara as prohibiting a thing ostensibly lai

down by the Smrtis. The Smrti rule relating t

the unequal division of heritage among brothei

of different ranks prescribes certain minu't

additional fractions in favour of the elder know

as Uddhdra. This unequal division is vehement!

opposed by the author of Mitaksara principall

on the ground of custom which is presumed to b

warranted by a Vedic text which records an incider

about the partition by Manu of his property amon

his sons equally, and without distinction, and there

fore lie infers the rule of law that unequal partitio

is condemned by S'astras as by custom. The tex

itsf^lf is as follows :

Manu while alive divided his assets among hi

sons equally. This text is also presumed t

authorise a division of father’s property during hi

lifetime which is described in the later legs

language by the name of Jlvadvihhdga. This wi

ultimately be seen to lead to the theory of the righ

of sons by birth in the joint family property.

In the second chapter of Manu, a number c

rules are laid down regulating the behaviour of

pupil towards his preceptor. The pupil must b

‘ T&ittirlya Sai'nhitO,, 3 , 1 , 9 .
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dressed in less costly clothes than the preceptor.

He must rise from bed earlier and go to bed later.

He ought not to reply to or converse with the

preceptor while lying, sitting, dining, standing nor

with his face turned the other side. While the

pifeceptor is seated, he ought to stand up, advancing

towards him when he stands, going to meet him

if he advances, and running after him when he

walks.

With regard to the last portion of the Smrti laying

down the running after by the pupil, a Vedic source

•is discovered in a curious fashion. In the Cayana

sacrifice, for the purpose of erecting a bird-like

construction, earth is taken to the sacrificial spot by

means of a man, a horse and an ass. The man goes

first with the basket of earth, the horse is led next,

and the ass follows thereafter. In this context,

there is a general rule laid down that an inferior

should always follow the footsteps of a superior,

and this novel text is supposed to prescribe the

procedure of a student’s behaviour towards his

teacher. The text itself is

’ Manu, Chapter 2, Verse 196.

* 2'aittirlya Samhita, 5, 1, 2.
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In the chapter relating to the conduct of

Snataka, Yajfiavalkya lays down ;

?IT^: ?r II

A Snataka shall not drink water with the hollow c

his palms. He shall not rouse a sleeping man.

should not play at dice, nor shall he interming]

with sinners or sickly persons.

With regard to the portion relating to the rousin

of a man from slumber, Viswarupa, the erudit

commentator, qualifies the prohibition by adding th

words and that is to say, one shout

not hit a sleeping man with a pointed edge or wil

fully awaken him. The above two restrictions whic

are (^f course quite in consonance with common sens

are imposed upon the text by tracing its origin to

yedic text which reads as follows

:

Therefore one shall not awaken a sleeping man b;

inflicting pain.

A story is also narrated where a sleeping mai

is said to have been called by names, but when i

was found to be of no avail, he was roused by

gentle pressure of the hand.

,
^ ^ 'nf^RT

* Yajnax^alkya AcarAdhyaya, Chapter &, Verse 138.
® Visfuarupa, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Vol. 74

page. 109.
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In another connection, in the chapter relating to

the removal of impurity of materials, Yajfiavalkya

lays down the following rule :

Pure is the water that can satisfy a cow, that is

natural and that remains on earth.

An origin of this Smrti is traced to a curious Vedic

text which relates an interesting story.

^TT RTtei:, ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^^IT: RT^: I

^ ^ ^TffdT:

'TN^, ^Tff^

^ II

The Goddess of speech strayed away from the Gods.

She entered the waters. The Gods desired the

waters to deliver the Goddess of Speech. To them,

the waters replied “ Whichever staint may accrue

unto us either from men or from other beings you

shall purify. Then we shall deliver the Goddess of

speech.’^ “ Alright,” said the Gods.

The sun is the Brahmayajna. He purifies with

his rays which are rendered sacred by Brahmayajna

’ Yiijnavalkya Acaradhyciya, Chapter 8, Verse 192.
* Vigvarupa, Trivandrnm Sanskrit .Series, Vol. 74,

page 131.
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daily, all the Gods together. Therefore it is tl

during the day pure things are calculated to cree

purity. So whichever is doubted to be impure, o

shall wash with water. It actually becomes pure.

As an instance of a Smrti rule traceable to

Arthavada origin, may be cited the text
'

Yajnavalkya

:

^
^rr I

* A householder ought to serve a learned man witl

bull or a goat,* the corresponding Arthavada te

occurring in the Veda being

^ ^ 1

Just as in this world when a great man is come

any other deserving person, they kill a bull oi

barren cow.

An illustration of the same principle is to

found in the text of Yajnavalkya in the Snata

Dharma Prakarana which says

which has been interpreted differently by t’

different commentators. According to Mitaksa

it prohibits eating on the part of the husband in t

presence of his wife. According to Vis'varupa,

‘ Ydjhavalkya AcdrUd/iyaya, Chapter 5, Verse 109.

Mitndmsii Kausiabha, 1, 3, 1.

Ydjnavalkya Acdrddhydya, Chapter 6, verse 131.
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prohibits the presence of the husband at the time of

the wife’s taking her meals. In the latter sense the

text is traced to the following Arthavada.

‘ Therefore these women desire to devour men, like

beasts of prey.’

Certain rules of the Smrti texts are deemed to

be anticipated or presumed by Vedic texts by way

of necessary implication. For example, there is no

actual Vedic text commanding the performance of

the initiation ceremony, but it is necessarily involved

in the text which lays down that one ought to study

Vedas, namely

:

With regard to the performance of the Sariiskara

known as marriage and with regard to the procrea-

tion of a son, there is no express Vedic text. But

both the ideas which are dealt with in Smrti texts

like

and *
I

“ One ought to marry a beautiful woman,” and

“ One ought to approach his wife in Rtu ” are

described as necessarily presumed by the Vedic text :

’ Vi.^uar'tpa, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Vol. 74,

page 106.

* Taittirlya AranyaJca, 2, 15, 1.

® Yiijnavalkya Acarfidky&ya, Chapter .'3, Vers(‘ 52.

^ Ihid., Verse 79.
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Of Smrtis derived from Vedic Mantras, 1

following may be cited as illustrations

:

“ One shall not cook food for his own sake.”

derived from the following Mantra

I

‘ A miser obtains ineffective food.’

2. The Smrti rule that one shall construci

water-house in a desert, derived from Sf'TT

“ Thou art like a water house in a desert ” occurr

in the following Mantra.

*
JT ^ f gqtW ^

SNT

3. etc.

This text of Yajnavalkya commands a Snatakf

wear gold and sacred thread. The correspond

Mantra text is as follows

:

^ Bha((a Dlpikd, 2, .3, Adhikaraiia 3.

** Ydjnavalkya AcarUdhy&ya, Chapter 5, Verse 104.

® Tdittiriya Brdhmaij,a, 2, 8, 8.

* Bg Veda, 7, 5, 32, 1.

“ Ynjnavalkya Ac&rCLdhyUya, Chapter 6, Verse 133
“ Vigvarupa, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Vol.

page 106.
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Neither the demons nor the evil spirits cross it, for

this is the first born vitality of Gods. He that

wears gold produced by Daksa, etc.

In the chapter dealing with the observance of

holidays with reference to the study of Vedas,

YSjnavalkya lays down that when a Pas'u intervenes

between the preceptor and the pupil, the studies

ought to be suspended for one day and night. The

word pas'u in the above text has been interpreted to

mean a goat by reason of the Mantra text reciting

‘ a goat is thy victim The Smrti text and the

corresponding Mantra are respectively as follows :

^5̂ I! and

^
I

In the chapter relating to the removal of the

impurities of substances, Yajfiavalkya declares that

roads are purified by the rays of the moon and the

sun and by the wind.

An origin of this rule is to be seen in the following

Mantra Varna

:

^ ^ ^ ^ F?: I

* Ynjnavalkya Acaradhyaya, Chapter 6, Verai^ 147.
** Vi^variipa, Trivantirnm Sanskrit Series, Vol. 74,

page 112.
^ Yctjnavalkya AcarddhyUya, Chapter <S, Vers*‘ 194.
‘ Vv^varupa, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Vol. 74,

page 132.

12
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In tlie Vjavahara portion when dealing with tl

succession to the mother’s estate, Yajfiavalkya la

down :

Daughters shall take the residue of a mother’s esta

after the discharge of debts, and in their defau

the family takes.

The word family here means the male issue

the deceased woman. This text is supposed

represent an idea derived from the following Mantr

2T3ft TOd ^ if

There are also certain ideas in the Smr

borrowed from Vedic texts, but in a different fo:

from that in the Vedas. For example, a Vedic t€

recites

One ought not to speak to a woman during mens

In the Vedic context in which it occurs, the prohi

tion is what is technically known as Kratvarth

that is, a violation of this prohibition goes to t

root of the act and vitiates the sacrifice itself w
the result that no sacrifice can be deemed to hz

taken place if the rule is violated, and that the bene

’ Ydjnavalkya VyavaharAdhyaya, Chapter 8, Verse ]

" Bg Veda, 3, 2, 5. 2.

® TAittiriya SamhitA, 2, 5, 5.
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contemplated by the performance of the sacrifice

will not accrue. The same prohibition is also laid

down in the Smrtis, but with the distinction that

the prohibition is made Purusdrtha

;

that is to say, a

transgression of the rule will entail the accrual of

sin irrespective of any connection with any sacrifice.

As an instance of a Smrti text based on Nijdya

may be cited the text of Yajnavalkya.

For, it stands to reason that all acts in which the

husband and the wife are associated should be

performed in the fire kindled by them both.

Some Smrti rules can be traced to a double

source. For example, the famous Smrti text

^ which is the actual subject for dis-

cussion in the Smrtyadhikarana of Purva Mimruiisfi is

traced by the author of Tantra Vfirtika both to a

Mantra and an Arthavada which are respectively as

follows

;

^ ^ ^T: I

2TT ^TT II

and
^

I 'Tcdt ^^'hlS'hl I

* Ydjnavalkya AcAradhyaya, Chapter 5, Verse 97.

® A^valAyana Grhyas'drd, 2, 4, 4.

® EkagnikAnda, Pra^na 2, Mantra .30.

‘ Taittiriya Samhit~i, 7, 4, 8.
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The Smrti permitting polygamy but prohibiting

polyandry is traced to the following Vedic texts.

^ ^ I

I

Therefore for one man there are several wives, but

for one woman there are not serveral joint husbands,

and

^
?TT %T ^ I

“ Him to whom my father has given me, I shall

never forsake while he is living.”

This latter text is also often mentioned as authorising

the practice of Niyoga for which a warrant is also

found in the following Mantra.

I

Of Smrti texts admittedly based on false reason-

ing and an incorrect understanding of the rules of

interpretation and consequently deemed to be un-

authoritative, I shall give instances later. I hope this

collection of Smrtis and their corresponding Vedic

* VL^uar'tpa, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Vol. 74,
page 7\. Compare Taittirlya Samhitd, 6, 6, 4.

^ ^ qcft i

* VL^varupa, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Vol. 74,

page 74.

* Ibid.
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original sources will throw considerable light on the

question of the origin of the Smrtis. As to whether

the theory of a Vedic origin of the entire Smrti

literature represents the correct view that stands

the test of searching criticism, I shall allow the

reader to draw his own conclusion.
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In the last lecture I have dealt with the general

fiction assumed bj the Mimathsakas that every

rule of positive law, morality or religion embodied

in the Smrti literature is clearly traceable to one or

more Vedic originals belonging to the Mantra,

Arthavada or supplemental Vidhi portion. But

nobody who has a critical eye will fail to observe

the fundamental truth on which the authority of a

Smrti rule rests, namelv, the fact that it had been

countenanced by the sense of the majority of the

orthodox section professing the Vedic faith, althongli’

in theory, the recognition of a custom, however wide

it may be, will not bj^^ itself be capable of imparting

validity to a Smrti rule giving effect to it, but will only

raise a presumption of the existence of a S'ruti text

in its support which is beyond the eye of the

ordinary observer. Therefore, whether a corres-

ponding S'ruti text is available or not in the extant

Vedic literature, the truth is that a Smrti rule

is of binding authority by virtue of its acceptance

and recognition by the community at large. That

the Mimamsa scholars themselves were fully

conscious of the fact that their theory as to the

Vedic origin of Smrtis was in most cases a mere

fetish is fully borne out by the limitations by which
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they seek to restrict the universality of this fiction.

The several inroads made upon the theory of the

Vedic basis of Smrtis illustrate the different degrees

in which the fiction of Vedic origin is recognised

in its application to different circumstances.

The first exception to the rule that all Smrtis

are based on Vedas is illustrated by the Mimariisakas

in the Audumharddhikaram} The discussion relates

to a case of conflict between an express S'ruti and

an express Smrti. In such a case, is the theory

of the Vedic basis to be given effect to, or rejected

in toto, or accepted in a qualified manner ? The

answer to this question varies with different

authors. There is a sharp difference of opinion

on the point between S'abarasvamin, the author of

Bhasya and Kumarila Bhatta, the author of Vartika.

In order to elucidate the difference of opinion

between these two great Mimarhsa scholars, it is

necessary for us to enter into the details of the

discussion which occasioned it. But at the outset

it will be convenient to forecast that the inclination

of the author of Vartika is generally in favour of

giving as extended an application as possible to the

fiction of the S'ruti origin of Smrtis. The principal

text about which the discussion turns is the Smrti

text 2
I

’ Jaimini's Mimdrhsd, I, 3, Adhikaraija 2.

^ Jaimini's Mlmamsa, 1, 3, Adhikaraua 2. Cf. Drahya-
yana, S'rauta Sutra, 5, 2, 1.
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* The whole of the sacrificial pillar made of

TJdumbara wood must be covered.’ With regard

to the actual reading of the text, Khandadeva,

the author of Mimamsa Kaustubha is of opinion

that the correct reading is ^
J

and not ^ ??«rf I
as quoted in otlier

Mimaihsa treatises. A conflict is referred to between

this Smrti text and an express S'ruti text,
^

which means ‘ The Udgatr priest ought to

chant, touching the sacrificial Udumbara pillar’. The

conflict is that by the Smrti the whole of the pillar

ought to be covered, and if that is followed it would

not be possible for the priest to touch the pillar

with his hand, and consequently the S'ruti rule has

necessarily to be violated. In such a case, are we

to presume an originating S'ruti text for the Smrti

under question as in the case of Astakdsmrti

leading to the inference of two conflicting Smrtis

so as to result in an option or ViJcalpa tainted with

the eight flaws known to Mimamsakas ; or, are we

to conclude that the Smrti rule has no basis in the

S'ruti, and that its authority is completely negatived

by the express S'ruti text to the contrary ? The

conclusion is in favour of the latter alternative,

because the authority of Smrtis is only derivative,

and when an original authority to the contrary is

available, the expectancy of the Smrti rule for a

^ Jainiirii’s Mhndihsa, 1, 3, Adhikaraija 2. Cf. DrQ,hy&~

yani,at S'rauta Sutra, 5, 2, 1.
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Vedic basis disappears. In other words, when

there is a conflict between a S'ruti and a Smrti the

former prevails, and the latter is abandoned as at

best it will only suggest a S'ruti by inference. This

is the view put forward by S'abarasvamin. The author

of* Vartika in the first place shows that there is no

real conflict between the S'ruti and Smrti texts

under consideration, for it is possible to reconcile both

by adopting the interpretation that the whole of the

sacrificial pillar should be covered with the exception

of a small space left uncovered for the purpose of

touching. In the second place, there is no warrant

for supposing that the expectancy on the part of the

Smrti for an original Vedic source becomes extinct

as soon as an apparently conflicting Vedic text

makes its appearance. Thirdly, the acceptance of

such a theory will, when carried to its logical conse-

quence, present a formidable difficulty in explaining

the admitted existence of conflicting S'ruti texts as

^^ and 2 or
®

and I

One S'ruti text says that Homa should be performed

after sunrise, another says before sunrise. One

S'ruti text says that the Sodas'i vessel ought to be

utilised in the Atirdtra sacrifice, another says it

* Aitareya Brdhrnana, 5 , 25 , 6 .

’ Taittirlya Brdhmaria, 2, 1 , 2 .

* Bhdt({a Dlpikd, 10, 5, 12.

13
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ought not to be. When such admittedly conflicting

texts of S'ruti are available, is it far-fetched to

presume an original Vedic source for the Smrti rule

enjoining the total covering of the sacrificial pillar

existing side by side with a S'ruti rule which directs

the contrary ? Hence the only possible answer that

could be suggested under the circumstances is that

there is a corresponding S'ruti text for the Smrti rule

under consideration, but that it ought not to be acted

upon until the original source is actually found out.

It will thus be seen that according to the view of

Vartikakara, the theory of the validity of Smrtis

remains unviolated while the evil resulting from an

admission of its binding character is effectively pre-

vented. How he manages to harmonise the theory

of its authority with the practical consequence aimed

at by the Bhiisyakara is as follows : Authority is of

two kinds. A text may be authoritative in the

sense that it speaks the truth. There is another

sense in which a text may be said to be authoritative.

In this latter sense, authoritative and binding are

convertible terms. In the light of the above twc

significations it is quite easy to comprehend that a

Smrti rule conflicting with a S'ruti text is authoritative

in the one sense and not in the other, and that the

generalisation about the authority of the Smrtis hae

reference to the first of the two meanings in which

the word authority is capable of being construed af

stated above. Lastly, the Vartikakara objects tc
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the citation of this text itself as exemplifying a

Smrti of an unknown Vedic source, for he is at no

loss to spell out an express text from the vast mass

of Vedic literature corresponding to the Smrti in

question. The S'ruti text on which he declares the

Smrti to have been founded belongs to the

Sdtydyanis'dhhd and runs as follows :

and this text, he says, is actually cited as the source

of the Smrti by Jaimini in his Chandogya. From

the above discussion it may be gathered that the

intention of the Vartikakara is that the text cited in

the Bhasya is not properly a case arising for

.consideration, and that if at all anybody succeeds in

citing a Smrti text which is necessarily conflicting

with an express S'ruti text, the authority of the Smrti

ought to be restricted to the narrower of the two

significations pointed out above, so that in effect

the text is deprived of its binding character according

to both the theories.

In the same discussion another text is cited in

the Bhasya as standing exactly on the same footing

as the one already considered. This is the Smrti

text which says ;

* TantraviXrtika, 1, 3, Adhikarapa 2.

Bodhayana Dharma Sutra, 2, 1.
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‘ One ought to observe studentship of Vedas for

forty-eight years.’ It is humorously remarked by

S'abarasvarain that this text has been composed and

interpolated by a person in order to conceal his

impotency. In the same way, on numerous occasions.

Sabarasvamin indulges in humorous remarks whict

seem to shake the very foundation and authenticity of

the major portion of the Smrti literature. In tlu

case of another Smrti text which also finds a plac(

in the same discussion, namely,

‘ The food of a sacrificer, who has bought Sorai

deserves to be eaten,’ he says that the permissiv<

Smrti rule is the outcome of famine and starvation

The rule of Smrti which says that the Adhvaryu if

entitled to the cloth used at the Vaisarjana Homa,

is in his opinion due to the imagination of ai

avaricious priest. The same reason is also attribute(

to the text

:

The advanced notions entertained by S'abarasvamii

with regard to the authorship of such of the Smrti

as did not appear to him reasonable are apt to giv

’ Tatdt'avdrtika, Adhyiiya 1, Pada under Stitra 3.

^ Jaimini’s Purva Mlmdnisd, 1, 3, Adhikarana 3.

® Ibid. Adhikarana 2.
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a handle to modern oriental scholars of the West

and to those trained in their school who rarely

look upon our ancient literature with anything but

a suspicious eye and who have actually suggested

that the Sastras represent the outcome of a scheming

head on the part of the Brahmin priesthood to

hold the illiterate masses in abject submission and

consternation. The heterodoxy of the several

views held by the Bhasykara necessitated a

reactionary move to place the Smrti codes beyond

all suspicion, which is chiefly represented by one

of the greatest orthodox champions named Kuraarila

Bhatta, the famous author of Tantravartilca. His

attitude is not merely that of being contented with

a contradiction of the critical views of Bhasyakara,.

but one of aggressive challenge thrown to the

Bhasyakara to refute the broad proposition tliat all

Smrtis are based upon S'rutis. Not one instance is

left unquestioned, of a Smrti whose SVuti source is

held by the Bhasyakfira to be unknown. Kumarila

Bhatta is able to discover texts from the unexplored

regions of the Vedic literature to substantiate the

Smrti rules of which the Bhasyakara is not able

to trace the SViiti source, and this process of

discovering fresh S'ruti texts from the unexplored

regions increases with the later Mimarhsakas. In

fact Khandadeva comes forward with an inexhaust-

ible store of Vedic texts which have escaped the

scrutiny of the Vartikakiira himself.
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Now to return to the discussion of the Smrti

rule enjoining bachelorhood for fortj-eight years.

This certainly conflicts, as expressed by STabara-

svamin, with the text of S'ruti

He ought to kiudle the sacred fires, of whom a son

is born and hairs are dark. The kindling of the

sacred fire is the duty of a man who has entered

the married life. The lengthy studentship prescribed

by the Smrti rule will in all probability render a

person too aged to come within the definition

given in the S'ruti text. As a result of this conflict

the SmiT-i rule will have to give way, and is therefore

of absolutely no authority. This is the view held

by the Bhasyakara. As against this, the author

of Vartika holds that it is wrong to suppose there

is any conflict between the two texts. It may be

suggested that studentship for forty-eight years is

intended for those who are either lame or blind, or

otherwise disqualified to enter on the married life,

and at the same time are incapable of becoming a

perpetual Brahmacarin or an ascetic by reason of

lack of self-control ; and consequently there is no

real conflict between the two texts. As a matter

of fact, an express text from the Atharvaveda is

pointed out in support of the rule laid down in the

Smrti.

‘ S'aharahha^ya, 1, 3, Adhikarana 2.
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With regard to the Smrti text ^ %f2TT7f;.

we have already observed that in the opinion of

Bhasya, it is not authoritative as the inference of

the Vedic text in support of it is impeded by the

express text of S ruti

:

5T I

One shall not eat the food of a sacrificer. The conflict

is brushed aside by the Vartikakara who says that

the prohibition relates to a sacrificer who performs

a sacrifice for expiation, and that the permissive rule

refers to a sacrifice performed for the attainment

of heaven. After all the Smrti rule is a permissive

injunction. Nobody is compelled to take the food

,of a sacrificer, but when he does so there are three

stages at which his food is permitted by the S'astras.

Strictly speaking, when the Agnlsomryasamsthd

which is a subsidiary to the Jyotistoma is performed,

the prohibition loses its ground. Prior to that, there

are two occasions at which the taking of a sacrificer’s

food is permitted. One is when the Vtifd is offered

in the fire, and the other is when the Soma is bought.

The cumulative effect of all texts has been described

to be that there are three stages at which a person

is allowed to take a sacrifieer’s food, and that the

greater the adversity, the earlier is the stage at

which it is permitted. With regard to the distinction

^ Tantravartika, AdhySya 1, Pada 3 under Sutra 3.

^ Of. Apadainba S'rauta Sfdra, 10, 15, 15.
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that the prohibition relates only to the taking of

food at a sacrifice performed for expiation, the

author of Vartika finds no diflficulty in discovering

a source from the Atharvaveda to support the same,

namely.

Therefore, of a sacrificer known (to perform the

sacrifice for heaven) who has bought the Soma, food

is eatable.

Another case of conflict between S'ruti and

Smrti, and of the overriding of the latter by the

former is mentioned in the following verse

:

By a Smrti rule, Japa is laid down from sunset up to

the appearance of stars in the sky. By the S'ruti,

the Agnihotra is to be performed in the evening

soon after sunset. The conflict between the two

texts is reconciled by treating the Smrti rule as

overruled by the S'ruti text, in its application to

performers of Agnihotra.

Thus far we have dealt with cases of apparent

or real conflict between a S'ruti and a Smrti text, and

the limitation that has to be laid on the theory of a

‘ MlmamsQ, Kaustubha, Adhyaya 1, Pada 3, page 23.

* Vigvariipa on Yajnavalkya, Acarddhydya under
S'loka 7.
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Vedic basis of the Smrtis. Now we shall refer to

some other circumstances which justify the denial

of authority or of binding character to certain

Smrtis. It is not all Smrtis that stand in need of a

' Vedic source. A Vedic basis is presumed only in

those cases where an invisible effect or an effect not

accountable to any visible, tangible cause is deemed

to be produced. Some Smrtis are drstdrtha, that is,

are intended to produce a visible result
; and, some

are adrstdrtha^ that is, are intended to produce an

invisible result. The ultimate objects aimed at by

the former class of Smrtis are Artha and Kdma, that

is, wealth and pleasure ; of the latter are Dharma

and MoJcsa, that is, virtue and salvation. Even in

,the case of Adrstartha smrtis, where a particular

text is obviously due to interested causes or motives

like avarice, ignorance, etc., it is not necessary to

presume a Vedic origin for it. The rule entitling

the Adhvaryu priest to take away the cloth used at

the Vaisarjanahoma, and the rule enjoining the total

covering of the sacrificial pillar by cloth may be

traced to the scheming of a covetous priestcraft.

If this is a real test to be applied to all Smrti rules,

it is apprehended that most of the Smrti injunctions

chiefly belonging to the Dana and Fvdijas'citta

chapters will have to be thrown overboard, for it is

not clear where the line of demarcation is to be

drawn between texts due to interested motives and

texts free from the taint. At best, the statement of

14
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Bhasyakara can only serve the purpose of giving

caution against the acceptance of interpolations as

genuine, merely by reason of their having been

dexterously interwoven with the genuine Smrti

literature. Some other Smrtis may be due to a

misapplication of the rules of interpretation. One

test of identifying this class of Smrtis is to find out

whether the conclusions accepted by them correspond

to the objections raised and met by the Purva-

Mimariisa. If the Pdrmpaksa of any adhikarana in

the Purva Mimarhsa accords with the theory set out as

conclusive in Smrti texts, such Smrti texts must be

deemed to be the creature of an incorrect under-

standing of the rules of Exegesis, and consequently

possess no authority. All the observations made
„

with regard to Smrtis are equally applicable to

Kalpa-sutras ;
for, although in common parlance

Kalpa-sutras are not ordinarily known to be Smrtis,

they come under the denotation of the term Smrti

from the strict sastraic point of view.

A few instances may here be conveniently

noticed, of Kalpa-sutras based upon arguments

advanced by the objector in the science of Mimamsa.

In the chapter relating to the sacrifice known as

Agmsoraiya pas'ic, as soon as the Pas'u is sacrificed, a

sacrifice of Purodds'a (a sacrificial oblation made of

ground rice and offered in Kapalas or vessels) is

enjoined as a subsidiary to the Pasuyaga to

propitiate the same God as in the Pasuyaga, on the
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principle generally recognised that the God in whose

honour an animal sacrifice is performed is also the

God for the subsidiary Purodasa sacrifice.

Sacrifices are generally of two kinds
; some are models,

some are copies. The former are technically known as

Prahrtis, and the latter as Vikrtis. The former are

three in number, Dars'apuriiamdsa or the New Moon

and Full Moon sacrifice, Jyotistoma and Agnisomlya-

pas'u. As between themselves, the last is to a certain

extent modelled on the first. All the other

sacrifices are merely copied from these three

originals. With reference to the distinction in the

,
material offered at the sacrifice, all sacrifices whether

Prakrti or Vikrti may be divided into three classes.

Some are known as Istis, some as Pas'u-ydgos, and

some as b<oma,yagas. Sacrifices in which Puro(lah?a is

offered are called Istis, and they are all modelled

upon the Dars'apiirnamjisa sacrifice. Sacrifices in

which animals are victimised, and offered to the

Gods are called Pasm-yagas, and they are all

modelled upon the Agnisomiya-pasni sacrifice. All

other sacrifices are called Soma-yagas, and they are

all modelled on the Jyotistoma sacrifice. The result

of the acceptance of the relationship of model and

copy between sacrifices is that the latter derives

ail its subsidiaries from the former in the absence

of any express text in the context to the contrary.
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This rule by which the subsidiaries of the original

are, as it were, inherited by the copy sacrifices

is termed in Mimamsa treatises as the principle

of Atidem. Atidem and Upades'a are two

antithetic words, the former referring to the

extension of an idea by analogy, the latter to an

actual injunction by means of express words. In

the Savaniya Pas'll, a Kalpa sutra states
^

which is a typical illustration given by Mimansakas

of a Smrti text based on an imperfect understanding

of exegetical principles. As Savaniya Pas'll is a

sacrifice in which an animal is offered, it is the

Vikrti ^r copy of Agnisomiya Pas'u. As in the latter,

a subsidiary Purodas^a sacrifice is performed, after

the animal is sacrificed, the same subsidiary sacrifice »

is imported in the Savaniya Pasru also by

the principle of Atides'a. With regard to this

subsidiary Purodas'a sacrifice, the Kalpa sutra

states ^dl^d : meaning that its performance is

optional, and this is exactly the view suggested

by the objector in the Twelfth chapter of Purva

Mimamsa. The argument on which the objection

is based is that the reason assigned for the perform-

ance of the subsidiary Yaga in the original

is found to be wanting in the Vikrti, and by

the application of the maxim Cessante Ratione

Cesset et lex, it follows that it may be dispensed

with in the latter. The rationale on which the

’ Apastamba S'rauta Sutra, 13 , 1 , 15 .
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performance of the subsidiary is based in the Prakrti

has been described to be the filling- up of gaps in the

materia] offered at the sacrifice ; for, in the original

Pasu Yaga, the animal is not offered in its entirety.

Certain parts of it are cut off from the rest and

offered at the sacrifice. Therefore the material

offered becomes disconnected, to unite which into a

harmonious whole the pasty Purodasa is offered.

So far as the Savaniya Pas'u is concerned, whether

the Purodas'a Yaga is imported by Ytides^a or not,

there is a Pas'u Purodas'a prescribed in the context

which by itself would sufl&ce for the purpose of

filling up the gaps in the sacrificial material ; and, the

reason for the importation of the subsidiary sacrifice

. having thus disappeared, the subsidiary imposed

by the principle of Atides'a may either be performed

or rejected at the option of the sacrificer, which is the

prima facie objection raised in the Mimamsa works

and upheld by the Kalpa sutra in question. But

the conclusion arrived at by the Mimamsakas

emphatically refutes this position. The reason,

namely, that of filling up the gaps suggested in the

Prakrti Yaga is merely an Arthavada intended to

eulogise the Grod to whom the sacrifice is made, and

in reality, it is no reason for the rule. Hence, ir-

respective of the compulsory Pas'u Purodasa sacrifice

enjoined in the context, the subsidiary Purodas^a

Yaga must be performed in the same way as in the

Agnisomiya Pas'u.
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An illustration of a text due to misapplication of

logic maj be drawn from Apastamba. A S'rauta

Sutra of Apastamba recites

^
I

This text occurs in the chapter relating to Ukthja

which is a development of the Jyotistoma sacrifice.

In the model sacrifice on which Ukthja is based,

there is a direction that eleven sacrificial pillars

ought to be planted crosswise so that each of the

pillars may rest half of it within the sacrificial altar

and the other half outside the altar. The text

laying down this direction is

By the principle of Atide^a, the eleven sacrificial

pillars are imported into the Ukthya sacrifice. But

with regard to their location there is an express text

in the context prohibiting the establishment of

pillars crosswise in the sacrificial altar as in the

Prakrti Yaga. It therefore follows that the first

Yupa is to be posted at the eastern extremity of the

altar, just a few inches from the sacrificial fire, and

the other Yiipas are to be posted eastward of the

said pillar. In these circumstances, a doubt is

raised whether the sacrificial altar whose dimensions

are prescribed by other rules ought to be extended

‘ Apastamba S'rauta Sutra, 22, 10, 17 .

^ Maitr&yani SamMta, 3 , 9 , 4 .
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in the eastern direction so as to cover the spnce

occupied by all the pillars, or whether the sacrificial

altar needs no extension by reason of the sacrificial

posts. The former view proceeds on the assumption

that a sacrificial altar merely serves the purpose of

a resting place to the sacrificial pillar, and is there-

fore a subsidiary to the same. ^ This view is

repudiated by the Mimamsakas on the ground that

the only text which apparently lends some support

to this position, namely,

is not to be taken as laying down that the altar is a

subsidiary to the pillar, but that the pillar ought to

be posted at a particular place half of which happens

to fall within the altar. Hence the view given effect

.to by Apastamba in his aphorism,
^

one ought to construct the sacrificial altar to cover

the entire number of Yupas, accords with the

objector’s view in the Purva Mimamsa, and is there-

fore erroneous.

Another text of Apastamba suffers the same

treatment at the hands of the Mimamsakas. It recites

They perform Patnlsarhydja with the aid of

animals’ tails. This text occurs in the context of

the Pas'vehddasfini sacrifice which is a Vikrti of

* Jaimini’s Mlm&ynsCi, 3, 7, Adhikarapa 6.

* Apastamba S'rauta Srdra, 22, 10, 17.

* Apastamba S'rauta Sutra, 14, 7, 11.
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Agnisoimya Pas'u which is itself based on the model

of Payoyagas which form a part of the Dars?-

purnamasa sacrifice. In the last sacrifice the Patni-

saihyaja is enjoined with the aid of an animal’s tail

or ghee at the option of the sacrificer, by the text.

By the principle of Atidesa the choice of materials

would have been directly imported into the

Agnisomiya Pasni sacrifice but for an express text in

its context restricting the material to be offered at

the Patnisamyaja to the animal’s tail. Therefore,

the Patnisamyaja sacrifice is intended not as a

Sam^kdra karma

^

or a purificatory ceremony of the

tail, but as a direct subsidiary to the principal

sacrifice. If the Patnisamyaja sacrifice be held to

be a purificatory ceremony or pratipatti of the

animal’s tail, it would follow that there ought tc

be performed as many Patnisaihyajas as there are

goats’ tails in the sacrifice. ^But the view h

upheld by the Mimariisakak that Jaghani is i

subsidiary to the Patnisamyaja, and not vice versa

with the result that in the Agnisomiya Pas'u sacrifice

only one Patnisamyaja is performed with the aid o

one Jaghani, and as the Pas'vekadasini is merel;

modelled upon Agnisomiya Pas'u, by the application c

Atides'a, only one Patnisamyaja has to be performs

* Apastamha S'rauta Sutra, 3, 8, 10 .

^ Jaimini^s MlmamsiX, 12 , 4 , 6 .
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with the aid of one Jaghani in the Pas-vekadas’inl as

well. It will therefore be seen that the view re-

^esented by Apastamba in the Kalpa sutra

ith the objection point of view in the

msa, and is therefore erroneous and not

illustration of the same principle is to

be found in'^the following text r

The Darmpurnamasa sacrifice is an aggregate of six

sacrifices, three of which go by the name of Dars'a^

and the other three by the name of Puraamdsa. The

three sacrifices belonging to the Dars'a set are

Agneya, Agnlsomlya and Updihs’uydja. The three

belonging to the other set are AgnUorniya,

Indradadhi, and Indrwpayas. The material offered

at Agneya and Agnisomiya sacrifices is the Piirodds'a

or the ball of flour made of rice or any other

grain heated and boiled in Kapalas. Prior to the

offering in the fire, the Purodas'a used at the

Agneya sacrifice is directed to be divided into four

quarters. ^A question arises whether ^;he division

into quarters is to be made of the Purodas'a used

^ JaiminVs Mlmdmsd, 12, 4, 6.

* K&tyAyana S'rauta Sutra, Adhyaya 3, Sfttra 84.

^ Jaimini's MlmdmsG,, 3, 1, 15.
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at the Agneja sacrifice alone, or to that in the

Agnisomiya sacrifice as well. The reason for the

doubt arises in this way. The S'ruti text says

^
I

One ought to effect a fourfold division of the

Agneya. The word Agneya signifies any material

offered to God Agni. Since the God Agni is one of

the two Gods in whose honour the Agnisomiya

sacrifice is performed, an objection is put forward

that the fourfold division is applicable for botl

the sacrifices. This is the view that is reiteratec

in t he sutra ^ but the conclusion ii

against the acceptance of this view, for, th»

Taddhita termination found in the word Agney

indicates that the base denotes the Devata in it

entirety, and that therefore the Agnisomiya is nc

actually contemplated by the rule directing tl

division of Purodas'a into four quarters.

Another text of Apastamba ^ ^41

R

illustrates the same principle. In t^

discussion relating to the text
^ ‘ 0

cleanses the sacrificial vessel,* a principle

‘ Of. Apastamba S'raula Sidra, 3, 3, 2, and Katyayc,

S'rauta Sutra, 3, 82.

® Kdtyayana S'rauta Sutra, 3, 84.

* Apastamba S'rauta Sutra, 1, 25, 8.

* Jaimini's Purva Mlmdrhsd, 3, 1, Adhikaraiia, 7.
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established that stress is not to be laid upon the

gender, number and other attributes belonging to

an TJddes'ya or a thing in respect of which another

thing is predicated. The substance of the rule

may be stated thus. The attributes of a subject

are immaterial, but the attributes of a predicate

are all important. By the text of Apastamba

referred to above, an act called Paryagnihamna

which means the litting of a Darbha grass and

winding it three times round a particular substance,

is directed to be performed of the Puroda^a. In

this text Purodasa is the subject, and Paryagni-

karana is the predicate. A doubt is raised whether

Paryagnikarana is to be performed only of the

, Purodas'a or also of any other sacrificial material

like the Soma juice, Pas'u, etc. The occasion for

the doubt arises from the fact that the character-

istic of Puroclasa is an attribute of the subject.

This objection is overruled on the ground that the

principle of the Grahaikatva discussion simply lays

down that all additional attributes in an Uddei?ya

are not to be taken into account, and not that the

essential characteristic itself which alone constitutes a

thing an Uddes'ya, is immaterial ;
for, in the text

relating to the cleansing of the Graha the

characteristic of the Graha is quite material, and

therefore an extension of the Paryagnikarana to

sacrificial materials other than Purodas^a is only

based on an incorrect perception of the canon
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laid down in the Grahdikatva discussion, and on the

objector’s view in the Gamasddhikaraiia}

It must be noticed that in all these illustrations

the Vartikakara is very serious about emphasising

the fiction of a Vedic basis of the Smrtis. While
It

according to the Bhasjakara the illustrations given

above are admitted to be erroneous, the Vartikakara

employs an euphemism, and simply says that the

rules laid down in these texts are not to be followed

until the S'ruti texts on which they are based are

actually discovered. In other words, he is not

prepared to admit that they are erroneous, but

at the same time declares that one will not be

justified in following their precepts. This is

only one of the various quibbles in which *

scholars and lawyers of all nations indulge for

the sake of preserving their favourite fictions in

tact.

The acceptance of the fictitious theory of a

Vedic basis for all Smrtis leads to another attempt

on the part of Mimariisa scholars to start with the

presumption that no Smrti is opposed to any S'ruti.

As far as possible, the S'ruti and the Smrti texts ought

to be reconciled with each other on the assumption

that any conflict that may exist between an express

S'ruti text and an express Smrti text is apparent and

not real. This attitude of the Mimamsakas is

clearly borne out in their discussion of texts in what

* Jaimini’s Mlmamad, 3, 1, Adhikarapa 8.
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is known as S'istdkopddhikaraaa. ^ The line of

argument followed by the Bhasyakara is apt to lead

one to the conclusion that under certain circum-

stances he is prepared to place the Smrtis on a

higher level than the iS'ruti texts, and the discussion

therein is an emphatic denial of the anti-Smrti

tendencies of S'abarasvamin. While the attempt of

the Bhasyakara in the above discussion is wholly

intended to establish the superior authority of the

Smrti texts in the light of their contents, the attempt

of that famous Mimarhsaka of Pro-Smrti tendencies,

Kumarila Bhatta, is not one of examining the

relative weight of the Sruti and Smrti texts in the

light of their contents, but one of establishing that

„ there is no conflict at all, and that therefore no

question of superiority or inferiority arises under

any circumstances. The principle of the Adhikarana

according to S'abarasviimin is that when there is a

conflict between a Smrti text which enjoins an act

and a SVuti text which enjoins an attribute of an act,

the former is to prevail. The actual Smrti texts

round which the discussion turns are the following :

It ought to be performed by a person who has

performed Acamana ;

’ Jaimini's Mlmdmsa, 1, 3, Adhikaraija 3.

Tantravdrtika, 1, 3, 3.
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An act ought to be done by a person who wears the

sacred thread or cloth on his left shoulder running

down the right waist ; and

It ought to be done by the right hand. A conflict

is pointed out between the first of the above texts

and a S'ruti text which states

^^ I

One ought to erect the sacrificial altar after making

the handle of grass.

This text indicates, by virtue of the termination

Tvd, t be immediate sequence of the two acts. If

by chance a person sneezes in the middle, an

observance of the acamana in compliance with the
'

Smrti rule will lead to a violation of the sequence

laid down by S'ruti. In the same way, if by accident

the sacred thread or the upper cloth falls down from

the left shoulder, if the smrti rule is to be observed,

one has to set it right before the construction of the

altar so that the sequence of acts directed by the

S'ruti is violated. Similarly, the rule directing the

pe»'formance of acts with the right hand offends the

Prayoga Vidhi or an imaginary Vidhi summarising

all .the subsidiaries of a sacrifice by means of which

it is understood that the subsidiaries and the

’ Tantravartika, 1, 3, 3.

** TantravCbrtikay 1, 3, 3. Cf. also Apcistamba S'rauta

Sutra, 1, 8, 13.
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principal sacrifice comprehended by the Prayoga

Vidhi ought to be performed with as little interrup-

tion as possible. If all sacrificial acts are restricted

to be performed by the right hand alone, there will

be^ a lot of delay in the completion of the sacrifice,

which can be safely avoided by resort to both the

hands. The three main objections to each of the

three texts mentioned above can be summed up as

follows : In the first instance, the Smrti rules under

question militate against the order prescribed in the

S'ruti ; secondly, they exceed the prescribed number

of subsidiaries laid down in authoritative treatises

;

thirdly, they offend the Prayoga Vidhi whose

object is to avoid delay or interruption and to

•secure continuity. All these objections are met by

the single argument that they refer to unimportant

details which can be conveniently overlooked in

favour of things with reference to which they play

a subservient part. The above method of discussion

followed by S'abarasvamin is not approved of by

Vartikakara. In the first instance, he holds that

there is no confl,ict between the said Smrti texts and

the S'ruti rules. In the next place, he points out

that the texts cited in the discussion are not proper

illustrations of rules exclusively prescribed by

Smrtis, for, with his keen detective eye so

well-known to us he is ready with a number of

S'ruti texts corresponding to the Smrti texts

discussed by the Bhasyakara. The acamana laid
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down bj the first text is shown to be not exclusively

smdrta, by a reference to the following text where

it is laid down.

•>

By this text, acamana is laid down in the course of a

study of Vedas. Since Acamana cannot be said to

facilitate in any visible manner the knowledge of the

Vedas, the only result of the injunction must be

described to be that a sacrifice performed with a

knowledge of the Veda obtained by studying without

observing the Acamana rule will not be productive

of the desired result, and that therefore the Acamana

in the course of recitation of Vedic texts during a

sacrifice is an act contemplated by the sruti text,

Khandadeva, the author of Kaustubha cites ar

express sruti text for Acamana not mentioned b^

Vartikakara

:

The sacrificer in order to drink milk shall sit betwee

the Ahavaniya and Garhapatya, and drink (Acamans

water.

* Taittirlya Arariyalca, 2, 11 .

® BhAUa Kaustubha, 1 , 3 , 3 .
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The next text referred to in the discussion by

S'abarasvamin, namely, ^ ^ is also des-

cribed by later Mimaihsakas to be not a proper

.illustration of an exclusive smrti rule
; for, Yajno-

pavita or the peculiar position of the sacred thread

or the cloth is a thing familiar to the S'rutis. There

is actually a text in the Kathaka as follows ;

Therefore, only with the Yajnopavita, one should

read, officiate or sacrifice for the furtherance of the

sacrifice.

This is the only exact text to the point, as this

alone enjoins Yajnopavita as a Eratvartha. There

is of course mention made of Yajnopavita in another

text which deals with it as a Purusdrtha.

By wearing an Upavita, one actually bears the sign

of God.

With regard to the last of the texts, namely,

that relating to the performance of sacrifices by the

right hand, the exclusive Smrti character is repudiat-

ed by the author of Vartikas by a reference to the

following S'ruti text

:

‘ TantravCkrtika, 1 , 3 , 3 .

^ Taittirlya Aranyaka, 2, 1 .

® Taittirlya SamhittX, 2, 5 ,
11 .

16
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qrf^:

The seat of Gods faces the East and the North, and

the abode of the dead faces the West and the South.

As is the rig-ht hand, so is the seat of Gods ; as is

the left, so is the abode of the deceased.

From the texts cited in the present lecture and

the previous lecture, it would have become sufficient-

ly clear by this time that the more modern an author

is, the greater are his efforts to spell out an origin

for the Smrtis from the Vedic literature. I have

already cited a few examples of texts cited by

KumTirila which have not been mentioned by

S'abarasvamin. In many other cases also where

S'abarasvarnin never imagined the existence of any

express S ruti, Kumarila is able to refer to an express

text. Similarly Khandadeva refers to a greater

number of S'ruti texts than Kumarila himself. On

the whole, the process adopted by Mimamsakas if

not one of deducing or deriving Smrtis from Vedas

but of pushing backward the Smrtis into the Vedaf

in subversion of all historical sequence.

We may now summarise the ideas of thi

Mimamsakas about the origin of Smrtis in th

following terms. As already pointed out, som

Smrtis have got an invisible end in view, and som

others a visible one. Those that have for thei

’ TantravArtika, 1 , 3 , 3 .
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object the advancement of material welfare by t,he

increase of wealth or pleasure, Artha or Kama, are

to be treated as having a visible end in view. Those

that purpose themselves to contribute to the

” advancement of Dharma and Moksa may be said to

have got an invisible end in view. The latter class

of Smrtis which are known by the generic name of

Adrstartha smrtis are in their turn divisible into

two distinct groups : those that derive their

authority from an extrinsic source like reason,

common sense, etc., and those that are intrinsically

authoritative by virtue of mere enactment. The

difference between the last two subdivisions of

Smrtis is that in the one case the Smrti precepts are

<» followed by reasoning clauses which serve as a

foundation for their authority ; and in the other, the

Smrti is satisfied with the mere laying down of an

injunction without any reference to reason or

rhyme. The former group of Smrtis may be

termed Nydyamhla, and the latter Vacanamula.

Of the two, a text falling under the former head is

supposed to stand on an inferior footing, probably

because the very fact that an author of Smrti finds it

necessary to support his statement by reason, descend-

ing from the high pedestal in which he could have

conveniently commanded with authority by the force

of his own personality, is presumed to betray a

consciousness on his part of the slender foundation

on which the authority of a Smrti supported by
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reason rests. Of the Nyayamula smrtis, some are

based upon sound reason and well established

principles of interpretation, and their authority is

unquestionable
;
others are based on a misapplication

of logic and an imperfect understanding of the

principles of Exegesis, and agree with the views

advocated by the objector according to the Piirva

Mimamsa, and they are not of a binding character.

It is also usual to speak of a distinction between

Smrtis that are Lohasiddha and those that are

Vedasiddha. This distinction is practically identical

with the distinction already pointed out between

Smrtis with visible ends in view and those with

invisible ends in view. By way of illustration it

may be pointed out that in the Smrtis, Puranas and

Itihasas, there are a number of rules which lay

down methods for the advancement of material

welfare. There are references to ancient genealogies

and anecdotes, to geography and historical events

and also to politics. They are generally Lokasiddha.

Of the six Vedahgas which also come within the

technical meaning of the word Smrti, &iksd or

Phonetics is based on Loka in so far as it lays down

rules relating to sounds, accents, etc., and is

Vedasiddha in so far as a knowledge of it is

supposed to confer a benefit, and ignorance a sin.

Ralpasfdra which is another limb of the Veda is

generally Vedasiddha so far as the major portion

which lays down rules relating to sacrifices and
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other s'astraic duties is concerned, and is Lokasiddha

in so far as the residue is concerned, of which a

typical instance is found in the S'rauta sutra of

Apastamba beginning with ^ ^ With regard to

another Vedanga, namely, Vj/dkaraiia or grammar,

the rule relating to the distinction between good

and bad words is derived from Vrddha Vyavahdra

^

that is, an observation of the ordinary spoken

language, but the portion of it which lays down that

a knowledge of grammar leads to heaven is based

upon Veda. An instance of such a rule is the well-

known statement
^

^1% II Similarly, in another Vedanga

known as Chandas', there are both rules which are

based upon Loka and those that are based on Veda.

The rules relating to metres of Vedic and ordinary

poems are Lokasiddha. The rule that a knowledge

of it results in virtue belongs to that department of

Prosody which is Vedasiddha. A typical instance

of such a rule is

etc.

Of Jyautisa or astronomy, one of the recognised

Vedahgas, the rules relating to stars, eclipses, and

‘ Apastamba S'rantas'itra, 10, 1, 3.

* Adhvaramim&msakatTihalavrtti, Page 76.

“ Mimamsaknnstxiblia, 1, 3, Adhikarapa 1, Page 11.
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similar other things are based upon ordinary infer-

ences arrived at from mathematical data. The fore-

casting of good or bad events by the peculiar position

of planets and the necessity for the performance of

expiatory ceremonies under peculiar planetary com-

binations belong to that branch of astronomy which is

solely traceable to a Vedic origin. In the case of

Nirukta, it is similarly possible to meet with both

types of rules. The same may be said of other

sciences like physiognomy, medicine, engineering,

politics, horse-training, elephant-training, agricul-

ture, cooking, etc.

So far as Dharma s’astras are concerned, the

existence of both kinds of rules is fully recognised

as may be evident from the following text of

Yajilavalkya.

The rule is that an injunction relating to Dharma

is superior to that relating to temporal affairs.

The word Artha s’astra referred to in the above

verse has been interpreted by Mitaksara to mean

politics contained in the Dharma s'astras relating

to temporal affairs, and not to the well-known

Artha s'astras like that of Brhaspati, S'ukra,

Kamandaka or Kautalya, and when there is a

conflict between a rule of Dharma yastra proper

.and a rule of Artha s’astra as above understood, the

* YCbjnavalkya, V'ijavahO,rild,hyaya, S'loka 2l.
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former is declared by this text of Y^navalkya to

be of superior authority, and that there is no need

for distinguishing it in the light of an Artha s-astra

text. Certain typical illustrations, referred to in

th§ Mitaksara, of a conflict between Artha sastra

and Dharma s'astra may well be dealt with in this

connection. There is a text of Mann which

recommends the slaying of an Atatdyin without

the least hesitation.

There is also another Smrti text to the same effect

as follows ;

^ II

One shall without hesitation kill an Atatiiyin who

approaches, be he a preceptor, a boy, an aged man,

or a well versed Brahmin. By the assassination of

an Atatayin, no stigma attaches to the slayer,

whether he does it openly or in secret ; for wrath is

met by wrath.

* Manu, Chapter cS, S'lokas 350 and 351.

^ MitaHara, Vyamharadhyaya, under S'loka 2l.
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One shall attempt to kill an Atatayin approach-

ing towards him with an intent to murder in enmity,

although he may be a philosopher. By doing so,

one shall not become the slayer of a Brahmin.

These Smrti precepts permitting the killings of

an assassin form properly texts of Artha smstra.

As against these texts, the Dharraasastraic text

proper lays down that by killing a Brahmin

intentionally one incurs an inexpiable guilt.

II

This is thi expiation prescribed for the uninten-

tional slaughter of a Brahmin. But, for intentionally

killing a Brahmin, no expiation is declared.

In the case of conflict among these two sets of

texts, the latter is given preference as belonging

to the domain of strict Dharma sastra. After

citing this illustration, Mitaksara refers to the

argument that the rule of killing an Atatayin is

a general rule of which the text relating to the

killing of a Brahmin forms an exception and that

therefore there is no real conflict between these

two sets of texts. After noticing this possible

objection to this illustration, Mitaksara proceeds

to give another more suitable illustration of two

sets of texts which are necessarily conflicting with

* Manu, Chapter 11, S'loka 89.
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each other. An Artha s'astra text from the Smrtis

runs thus

;

As the acquisition of friends is better than the

acquisition of gold and lands, one shall attempt to

get it.

A Dharma s'astra text relating to the conduct

of a judge in deciding a litigation runs as follows ;

I

In accordance with the Dharma s^astras and free from

wrath and covetousness.

If a cause is decided in a particular manner

the judge becomes the friend of a wealthy and

influential person, in which case the Artha s'iistra

rule is observed. If the cause is decided the other

way, he courts his enmity, in which case the

Dharma s'astra rule is observed. In the one case

the Dharma s'astra has to be violated, and in the

other the Artha s'astra. ^n the case of such a conflict

the genera] rule laid down by Yajfiavalkya applies,

namely, that the Dharma s^astra is superior to the

Artha s'astra.

The existence of a very large number of Smrti

texts based upon worldly notions is clearly recognised

‘ Yajnavalkya Acaradhyaya, S'loka 352.

* YdjnavalJcya Vyavaharadhy&ya, S'loka 1.

17
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by Mitaksara as true in a greater degree at least as

far as the Vyavahara portion is concerned. In the

chapter relating to the partition of heritage, when

discussing the meaning of the text enumerating the

list of impartible properties, an objection is anti-

cipated and met by an answer which clearly evidences

the view that there is a large admixture of

Lokasiddha texts in the department of Dharma

s'astra dealing with Positive Law. The text of

Yajnavalkya which forms the subject matter of

discussion is the following

:

^ ^ II

.OT^'^bld ^ 2T: I

^ ^ II

Whichever else is earned by one’s self without

detriment to the parental estate, that which is

acquired by friendship or in matrimony shall not

belong to the coparceners. One who reclaims a

property that has devolved in regular succession but

has been lost to the family shall not give it to the

coparceners, nor shall one give them what is earned

by means of learning.

The view of Mitaksara is that the clause

‘ without detriment to patrimony ’ must be taken

as qualifying all subsequent modes of acquisition

* Yajnavalkya Vyavahar&dhyaya, S'lokas 118 and 119.
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referred to in the text. An objection is raised that

as it is an elementary canon that an acquirer and

none else is the owner of the subject matter of

acquisition, it needs no mention that whatever is

acquired through friends, etc., without detriment to

patrimony is not liable to partition among brothers,

and in answer to this objection Vijiianeswara gives

expression to his view that the text under discussion

is but a repetition of an idea commonly known in

the world.

21=^^
I

“ This text does not prohibit anything which is

otherwise possible. But this is only a repetition of

a thing already known. In this chapter texts are

mostly repetitions of ideas already current in the

world.”

119.

* Mitakmrd VyavaharOdhydya, under S'lokas 118 and
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We have seen that Veda is in theory the

fundamental source of all law, and that the Smrti

is authoritative as reproducing the rules underly-

ing the Vedas. Next to the Smrti, custom or

Sistdcdra is considered to be an important source of

law. Like the Smrtis, the authority of customs is

supposed to be derivative as being founded ultimately

upon the Vedas. But the reason assigned by the

Mimarhsakas for recognising custom as a valid

source of law betrays the fundamental truth on

which the theory is based. As in the case of

Smrtis, the reason for the recognition of this

important source of law is Sistatrawarnikaparigraha^

i.e., the acceptance of the orthodox section of

the Hindu community. The historical significance

of this reason is quite obvious. It naturally leads

us to suppose that a custom which at one stage did

not form a portion of the Positive Law could at a later

stage gain importance as a well known rule of law

by virtue of the currency it might acquire by the

gradual efliux of time. When referring to custom as

a source of law, Manu employs the term

(Usage of the good) in the following text

:
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The entire Veda is the source of Dharma. So are

the reminiscences and conduct of those well versed

in it ; and so are the usage of the good and the

satisfaction of one’s own conscience. In determining

the characteristic of custom as a legal source, two

tests are laid down bj Mimaiiisakas. One has

reference to the nature of persons among whom the

usage is to be prevalent, and the second has reference

to the intention with which a particular course of

conduct is to be followed. The persons among whom
the prevalence of usage is reckoned as a determining

^factor of its characteristic as a legal source must

come within the definition of the term S'ista.

Secondly, it is not every custom of a S'ista that is to

be taken for Dharma. Only such of his acts as are

accomplished under the consciousness of performing

a meritorious act will come under the heading of

customs originating the law. The absence of either

of the said two factors will deprive a custom of its

validity as a source of law or morality. A particular

course of conduct pursued by an unbeliever in the

Vedas will, in no event, amount to a binding custom,

despite the fact that the conduct is prompted by the

intention of doing a meritorious act. This is exactly

the reason why the Mimarasakas deny the authority

' Maim, Adhyaya 2, S'loka 6.
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of precepts declared by thinkers of a different

persuasion in their entirety without even making

exception in favour of most of the ordinary rules of

morality or conscience that are common to the

Hindu and the Non-Hindu philosophies. Wjth

regard to the precepts such as those relating to the

kindness of animals, honesty, truth-telling, etc., they

are authoritative in so far as they are recognised by

the Vedas or the other legal sources founded upon

the Vedas. They do not possess any authority by

reason of their having been mentioned in the

religious books of Non- Hindus. This is peculiarly

the view of Kumarila Bhatta who chooses to devote

one entire Adhikarana to the discussion of this

topic. He draws the reader’s attention to certain

rules of conduct like Ahiriisa w'hich are common both

to the Vedic and the Buddhistic religions. He is

prepared to recognise the binding character of these

rules as laid down in the Vedas, and not as embodied

in the Buddhistic codes of morality. This theory

is pushed by him to a very great extent so much so

that he makes a grotesque proposition that if a man

abstains from killing an animal or from doing a

similar act of mischief with the knowledge of its

being prohibited by the heterodox codes, he will

not free himself from the position of a sinner,

but if he abstains from doing a cruel act with the

knowledge of its being prohibited by Vedas, he may

be said to do an act of piety. If the motive for the
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abstention or for the following of a particular course

of conduct is its prohibition or command by the

Non-Vedic school of thinkers, a person cannot be

said to do an act of religion. If, on the other hand,

a person abstains from doing a certain thing because

it is opposed to the policy of the Vedic religion, he

is the very embodiment of piety and religiousness.

This curious theory about the validity of a custom

differing with the different aspects is, it seems, an

outcome of a necessity that prevailed in the age of

Kumarila whose supreme attempt was to drive out

the Buddhistic religion which had by his time begun

to undermine the orthodox Brahmanism. The

theory of Svatah Prdmdnya of Veda is another

'illustration of the peculiar theories invented by

orthodox Brahmin thinkers in order to put down

Buddhism. According to this latter theory, the truth

of a Vedic text is taken to be self-evident, and when

by this process it is made possible to start from the

defensive, the burden of challenging its authority is

thrown on the person who wants to do so. By the

adoption of this theory, the orthodox school is

relieved of its duty of establishing the soundness of

Vedas by independent evidence. When the onus is

thus shifted to the other side, it becomes quite easy

for the ingenious Mimamsaka to invent a number of

quibbles by which he can overcome objections raised

by the thinkers of a different persuasion. The fight

of the Mimamsaka against the Buddhist is a defensive
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act intended to ward off the onslaughts of the

Buddhists. The enemy is thus thrown out on the

offensive. His best efforts will therefore be to refer

to the incongruities, absurdities and inconsistencies

in the philosophy of the Vedas. To meet this

situation, the orthodox believer of the Veda draws

from his unlimited source of legal acumen, and

founds a peculiar system of interpretation, in the

light of which alone the V'edas are to be construed.

Thus the absurdities and incongruities are easily

removed, and the Vedic texts have to be challenged,

if at all, in the sense in which they can be interpreted

by their peealiar system of Exegesis. This theory

about the >'. lf-evident character of the authority of

the Vedi led to a further generalisation affecting one^

of the fundamental bases of the conceptions of

Epistemology. From the position that Veda is valid

by itself, it is an easy glide to the theory that all

knowledge is valid by itself. The sequence of the

two theories will be properly a subject of more

detailed research by scholars engaged in tracing

the evolution of Indian Philosophy and the different

schools thereof. For our purpose at present, it

would suffice to say that one of the characteristics of

a valid custom is that it must have been acted upon

by persons who are ardent believers in the Vedas.

But this characteristic is by itself not sufficient to

impart validity to a custom. The daily avocations

pursued by a follower of the Vedic religion in
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common with others do not strictly come within the

heading of ‘ customs of a binding character

Every S'ista takes meals daily much in the same way

as an ordinary man. He eats, he walks, he marries,

he multiplies and does a number of things voluntarily

as any other creature. Is it to be supposed that

such conducts are also binding, merely because they

are followed by S'istas? There is also a more

serious objection to the sufficiency of this test in

determining the authority of customs. Most great

men whose claims for integrity and for high

spirituality are unquestioned are reported to have

been guilty of gross lapses of conduct. Both

Mimarhsa treatises and the commentaries on Dharma

s'astras abound in illustrations of irreligious acts

committed by sages of old. Prajapati is reported in

the Vedas to have married his own daughter Usas :

Indra approached Ahalya with lustful intent ; again

he slew a Brahmin named Vrtra : Nahusa on

ascending the throne of Gods coveted Saci

:

Vasistha attempted to commit suicide by being

drowned in water on account of grief due to his

sons : Pururavas similarly attempted suicide on

account of separation from Urvas-i : Visvaraitra

officiated at a sacrifice performed by a Caiidala :

Bhisma performed a sacrifice without attaching

himself to any As'rama : the blind Dhrtarastra

performed a Yaga : Yudhisthira appropriated the

hand of Draupadi already taken in wedlock by

18
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Arjuna : he told a lie for the purpose of putting to

death his own preceptor and a Brahmin, Drona ;

Arjuna married his own maternal uncle’s daughter

Subhadra : Arjuna and Krsna drank wdne : Vyasa,

the perpetual bachelor procreated Dhrtarastra and

Pandu by cohabiting with his brothers’ widows

Ambika and Ambalika. It is easy to multiply

examples. Suffice it to point out that the acting

upon by sages of old is not by itself clearly

indicative of the binding character of a custom.

Hence arises the necessity of laying down a further

test, namely, whether a particular course of conduct

has been followed by them under the consciousness

of doing a irs'ritorious act or without such conscious-

ness. This test gives a complete and effective

answer to the objections likely to be raised in view

of the several immoral acts perpetrated in days

of old. With regard to most of the immoral acts

referred to above, they are possible of being

explained away quite in consonance with the

accepted notions of morality and the dictates of our

Sastras. With regard to the rest of them they are

not binding or of any authority, because the authors

of those acts were themselves conscious that they

were committing a sin. The alleged alliance in

matrimony of Prajapati with his own daughter

Usas is only a figurative expression of the idea that

the hour of dawn is favourite to Brahman, and that

it accounts for that particular hour to be known
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under the style of Brahma Muhurta. With regard

to Bhisma it is not true to say that he ever remained

without any As'rama. As a matter of fact, from the

passages of Mahabharata it may be gathered that

he, belonged to the Asrama of the householder, and

that his bachelorhood merely consisted in abstention

from procreation in view of the celibate vow taken

for the sake of his father. With regard to the blind

Dhrtarastra, it is possible to conceive that the

sight of ghee, etc., used in the sacrifice was specially

conferred on him by the grace of Vyasa as the

sight of his son. Draupadi’s case is treated as

exceptional, she being invested with virginhood by

the boon of Is'vara by which she was permitted to

have five husbands. The utterance of a lie by

Yudhisthira that As'vatthaman was dead is in fact

a sin for the removal of which alone he performed

the horse-sacrifice. With regard to the alleged

marriage of Arjuna with his maternal uncle’s

daughter, there is no authority for supposing that

Subhadra was the daughter of Arjuna’s maternal

uncle Vasudeva, and the only apparent authority

for such a supposition is the following text

;

Three explanations are offered by the author of

Kaustubha for the objections based upon the text.

Firstly, the word ‘ sister ’ refers not to a full sister.

‘ Mlmaihsa Kaustubha, 1 , 3 , 3 .
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but to a sister born of different mothers by the

same father, and that Subhadra was the daughter of

Krsna’s stepmother Rohini, Another answer

suggested is that Subhadra was the daughter of the

sister of Rohini, the stepmother of Krsna, because

the daughter of one sister is very often loosely

expressed as the daughter of all sisters. A third

explanation offered is based upon the peculiar use

of the expression in the Lata country where a

paternal aunt’s daughter is usually called a sister,

so that in accordance with the usage prevalent

there, it is possible to imagine that Subhadra was

the daughter’ of the paternal aunt’s daughter of

Rohini who was the stepmother of Krsna. The

last of the explanations indicates the highly

developed sense of our ancients in the sciences such

as philology which we consider to be extremely

modern, and is one that affords a good lot of

material for those engaged in that particular branch

known as Semasiology which mainly has to deal

with the history of the meaning of words. The

first of the said three explanations does not give a

sufficient answer for the objection based on the

theory that Subhadra was the maternal uncle’s

daughter of Krsna, for though Krsna and Subhadra

might have been born of different mothers, their

father was nevertheless the maternal uncle of Krsna.
• • •

This objection is overcome by the next two

explanations. Another explanation is also mentioned
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in Kaustubha as representing the view of some, which

it is also important to notice here as having a

bearing on the growth of the law of adoption.

Arjuna’s mother, namely, Prtha was not the

legitimate daughter of Kunti Bhoja, but given to him

in adoption by her natural father S'iira so that

Vasudeva and Arjuna’s mother are not, strictly

speaking, brother and sister, and consequently the

marriage of Arjuna with the daughter of Vasudeva

is not to be considered as the marriage of a maternal

uncle’s daughter. Khandiadeva does not agree

with this view, for the text of Vasistha relating to

adoption speaks of a Pvtm in the masculine thus :

One about to take a son in adoption ought to

perform Vydhrti Homa.

And hence a daughter purported to be taken in

adoption does not pass from the family of the

natural parents. If it is objected that the word

‘Putra’ not occurring in the Predicate clause of the

command does not necessarily convey the idea of

the masculine gender, it would follow that Vasistha’s

text applies to the adoption of daughters, and hence

also the text laying down that the adoptee forfeits

his or her natural family and rights therein. Only

in this view can the adoption of Santa mentioned in

Bamayana be explained, and the S'istacara to the

* Vasi^fJia, Adhyaya 15 .
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same effect recorded in Madana Parijata. Once it

is granted that the adoption of daughters is

recognised, it follows that the rules relating to the

degrees within which an adopted son is prohibited

to marry apply mutatis mutandis to relationship

traceable through adopted females. There is the

rule prohibiting an adopted son to marry within

the prohibited degrees both in the natural and the

adoptive families.

Hence Khandadeva holds that the objection to

Arjuna’s marriage cannot be met thus, but only in

the two way.' suggested previously. With regard

to the drinking of liquor by Arjuna and Krsna, it

is sufficient to point out that wine of all kinds is

prohibited for a Brahmin, and that the use of a

particular kind of wine known as Paisti is alone

prohibited for a Ksatriya.

Apart from the objectionable practices of

ancient historic holy personages, there are some

customs recorded in the Dharma s'astras them-

selves with regard to whose validity controversy

has raged from time immemorial. Very often we

meet with an eastern school and a western schoob

with a northern school and a southern school

mentioned by very ancient Smrtis. Bodhayana

refers to five peculiar customs of the Northerners

' Gautama Dharma Sutra, Adhyaya 4, Sfttras 3, 4 and 5.
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which are decried by the Southerners, and five

customs of the latter in respect of which the former

pour ridicule on the latter.

'mi ^

'ram,

3Ti3^, assmJfMr II

A disagreement exists with regard to the South on

the following five points
; (1) Taking of meals

with an uninitiated person, (2) Husband and wife

taking meals together, (3) Bating of old food, (4)

Marriage of a paternal aunt’s daughter, and

(5) Marriage of a maternal uncle’s daughter

;

similarly with regard to the North, on these five

points
: (1) Wool trade, (2) Drinking liquor, (3)

Slave trade, (4) Selling arms, and (5) Crossing the

seas.

Smrti Candrika, Smrti Muktaphala and other

digests of authority in South India uphold the

validity of the first set of five customs on the

authority of a text of Bodhayana,

^ f I

‘ A man of one school becomes a sinner by following

the practice of another school ’ which therefore

* Bodhayana t)harma Sutra, 1, 1, 17i 18, 19 and 20.

*Ilid., 1, 1, 21.
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indirectly permits a man to follow the good and

bad practices of his school, and also upon the

authority of a text of Manu

^ mi: ^ mi: fqrTRlT: II

mmm ^ II

The path by which one’s fathers have gone, and

that by which his grandfathers have gone, by that

he shall reach the path of the good. By following

it, he does not commit a sin.

The authors of Mimariisa works have uniformly

held the stricter theory against the validity of such

customs. B’..': the fact that the ancient Smrtis

themselves make mention of the prevalence of these

customs shows that one of the important tests of

finding out the legal character of a particular custom

is its general prevalence in a particular locality.

In theory, customs derive their authority

immediately from a lost or unknown Smrti text,

and ultimately from a lost or unknown S'ruti text.

It is a well known rule of Mimariisa already dwelt

upon in the previous lectures that, in theory, an

express IS'ruti text over-rides the provision of an

express Smrti text. As a corollary to this statement,

a further proposition arises with regard to the

character of customs as a legal source. The

authority of customs is inferior to that of the

‘ Manu, Adhyaya 4, S'loka 178.
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Smrtis as resting upon a double presumption as

against a single presumption in the case of Smrtis.

The result is that in the case of a conflict between

,a custom and an express Smrti text, the strict

sc^ientific view is that the latter prevails. This is

the conclusion drawn bj the author of Vartika

from one of the discussions in the Smrti Pada of

Purva Mimamsa. The discussion turns round the

validity of the custom prevailing in the south, of

a person marrying his maternal uncle’s daughter.

An express Smrti text prohibits such a marriage.

' ^ I

Having married a maternal uncle’s daughter, a girl

belonging to the mother’s gotra, or a girl of the

same Pravara, a person shall, after forsaking her,

perform the Cdndrayana penance.

In the face of this express prohibitory text, the

custom is of absolutely no force, having regard to

the fact that before the custom raises the presump-

tion of a Vedic text thiough an inferential Smrti

text, the express Smrti text to the contrary leads

to the inference of a Vedic text so as to prevent

an inference of a Vedic text in support of custom.

Next arises the discussion as to the scope of

the fiction that a custom is based upon a STuti text.

With regard to the customs that are of universal

‘ JaiminlyanydyamQdQ,, 1 , 3 , 5 .

19
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prevalence there will be no difficulty in predicating

the basis of a Vedic text in unqualified terms. As

regards customs prevalent in a particular locality,

the question arises whether they also raise the.

presumption of a Vedic text, in their support, pr

whether an inference of a Vedic text is shut out on

account of the non-observance of the said customs

in other provinces. The discussion must necessarily

arise in a case where there is no S'ruti or Smrti text

expressly in favour of or against such customs.

This point is the subject of discussion in what is

known as ^ The Roldhddhikarana.

Holaka is the name of a festival performed in

the spring 'Cason, and usually observed by the

Easterners. The question is whether the observance

of this festival will lead to an inference of a Vedic

text of a restricted or a general application. The

argument in support of the latter theory which is

adopted at the conclusion is that the word Easterner

is of indefinite significance, and it is not possible to

presume a Vedic text that all Easterners shall

perform Holaka or to a similar effect; otherwise an

insuperable objection arises, which is the central

point with reference to which East or West, North

or South is to be fixed. Even assuming that we are

agreed as to the starting point, does the word

‘ Easterner ’ denote a man living in the East, or a

descendant of persons who lived in the East ? In

’ MlniamsH Kaustuhha, 1 ,
.3, 8 .
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any case, it will be difficult to account for the non-

observance of the festival by a person who has

migrated to the East, and the observance of the

5ame by the descendants of persons who have long

since migrated from the Bast. Whether the

argument is sound or not, the principle of this

Adhikarana represents in strong colours the far-

reaching consequences of the fiction of a Vedic basis

for customs. The presumption of a Vedic text of

a general application from a custom of restricted

prevalence results in establishing the binding

character of local usages universally.O V

In this connection an important distinction

between the modern juristic view as laid down by

judgments of British courts administering justice

in cases arising from India and the orthodox view of

the Indian philosophers chiefly represented by the

Mimariisakas claims our best attention. The well-

known rule laid down by the Privy Council in the

Collector of Madura versus Muthuramalinga ^ is that

in the Hindu System of law clear proof of usage

will outweigh the written text of law. As against

this view, we meet with the theory put forward,

repeated and established by the Mimariisakas that

in the case of a conflict between an express text and

usage, the latter gives way before the former. In

the light of the Hindu Jurisprudence, which is the

more acceptable view of the two ? There is a clear

^ 12 Moore's Indian Appeals, 436 .
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conflict between the two views so that an attempt of

effecting harmony between the two views seems well

nigh impossible. One is tempted to conclude that

the opinion of the Privy Council is clearly wrong in.

the face of the theory of the Miraarhsakas laid down

in unambiguous terms. But it is possible to give

an explanation of both the theories as being sound

in principle. The difference in the two views can

only be explained in the light of difference in stand-

points. The theory of the superioritj'' of customs over

the written law is quite consistent from the stand-

point of a judge whose duty it is to administer

justice according to principles of strict Positive Law
in deciding litigations arising for consideration.

From a broader standpoint which is the one adopted

by the Mimarhsakas who had to deal not merely

with rules of Positive Law, but with Dharma in its

utmost extended signification including morality,

ethics and religion, it is quite justifiable to voice

forth the view of the comparative superiority of the

written precepts of the sacred law over customs.

When a man has to find out which is righteous,

moral, good from an ethical point of view, one has

naturally to look to the sacred writings of the

ancient sages, but when a case on hand has to be

decided between litigants, the real code of law is not

so much to be sought for in the writings of the

ancient sages as in the rules of conduct that have

been consciously followed by the community at large,
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and this distinction in the standpoints is fully borne

in mind by the authors of the Dharma s'astras

themselves who when dealing with the law applicable

•to litigants actually lay down in subversion of the

strict Mimarhsaka theory that customs are of

superior efficacy when compared with the precepts

of the Holy writings. In the administration of law

which is the principal duty of a judge, the ancient

sages themselves refer to four distinct classes of

laws to be administered by the King, The first

class of laws to be applied by a judicial tribunal in

the matter of deciding contested claims generally

comes under the rules of justice, equity and good

conscience, the second is the common law or the law

written and unwritten, the third is usages—local,

tribal or otherwise, the fourth is legislation or

command of the sovereign. The relative authority

of the four heads of laws is inverse to the order in

which they are mentioned here. The four kinds of

laws that are applicable in the decision of a disputed

case have been mentioned by Brhaspati in the

following text

:

1 qrfor szTqfftor I

The decision in a doubtful case is by four means

:

Dharma, Vyavahdra, Garitra, and Rdjas'dsfma.

* S/nrticandrik^, Mysore Govt. Oriental Library Series,

No. 45, page 21.
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Bach of the said terms has been explained

seriatim bj Katyayana in the following text

:

^ 3 to: I

^ f^: II

Where an offender is convicted and where money is

adjudged in favour of the owner, the decision in

such a litigation is said to be by means of Dharma.

toWt fWT^ 3 STOTf: II

Where in the judicial settlement of disputes is

applied a S.nrti rule propounded by the seers of

Dharma, the adjudication is said to be by Vyavahara.

Whatever is done in consonance with justice or

opposed to it, constantly by reason of a territorial

usage is called Caritra.

, The rule which a king establishes in supersession of

^
Dharma, Vyavahara and provincial usage is valid,

and it is known as the Kint/s command.
^ /'VZj, > > 01 ‘^Vf-

' Smrticandfikl, Mysore Govt. Oriental Library Series,

No. 4o, page 21.

^ Ibid., page 22.

^ TTI ^ ^
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From a perusal of tliese texts, the appropriate-

ness of the terms used by me in the English render-

ing of the four heads of law will become apparent.

•Dharma is explained to be a simple rule of law

whereby a trespasser is deprived of the rights of

which he came into possession by means of his

wrong, and a person deprived of a thing for no fault

of his is restored the possession of the thing of

which he is the legitimate owner. This is an ordinary

rule based upon first principles, of returning good

for good and bad for bad. In the Roman law this

would probably come within the province of Jm
Naturale. Under this legal head which goes by the

name of Dharma a real offender, whether his guilt

is proved by evidence or not, is punishable, and the

dispossessed owner of a thing is entitled to recover

back possession of his property irrespective of proof

of ownership and dispossession. This idea is aptly

signified by the phrase, justice, equity and good

conscience. The next head of law mentioned in the

Smrtis as applicable to the adjudication of claims

between contesting parties is termed Vyavahara.

The word Vyavahara has got different significations

in different contexts. In works on logic, the term

Vyavahara is used as e(|uiva]ent to S'abdaprayoga

or the employment of words, sometimes also as

equivalent to direct perception. In Vedantic works,

it signifies phenomenal reality as opposed to

Paramartha or absolute reality which is the
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peculiar characteristic of Brahman. In the legal

literature, it is sometimes used to denote a legal

proceeding, sometimes it means Positive law as

opposed to the other branches of Dharma s^astra,.

namely, Acara and Prayas'citta, but none of these

significations is consistent with the employment

of the word Vyavahara to a class of the several

laws to be administered by a court of justice. It

cannot conceivabh mean Positive law, for the next

two heads of laws namely, customary law and

legislation are as much part and parcel of the

Positive law as any other. The only meaning that

can be ascribed to the word Vyavahara in this

context is the law as embodied in the sacred

writings of which the Smrti literature is referred to

in particular by the definition given by Katyayana.

Hence the word Vyavahara is a comprehensive

term including within its signification not merely

the Smrti precepts but also Vedic rules and such

of the rules based on custom as are properly

treated to have been anticipated by the Vedic or

Smrti texts. In accordance with this view I have

chosen to translate the word Vyavahara into Common

Law in English. Caritra is the next branch of law

to be met with in the aforesaid text. Caritra is

properly rendered as recorded customs prevailing

in particular localities. And legislation which is

the last head of law mentioned in the text is the

direct command of the Sovereign in the exercise of
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his legislative or executive functions. The

distinction between these four classes of laws is

brought home to our minds by the following text

.of Brhaspati which deals with the respective

ijiethods of proof favoured bj the respective laws.

^ ^ ^ I^ II

Of the said four, justice, equity and good conscience

rests on conscience. Common law rests on evidence,

customary law in records, and legislation on the

pleasure of the Sovereign.

According to justice, equity and good conscience,

the real truth or merits or substantial justice ought

to be the ultimate aim of a judge. According to

Vyavahara, an ideal decision is not the one that is

based on the personal convictions of the judge or

of the parties or a satisfaction of anybody’s

conscience, but the one that is entirely based upon

evidence, oral or documentary, adduced by the

parties in the case. Tliere is likely to be a failure

of substantial justice under the head known as

Vyavahara, for a judge is not entitled to launch

upon an independent enquiry without conforming

to the rules laid down by Smrtis wdth regard to the

method of investigation, the letting in of evidence,

etc. The chief distinguishing characteristic of

* Smrticandrika, Mysore Govt. Oriental Library Series,

No. 45, page 25.

20
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customarj law is its being recorded in authentic

sources of information like history, registers of

customs recorded at the bequest of the Sovereign or

by private individuals of their own accord, and this,

head includes customs which are in derogation qf

both rules of justice, equity and good conscience

and the rules of Common law. The last class of

laws which is of paramount importance known as

legislation depends for its authority on the word

of the sovereign, whether or not agreeable to

justice, common law or the customary law. As

regards the relative weight of these distinct classes

in their pracrical application to a judicial settlement

of disputes, ihe following text of Narada is relevant

as dealing with cases of mutual conflict among them.

l|

A legal proceeding rests upon four feet—Dharma,

Vyavahara, Caritra and Rajasasana. Of the four,

the later supersedes the former.

According to this rule, when a case is governed

by a rule of justice, equity and good conscience, and

there is no rule either of the Common Law or the

Customary Law or Legislation relating to the same,

the decision should be according to the sense of natural

justice. When there is a conflict between the natural

sense of justice and the intention or purport

‘ Narada, Adhyaya 1, S'loka 10.
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evidenced by treatises of the Common Law, the

adjudication of a case must conform to the latter in

preference to the former. The superiority of

.Common law to the law of natural justice can be

brought home to our minds by discussing a case of

conflict between the two. The rule of natural

justice prompts that a man who is the real owner of

a particular property must have possession of the

same how long so ever he might have been dis-

possessed of it by a stranger. As against this simple

rule of justice, there is a text of Vyavahara

prescribing the period of limitation within which a

dispossessed owner has a right to bring an action at

law for the recovery of property of which he had

been dispossessed. The following text of Yajna-

valkya lays down the period of prescription by

adverse possession.

q^OT II

A right to immovable property of a person who

sees and does not object, is extinguished by the

enjoyment for twenty years by a stranger ; and that

to movable property, by enjoyment for ten years.

The rule of limitation prescribed in the above

text has to be applied and acted upon, however

opposed it may be to substantial justice. Similarly

when a thing that has actually taken place has not

* Yajnavalkya Vyavaliaradhyayat S'loka 24,
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been proved by evidence adduced in the course of the

judicial proceedings it will not be the basis of an

adjudication of rights between the parties whatever

may be the conviction of a judge as to the reality,

prompted by extraneous circumstances. A concrete

illustration of such a conflict is described in the

Srarti Candrika : Where a King’s wife was laid

hold of by the hand, by a subordinate chieftain with

lustful intent, and the offender is prosecuted for his

crime, but in the course of the prosecution the

witnesses who alone can speak to the occurrence

shield the offender from conviction by making false

statements oti oath, and there is absolutely no

discrepancy iii the evidence tendered by them, a

conviction of the real offender is not justifiable under

the law; for, under the Common law a judge is

concerned with evidence and not with truth.

Similarly when there are two conflicting rules on the

same point, one belonging to the Common law, and

the other to the local customary law, the settlement

of causes by a court of justice must be guided by

the latter and not by the former. For example,

adultery is a crime prohibited by and punishable

under the Common law. Suppose it is tolerated by

the usage of a particular country in which the case

has arisen for adjudication, a conviction is not

supported by authority. This is an illustration

given in the Smrti Candrika and is quite appropriate,

having regard to the fact that adultery is not a
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crime punishable under such an advanced juris-

prudence as fche modern English law. Then we
pass on to illustrate a conflict between legislation and

the rest. Legislation here is used not in the

restricted sense of the particular species of

commands which emanate from the Sovereign in the

exercise of his legislative functions, but used in a

comprehensive sense so as to include all the

commands of a Sovereign whether in the exercise of

legislative or of executive powers, whether they

are particular commands or general commands.

According to the rule of natural justice, the rule of

common law and the rule of customary law, a man

is entitled to be left undisturbed in the possession

of his property, and nobody has a right to commit

trespass on the same. Suppose a King’s officer

enters the land of another with a warrant for

execution or for some other sufficient cause or even

enters at the instance of the Sovereign without any

cause whatsoever, is he to be condemned civilly or

criminally for an act of trespass ? The answer is no.

The reason is furnished by the fiction that a King

can do no wrong, as a result of which the theory is

well established that the King’s command supersedes

all other law.

This discussion leads us to another controversial

theme about the authority of the Sovereign’s

command in the Hindu Jurisprudence. Very often

we meet with the statement made and repeated in
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modern English text books on Hindu Law that

under the Hindu system of jurisprudence the

Sovereign is as much bound to conform to the rules of

law as any other person. The reasoning adduced in

support of this theory is that the Smrti texts lg,y

down rules for the observance of the Sovereiofn as

much as for that of the subjects. The whole of the

Kaja Dharma Prakarana and a considerable portion

of the chapters relating to special procedure exem-

plify ordinances to be observed by the Sovereign.

That proceeds on the assumption that the King is

subject to the jurisdiction of Srartis. The reasoning

is apparent’ V sound, but it is not an accurate

statement tu make that Positive Law exists inde-

pendently of the Sovereign. The Austinian theory

which represents a diametrically opposite view

declares all laws to be a creature of the Sovereign,

and this is the only theory that is scientifically

sound. In order to determine the correctness of

either of these two theories, it is necessary for us

to investigate into the ideas necessarily involved in

legislation. Laws or statutes are a species of

commands, and commands are the dictates of a

superior to an inferior. When the idea of superiority

or inferiority refers to the political might or to

political subjection, the commanding authority is the

Sovereign, and the person commanded is the subject.

Of the political commands, some lay down the

observance of an isolated act, and they are called
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particular commands. When a political command
lays down the observance of a class of acts or for-

bearances, it comes within the strict meaning of

the word law. The ultimate source of all laws is

thg will of the state. If a rule of justice, equity

and good conscience is of authority, it is because of

its enforcement by the Sovereign. If a rule of

Common law is binding upon the subjects, it is

because of sufferance by the King, and if customary

law is acted upon in a court of justice, the simple

reason is that it has been accorded a legal recognition

by the state. This is not an idea peculiar to any

system of jurisprudence, the principle is the same

everywhere as propounded by Austin, and the Hindu

Law is in no way an exception to the general

statement of the theory. It will therefore be seen

that the statement that the Sovereign is as much

bound by rules of law as any other ordinary subject

is open to grave objection in principle. As a matter

of fact the modern text-writers of the Anglo-Hindu

jurisprudence who are most vociferous in subjecting

the Sovereign to the jurisdiction of our Smrtis seem

to have entirelj'" forgotten the four heads of law

mentioned in our ancient Srnrtis applicable to causes

arising for decision before a judicial tribunal and

their relative authority in cases of mutual conflict.

The superior position assigned to a Sovereign’s

command as compared with rules of justice. Common

law and customary law is only consistent with the
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theory that the Sovereign represents the ultimate

source of law. He may be a source of law either

because of express legislation or because of recogni-

tion given by him by way of enforcement of rules

already set forth in text-books or embodied in tJie

customs of the land.

A command involves two correlative ideas, a

superior and an inferior. It means an expression of

the wish on the part of a superior that an inferior

shall do or refrain from doing a certain thing.

Hence the intention of the superior gives rise to the

mental determination on the part of the inferior to

do or omit to do a certain thing in deference to the

superior’s desire. The ideas of duty and sanction

are also included in that of a command. Every

command lays down a duty, and is supported by a

sanction. A sanction has been defined by Austin

as the evil resulting to an inferior in the event of

disobedience to a superior’s command. According

to a different school of jurists headed by Locke and

Bentham, a sanction includes, besides the signifi-

cation already indicated, a benefit accruing to an

inferior by compliance with a command. According

to Austin, a sanction necessarily denotes punishment.

According to the other school, it includes also a

reward. The latter is the theory accepted by the

Mimaihsakas. According to them, Vidhis or

commands are divided into three classes

—

Nitya,

Naimittika and Kdmya. The injunctions of the
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first two classes of Vidhis are compulsory, and a

breach of them will be visited with a punishment

including a sin. In the case of Kamya Vidhis,

the person bound by the injunction is one who
desires to attain the benefit contemplated by the

text. Whereas in the case of Nitya and Naimittika

Vidhis the sanction contemplated by the command

refers invariably to a punishment, in the case of

Kamya Vidhis the sanction is the reward procurable

by a person following the precept contained in

the commanding texts. The three corresponding

equivalents in Sanskrit for the ideas of command,

duty and sanction are Vidhi, Dharma and Phala.

An analysis of the ideas conveyed by a command

according to the Mimamsakas will enable us to

arrive at a comparative estimate of the ideas in

the modern jurisprudence and in the ancient law.

Vidhi conveys two ideas, Artha Bhavana and S'abda

Bhavand, Artha Bhavana means the mental

determination of a person to do a certain thing.

S'abda Bhavana is a peculiar legal fiction under

which a power to prompt another to action is

supposed to inhere in the letter of the Vedic

command. In the case of temporal commands

proceeding from a superior and directed to an

inferior, the propelling force is the intention of the

superior. In the case of Vedic commands, since

there is no author in strict theory, the intention of

the superior must find a substitute to supply the

21
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propelling force, and for that purpose the idea of

S'abda Bhavana is postulated. Each of the said

Bhavanas has been described to possess three limbs,

Sddhya or the result, Sddhana or the instrumentality

and Itikartavyatd or procedure. In the case ,of

Sabda Bhavana or the prompting force inhering in

the letter of the Vedic command, the result is the

mental determination of the person bound to follow

a particular course of conduct, that is, Artha

Bhavana. The instrumentality by means of which

the propelling force becomes felt is the knowledge

of the command, and the Itikartavyata is a

knowledge of the beneficial character of a particular

course of conduct. In the case of an- Artha

Bhavana, the result is the benefit described to

accrue from a particular conduct. The instrument-

ality by which the result is brought about is the

pursuit of a particular course of conduct prescribed

by a Vidhi which is usually the performance of a

sacrifice or some such similar thing. The procedure

which enables a particular act to become productive

of the contemplated result is the going through of

the numerous subsidiary formalities essential for

the completion of the act.

Now we shall return to the examination of the

view that a command is authoritative irrespective

of the Sovereign. No doubt scores of texts can be

found in our Smrti literature commanding a

Sovereign to do a certain thing much in the same
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tone as of a command to a subject. But so far as the

actual applicability of a Smrti rule of Positive Law
within a certain territorial extent is concerned, we

have to determine its authority only in the light

of, its enforcibility. A certain rule is said to

be binding because the Sovereign enforces it by

the might of his will ; but it does not necessarily

presume that the Sovereign is the founder of

the rule of law. As a matter of fact, our entire

Smrti literature is an instance of a body of rules

which, at the time of their composition, were

not backed by any political power, but which

gradually grew to be binding codes of law by reason

of the • recognition accorded to them by the King.

Prom a historical point of view no doubt the author

of a text-book is more responsible for the idea than

the Sovereign who enforces it, but in tbe view of the

strict law, if we are to understand by the term law,

only that body of rules which are acted upon in the

administration of justice, we cannot help coming to

the conclusion that the Austinian theory of the

Sovereign being the ultimate foundation of law is

the only view that stands the test of strict scientific

analysis. At the same time, it would be absurd to

contend that the view that the Sovereign is bound

by the law equally with his subject, has absolutely

no basis in our S^astras. The conflict between the

two theories has to be explained in the light of

standpoints in which they differ. The one is
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consistent with the standpoint of a moral legislator,

and the other is the only possible view consistent

from the strict standpoint of a positive legislator.

From the broader ethical point of view, a King who

transgresses a Smrti injunction is as mi\ch

blameworthy as any subject. In the eye of Grod,

both are sinners in an equal degree, but within the

narrow limits of Positive Law, the King is not subject

to any superior authority. If the theory of the

subjection of the King to the jurisdiction of the

Smrti rules is to be pushed even within the

circumscribed limits of Positive law, the Smrti rule

relating to the comparative weight of the four

heads of law by which a Sovereign’s command is

declared to be supreme and to over-ride the

provisions of other classes of law is an emphatic

argument against its soundness in principle. Now
we have drawn attention to the correctness of the

Privy Council dictum that under the Hindu system

of law, clear proof of usage outweighs the written

text of law. Although there is a conflict between

this theory and the Mimarhsaka view that custom is

inferior to an express text, the conflict has been

explained by referring to the difference in stand-

points ; and we have also pointed out from a

reference to the texts of Narada, Brhaspati and

Katyiiyana that within the province of Positive law

in its practical application by courts of law, customs

possess a superior authority to that of the Sinrtis.
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Another reason that I would suggest in favour of the

Privy Council dictum based upon discussions in

Mimarhsa is that the authority of usages as well as

,of Smrti texts is itself ultimately based upon

their acceptance by the community at large. The

presumption of an inferential Vedic text in the case

of either a Smrti or a custom is engendered by the

idea of S'istatraivarnikaparigraha so that the

fundamental basis of the authority of Smrtis and

customs is really the recognition by the public

rather than a foundation in the Vedas. It there-

fore follows that a custom which has been acted upon

uniformly from time immemorial by the majority of

the p-ublic with the consciousness of its validity has

a greater binding force than the common law of the

land with reference to the practical administration of

justice.
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In this lecture, I propose to deal with the

development of Hindu Law from the original texts

effected under the guise of interpretation. As

already pointed out in the previous lectures, the

fountain source of all law under the Hindu

jurisprudence is the Veda. Although in reality

there is very little of Positive law worth mentioning

in the Vedas, the theory is strictly kept up that

the Smrti codes and commentaries and digests of a

later epoch are mere reproductions of the Vedic

Law condensed and presented in an attractive

manner for the convenience of the reader. If one

is not able to trace the Vedic source of a particular

Smrti text or a modern rule exclusively laid down

in the comparatively modern commentaries and

digests, it is his own imagination that is at fault.

If one is possessed of sufficient legal acumen and

makes sufficient research work, the Vedic source

must inevitably be within his reach. This is not a

doctrine peculiar to the Hindu jurisprudence.

This fictitious notion of the all-comprehensiveness

of the archaic law has obtained from time

immemorial in the jurisprudence of other nations.
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In the Koman Law the theory held steadfast to the

fiction that the highly complicated code of the

latter day Roman jurisprudence was nothing more

nor less than what was laid down in the Law of

the Twelve Tables. From the meagre foundations

of the primitive Roman Law as contained in the

Twelve Tables, later Roman jurists never found

it hard to propound their own views, and establish

that they had been drawn from the Twelve Tables.

The opinions of the jurists as to the interpretation

of the primitive law of Rome gave rise in course

of time to a voluminous body of rules known as

the answers of the learned. The Roman Uesjponsa

Prudejitium which thus succeeded in evolving a

highly developed code of law from the very meagre

germs in the Twelve Tables had its counterpart

in the history of the English law, namely, the

English case-law as developed by judges in the

courts of common law and equity. The fact is

that the English judge actually legislates to a

limited extent ; the theory is that he merely declares

the law that is already in existence. The steps by

which this judicial legislation is achieved are

imperceptible. But judging from the result, a

comparison of the law ultimately arrived at after

its going through the mould of judicial decisions

and of the law before the same was touched by the

hand of a judge will reveal a striking contrast

between the two so that it is almost incredible to
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conceive of the one as having been derived from

the other. The first inroad upon a rule of common

law is attempted to be made bj surreptitious means,

but when that is made, the original rule of law is.

always taken along with the limitation or extension

with which it has been impressed by the stamp of

judicial decision. The next step effectuates a

further development of the law by introducing a

further limitation or extension. In the result when

a particular rule of law completely passes through

the mould of judicial legislation, the ultimate rule

arrived at is not clearly traceable to its source. In

the same way, under the Hindu jurisprudence the

Sanskrit commentaries and digests simply purported

to propound the already existing law. The very

diversity of opinion so frequently met with among

the commentaries and digests indicates rather that

the author is actuated by a desire to discover a

legal warrant for the customs and practices of the

province in which he flourished from the original

sources than that to interpret the law to the best

of his lights. If from the same Smrti rules the

author of Mitaksara establishes the right of sons

by birth in the family property, and the author

of Dayabhaga finds out that the son’s right accrues

on the death of the father, how else can the diversity

of juristic opinions be accounted for, than by a

reference to the prevalence of different customs in

different provinces ? And, it is not also correct to say
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that the commentator started with a set of accepted

notions, and tried to introduce them into the law of

the land. His attempt has been rather to interpret

the law in a reasonable manner, but with a view to

harmonise it with prevailing customs. To achieve

this end, he slilj introduces a modification into the

original law bj professing to bring out its hidden

meaning. An author of a later day takes the hint,

and improves upon it, and this process goes on until

as in the case of the English case-law the final rule

of law of the latest author on a particular point

differs very widely from its originating source. The

fiction of interpretation is thus seen to be strictly

maintained in the three systems of Jurisprudence

known to us, namely the Roman, the English, and the

Hindu systems. But one interesting distinction

among the three systems deserves notice ; whereas

the authority of the English case-law is derived from

the Bench, that of the Roman Besponsa Prudentium

and the Sanskrit commentary is derived from the

Bar. While in England the development of law is

left entirely to the exigencies of disputes actually

arising for adjudication, in India and at Rome it was

possible for the jurist to evolve a coherent and

homogeneous body of law without reference to

actually contested cases. While the theory is the

same in all the three systems, namely, that the

English judge or the Roman jurist or the Sanskrit

commentator is absolutely incapable of altering one

22
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jot or one line of existing jurisprudence, the fact is

that through his instrumentality the law has been

considerably extended, modified or improved upon.

This observation is all the more true with reference

to the development of Hindu Law, for, as distinguish-

ed from the jurisprudence of other countries

wherein the Sovereign has purported to legislate by

means of new enactments, the Indian Jurisprudence

has been practically left to work out its own

evolution without the conscious interference of the

Sovereign. In the history of India we rarely meet

with instances of legal enactments in derogation of

the Vedic or Smrti law. Of course, the Hindu Law
as contained in Sanskrit works might or might not

have been administered by the Sovereign of the

land, be he an Indian, or an alien conqueror, ruler

or invader, but when the Hindu Law was intended

to be enforced as such, the ruler had always been

guided by Sanskritic rules, and never desired to

import his own ideas into it.

Of the various phases in which interpretation

has wrought its influence on the spontaneous

development of Hindu Law, the most prominent is

the theory of Elcavdkyatva. The influence of this theory

is far-reaching, and has affected almost every branch

of the legal literature. If one is asked to cite an

instance of a legal fiction in Hindu Law, the most

prominent one that strikes the mind is the theory of

the ujiity of idea between the different sources of
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Hindu Jurisprudence. Absolute unanimity of

opinion is conclusively presumed to prevail even

among obviously conflicting sources of law. The

fiction of absolute concord between the different

legal sources is all the more strengthened by the

peculiar theories as to the origin and foundation

of those sources themselves. The fundamental

theoretical source of Hindu Law is, as we all know
the Veda. In the Vedic literature itself, there are

a number of works which belong distinctly to

different stages in the development of early Sanskrit

literature. Modern critics dogmatise that certain

Vedas are the outcome of the effusions of the

primitive human heart, and certain others which

elaborate on the law of the ceremonial belong to a

later age of Brahmin ascendancy. Certain other

tests are also laid down in the modern works on the

history of Sanskrit literature to distinguish between

an ancient text and a modern text, and to ascribe

different dates to different Vedic texts. Of course

the difference of opinion as to the chronology is an

inevitable factor, but it is agreed that the Vedic

literature in its entirety does not represent the

production of a single age. As against this theory,

we have the fiction of a superhuman origin of the

Vedas. Whether the ultimate author of the Veda

is supposed to be the Divine Being, or the Veda is

presumed to be as eternal and devoid of a beginning

as God himself, the purport underlying the
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innumerable passages of the Vedic literature is

single, and there is no possibility of a conflict.

This theory of Ekavakyatva may be viewed in

its different aspects. Firstly, a unity of idea is

presumed to exist between one Veda and another

;

next, as between one recension and another recension

of the same Veda ; next, between one Smrti and

another Smrti ; then, between the entire Vedic and

Smrti literatures ;
and last but not the least, between

Veda, Smrti and custom. Of the Vedas there are

four: Rk, Yajus, Saman, and Atharvan. The first

three are collectively known as the Tray% and in

matters relating to Dharma, the author of Kaustubha

states on one occasion that the Atharvan
.
is of

comparatively inferior authority to the Trayi. As

regards the different recensions of the four Vedas,

works of authority refer to twenty-one sakhas of the

Rg Veda, one hundred and one sakhas of the Yajur-

veda, one thousand sakhas of the Samaveda, and two

s'akhas of the Atharvaveda. Of Smrtis, there are,

besides several other minor smrtis, eighteen principal

smrtis. Some of them are written in the aphoristic

prose style, and others in the verse style of the anus-

tubh metre. The important Smrtis written in the

Sutra style are Gautama, Apastamba, Bodhayana,

and Vasistha. Smrtis of the prose style are anterior

in date to metrical Smrti works of which the

following may be mentioned as important : Manu,

Atri, Visnu, Harita, Yajfiavalkya, Usanas, Angiras,
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Yama, Sarhvarta, Katyajana, Brhaspati, Parasara,

Vyasa, S'ahkha and Likhita, Daksa and S'atatapa.

It is important to notice the reasoning adopted

•by the Mimamsakas in establishing absolute harmony

between the different texts of the Vedic literature.

The grand aim of the entire Veda is the elucidation

of Dharma, and Dharma is a thing that can be

known only through a Vedic command. Therefore

the really operative part of the Vedic literature is

confined within the narrow range of texts coming

within the definition of a Vidhi. Just as a Vid hi is

operative by virtue of the obligation that it imposes

upon a certain person to do a certain act, a Pratisedha

is also operative as an injunction restraining a

person from doing a particular act, and in fact

Pratisedha is generally included in the Vidhi.

Barring the Vidhi and Pratisedha portions, the total

residue of the Vedic literature is not authoritative

by itself. Its authority is subservient to that of the

Vidhi of which it forms an adjunct. Of the three

categories of Vedas forming the residue of the

Vedic literature, namely. Mantra, Arthavada and

Namadheya, the last may be disposed of first. It

consists of the technical names of acts enjoined by

the Vidhi portion. The function of a Mantra is to

praise the God for whose propitiation a thing

commanded by a Vidhi is performed, and it therefore

serves the purpose of recalling to mind the deity

who is a subsidiary to an act enjoined by a Vidhi
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The Arthavada portion has been already explained

as consisting of texts commendatory or condemnatory

of acts enjoined or prohibited by the Vidhis of which

it is a supplement. As regards the different re-

censions of the same Veda, the principle underlying

the construction of Vedic texts as enunciated in the

S'dkhantarddhikarana of Purva Mimaiiisa is to the

effect that all S’akhas speak with one voice, and

there is identity of subject matter in them subject

of course to variations and additions intended for

the observance of the followers of the particular

S'akhas in which they are laid down. The principle

is illustrate^l by their treatment of Agnihotra

referred to in two different S akhas. The question is

discussed, whether the Agnihotra dealt with by one

Sakha is different from the Agnihotra mentioned in

a different S'akhii, and the conclusion arrived at is

that both of them relate to the same ritual.

If we leave aside for a moment the development

of law during the Vedic age, and come to the Smrti

era of legal literature, the first point that claims our

attention is that the theory of Ekaviikyatva between

the different Smrtis rests on much less substantial

grounds than in the Vedas. Exactly divergent

views are propounded by different Smrtis, but they

a,re all supposed to voice forth the same idea.

While the divergence in views affords ample

material for a legal historian to trace the evolution

of ideas from one stage to another and to construct
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a wonderful edifice of Hindu legal history, it is

totally ignored by the orthodox lawyer engaged in

expounding law from the original sources to the lay

public. If Manu permits a Brahmin to take wives

from all the four castes, and the later Yajfiavalkya

permits the taking of wives from the three higher

castes alone, and if in the still later Smrtis and

commentaries the rigid principle of marriage within

one’s own caste is laid down, does it not point at

least to three different stages in the development of

matrimonial law from the earliest stages down to

the present day ? A historical lawyer will easily

perceive the modifications that the law has under-

gone through its different stages. But the practical

lawyer strenuously professes to perceive exact

identity of ideas in the three different stages of law.

With regard to the practice of Niyoga, the view set

out in the most ancient works of authority is in

favour of a lenient application of the practice. In

the next stage, various limitations are introduced

with the result that at the end of the second stage

we actually meet with the view that the practice is

prohibited in the Brahmin caste ;
and at the last stage

in the history of this practice we meet with inevitable

signs of its general decline, and it is actually

prohibited for all castes. It is easy to multiply

examples from the laws of procedure, limitation,

delict, contract, crimes and other branches of Hindu

Law, a detailed description of which will not strictly
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fall within our province, as their appropriate place

will be only in a general history of the Hindu Law.

When we have thus before us a number of Smrtis of

conflicting views, the law to be gathered from them,

when the age of Smrtis is past is moulded to a large

extent by the principle of Ekavfikyatva. The theory

of absolute harmony between Smrtis necessitates a

restricted application of the different Smrtis either to

different castes or to different ages. As an

illustration of the influence of the theory of Eka-

vakyatva upon the development of law by means

of restricted application may be cited the rule laid

down by Par'is'ara in the following text;

^ 5 ^T: I

^ II

In the Krta age Mann’s laws are observed, in Treta

those of Gautama, in the Dwapara those of Safikha

and Likhita, and in the Kali age that of Paras'ara.

This rule restricting the application of different

Smrtis to different ages has never been followed as

a hard and fast rule. The only purpose that it

serves is to support the view of any commentator

in the matter of preferring one Smrti to another

whenever it suits his purpose. Asa matter of fact,

the code of Yajhavalkya is followed as a binding

code of law at the present day much more than the

' Paraiiara Smfti, AdhySya 1, S'loka 24.
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code of Parasara which is declared in the above

text to be of superior authority in the Kali age.

Commentators and digest-writers refer indefinitely

to all Smrtis without caring a bit for the rule

of restricted application with reference to ages

which is more honoured in its breach than in its

observance. The extreme disregard in which this rule

of restricted application is held is best illustrated

by the text of Paras-ara which legalises the

remarriage of women on five different occasions,

namely, when the husband is lost, or unheard of,

when he is dead, when he renounces the world,

when he is a eunuch, and when he has proselytised.

ffRtort II

Another direction in which the rule of Ekavakyatva

has contributed its mite towards the evolution of

legal ideas is exemplified by the statement

frequently to be met with in the commentaries and

digests that certain practices are prohibited for

the Kali age. The very fact that a text recites

that certain practices are forbidden for the modern

age shows that the author thereof lived in a

transitional stage when the practices in question

died out and became obsolete—a fact which is of

immense importance to a historian of Hindu Law.

* Par(JLgara Smrti, AdhySya 4, S'loka 30.

23
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The following text illustrates the influence brought

about by the theory of Ekaviikyatva in this

particular aspect

:

^ ^ m I

^ JT f#T II

^ ST^TcpJTfg femfirs I

5 3^^ II

The remarriage of an already married woman, an

unequal division of estate with an extra share in

favour of the eldest, the sacrifice of a cow,

intercourse with a deceased brother’s wife by

Niyoga, and Kamandalu or the adoption of the

fourth At>Tama—these five things one ought not to

do in the Kali age. Similarly, marriage among

the twice-born classes with girls of different castes,

and the recognition, as sons, of persons who are

neither adopted nor born of one’s own body.

Texts of this sort bear clear indications of the transi-

tional stage in the development of the Hindu Law.

There are also texts which evidence that at particular

stages in the advancement of civilisation, the Hindu

sages convened assemblies and definitely abrogated

certain practices which had obtained previously;

and in support of this theory the following text

may be cited :

* Paramra Mddhavlya, AcarakAndu, AdhySya 1, under

S'loka 34.
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PlfRaift ||: II

Afc the beginning of the Kali age, for protecting the

world, these practices were repealed by convention

by the high-souled and the wise.

Of the various influences at work in shaping

the destinies of the Hindu jurisprudence as a

consequence of the fiction of Ekavakyatva, one of

the most important is to be seen in the reasoning

adopted occasionally by commentators for preferring

one possible interpretation of a text to another on

the ground that one is countenanced by custom and

the other is not. Frequently commentators refer to

Samdcdravirodha or conflict with usage as a salutary

ground for rejecting a particular construction of a

text. This reasoning is purely the creature of the

fiction of absolute harmony between the written

text-law and the customary law of the land ; for, the

theory is that a custom is not valid merely as a

custom but as a rule of law lurking behind the letter

of the law. The immense influence exercised by

the theory of Ekavakyatva between text-law and

usage can best be brought home to the mind of the

reader by citing a few illustrations from Mitaksara

from the chapter on partition of heritage. A text

of Yajnavalkya runs thus :

* Paragara Madhavlyat AcdraTcdij^dfit Adhyaya 1, under

S'loka 34,
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If a father effects a partition, he should divide the

estate among his sons at his will so as to give an

extra share to the eldest or to make all equal

partakers.

In a partition during the lifetime of the father,

Yajfiavalkya states two different ways in which

family property can be divided. One is called un-

equal partition or UdJhdravihhdga whereby the

eldest is given a larger share than the rest. Minute

rules are hod down for regulating the extra shares

to which a brother higher in rank is entitled than

the other. The text itself does not state whether

the option given to the father by this text holds

good to all family property or to that of the father’s

self-acquisition. The main reason assigned by the

author of Mitaksara for rejecting the validity of an

unequal partition of family property is that it is not

countenanced by popular usage, and that therefore

it ought not to be given effect to although sanctioned

by S'astras. He supplements his reasoning by citing

instances of practices sanctioned by S'astras but

illegal on account of popular condemnation. The

serving of the meat of a bull or a sheep to a learned

Brahmin guest, and the sacrifice of a cow in

' Ydjnavalkya Vyavaharddhyaya, S'loka 114.
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propitiation of Mitravaruna, and the procreation of

offspring to a deceased brother by the practice of

Niyoga are the illustrations cited in support of the

•reasoning that a thing sanctioned by S'astras is

nevertheless illegal if it is opposed to custom. The

passage of the Mitiiksara setting out this discussion

runs as follows

:

I 1
gpj

Wm\ OTfq
I

I m ^ Jit ^
JTTO^f^^sfq

I ^ ^

—

h II
’ fkm:

JTT3g?T ^ ff%

^1^^ I

Therefore as an unequal partition is met with at

all times, how is it sought to be restricted that

they shall partition only equally ? The answer is

this. Of course this unequal partition is sanctioned

by S^astras, yet it ought not to be observed as it is

disliked by the world, for, there is a prohibition that

* Mitah^arli Vyavahuradliyaya, under 81oka 117.
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one ought not to do a thing disliked by the world

although sanctioned by S'astras if it does not lead

to heaven. For example, in spite of the command

that one ought to serve a learned man with a-

bull or a goat, the rule is not followed as the act

is condemned by the world ; and similarly in spite

of the command of the killing of a cow by the text

* one ought to sacrifice a barren cow to propitiate

Mitravaruna in the Aniivandhya,’ the rule is not

acted upon as it is disliked by the world. In

support of this position there is the following

text. ‘Just as the practice of Niyoga does not

exist, and ;,ust as the sacrifice of a cow is now

obsolete, so also an unequal partition has ceased

to be.’ Therefore an unequal partition, although

sanctioned by S'astras, ought not to be observed

as being obnoxious to the popular taste and contrary

to the Veda, and this is why it is restricted that

they shall partition only equally.

Another instance of the same principle is to be

seen in the interpretation adopted by Mitaksara of

the following text of Yajnavalkya :

‘ YAjnavalhya Vyavahdradhyaya, S'lokas 118 and 119.
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Whatever else is acquired by one’s own self without

detriment to paternal estate, that which is acquired

by means of friends or in matrimony shall not be

available to coparceners. He who reclaims a

property come in regular descent but claimed

adversely by another shall not give the same to

coparceners, nor shall one give them what is earned

by means of learning.

With regard to acquisition from friends, etc.,

the natural interpretation that one is apt to conclude

from the fact of specific mention apart from that

which is acquired without the help of patrimony

would be that in the case of acquisitions thus

specifically mentioned they are not divisible among

brothers whether earned with or without the help

of joint property. Such an interpretation is

expressly negatived in the Mitaksara by adducing

the reason of Samacaravirodha. The possibility of

the above interpretation and its repudiation are thus

set out in the Mitaksara.

It might be urged that the specific mention of

acquisition from friends, etc., has got a purpose,

namely, to declare as impartible a property

^ MitAk^artl VyavaharadhyCLya, under S'lokas 118

and 119.
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acquired from friends, etc., even at the expense of

patrimony. If so, there will be a contravention of

custom.

On the authority of the same text, Mitaksara-

states that a property acquired by gift is divisible

among coparceners on the ground of custom, and

therefore the first clause namely ‘ whatever else is

acquired without detriment to the paternal estate
’

must be taken as descriptive of the classes of

acquisitions mentioned subsequently, and not as

denoting a separate class of impartible properties.

The passage of Mitaksara on the point runs as

follows :

If the clause ‘ without detriment to patrimony ’ is

treated as a separate clause, a property acquired by

gift will become indivisible, quite contrary to custom

A typical illustration of the far-reaching in-

fluences of the theory of absolute unity of voicf

between one Smrti and another can be drawn fron

the Sanskritic law of procedure. Eules of proceduri

which clearly belong to a later stage in the develop

ment of the Hindu judiciary are read into texts o

earlier times by commentators. The ancient rule

of procedure are comparatively much simpler tha

‘ Mitdk^arA Vyavah&radhydya, under S'lokas 11

and 119.
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those laid down in modern Smrti works which

evidence a highly complicated system of procedure

which came into existence mainly as a result of the

• growth of the law of presumptions. The truth of

this statement will best be realised by a reference to

the following text of Yajfiavalkya from the chapter

on General Procedure and its interpretation by

Mitaksara :

A plaintiff shall cause to be recorded in the presence

of the defendant (his case) as previously informed

by him with the particulars of year, month, fort-

night, day, name, caste, etc. An answer to the

plaint read out shall be written in the presence

of the plaintiff. Then the plaintiff shall at once

cause to be recorded the proof by means of which he

proposes to establish his case.

From the above passage and on a comparison

with other texts of the same chapter, it is evident

that the word Arthin has been used by Yajnavalkya

throughout as meaning a plaintiff. Mitaksara gives

a different turn to the text imposing upon a plaintiff

an obligation to set out his proof first. The author

* Yajnavalkya Vyavah&rddhyaya, S'lokas 6 and 7.

24
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interprets the text as meaning that the duty of

adducing evidence lies upon the person upon whom
the burden of proof lies. He refers to a fourfold

classification of the causes with reference to the'

nature of the pleas put forward by the defendant.

A defendant may admit the plaintiff’s claim, or he

may deny totally the case of the plaintiff, or he may

;admit the facts of the plaint but deny liability by

reason of discharge, payment, release, etc., or he

may plead Bes Judicata. The Sanskrit equivalents

.of the four kinds of pleas are thus mentioned in the

iollowing text of Katyayana.

WTiere the claim is admitted, there is no need for

proof on either side. When the facts stated in the

plaint are denied, the burden of proving the case

lies on the plaintiff. Tn cases where the other two

classes of pleas are set up, it lies on the defendant

to make out his pleas. This is the state of the law

as described by Harita by whose time a body of

rules has sprung up regulating burden of proof

which played an important part in its turn to

develop the law of procedure on the lines indicated

above. This is apparent from the following text of

Harita

:

‘ Mitak^ara VyavaharOdhyaya, under S^loka 7.
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* 5 SR^rsff
I

g stfin^ ^ ?IT II

Where Bes Judicata or non-liabilitj is pleaded in

defence, the defendant shall make out his case.

When the facts of the plaint are totally denied in the

defence, the plaintiff shall establish his case. Where

the plea is one of admission no proof is necessary.

In the light of the rules laid down by this text,

the text of the ancient Yajhavalkya is construed by

Mitaksara so as to make a clear departure from the

plain meaning intended by the sage. Yajhavalkya

could not be understood to have meant to lay down

anything but the simple rule that the plaintiff must

prove his case. But according to the inter-

pretation given by Mitaksara, the word Arthin is

taken to mean not a plaintiff, but one on whom the

burden of proof lies. Whether the text of Harita is

itself the result of the influence of the advanced law

of presumptions upon the interpretation of Yajfia-

valkya’s text, or the Mitaksara interpretation is due

to a conscious attempt at harmonising the texts of

Yajhavalkya and Harita, it is certain in any event

that the theory of Bkavakyatva or singleness of

purpose among Smrtis of different ages has played

an important part in moulding the text-law relating

to procedure and presumptions.

* Mitaksara Vyavah&radhyaya, under S'loka 7.
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A glaring instance of a case where the original

law of Smrtis has been materially altered under the

guise of interpretation can be drawn from the

Sanskritic law of limitation as laid down by
Yajnavalkya and interpreted by Mitaksara. The

principal text of Yajnavalkya laying down the

limitation for suits to recover movable and immovable

properties is the following :

The plain meaning of this text is that when an

immovable property is enjoyed by a stranger claim-

ing adversely to the owner uninterruptedly for a

period of twenty years, the title of the owner is

extinguished, and the ownership of movable property

will be extinguished by adverse possession in a

similar manner for a period of ten years. That this

ought to be the meaning of Yajnavalkya’s text will

be clear on a comparison of the same with the

parallel texts of other Smrtis. Manu says

:

I

iTit II

‘ Yajnavalkya VyavahdrOdhyaya, S'loka 24.

’ Manu^ AdhySya 8, S'lokas 147 and 148.
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“ (But in general) whatever (chattel) an owner sees

enjoyed by others during ten. years, while though

present, he says nothing, that (chattel) he shall not

recover. If (the owner) is neither an idiot nor a

minor, and if (his chattel) is enjoyed (by another)

before his eyes, it is lost to him by law ; the adverse

possessor shall retain that property.”

Gautama says

:

' 3f3ifiqtJi”CT5r
ii

The chattel of one who is neither an idiot nor an

infant, enjoyed for ten years by others in the presence

of the owner shall belong to the possessor.

In interpreting the principal text of Yajhavalkya,

Vijnanes'vara refers to this ordinary meaning, refutes

it, and gives a new meaning of his own in the passage

beginning with

^
I

‘ Therefore the true meaning of this verse ought to be

said.’ Then he goes on to say that the text limits the

time for the institution of a suit for the recovery of

mesne profits or damages and not of the property

itself. The reason why he adopts this construction

is a desire to harmonise this text of Yajnavalkya

with a comparatively modern Smrti text which recites

:

* Gautama Lliarma Sutra, Adhy3ya 12, Sfltra 34.

* Mitak$arA VyavaharAdhyaya, under S'loka 24.
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^ TR II

The Lord of earth shall punish that wicked man,

with a thief’s punishment, that enjoys property

without title for even many hundreds of years.

Later treatises like Paras'ara-Madhaviya and Vya-

vahara-Mayukha, of course, follow the track of

Mitaksara in construing Yajhavalkya’s text regard-

ing the law of limitation.

Besides the theory of Ekavakyatva, an important

process by which the law has been developed by

means of interpretation is the application of rules

regarding a particular topic in toto or mutatis

mutandis to topics which bear a close analogy to it.

The extension of rules from one subject to an allied

analogous subject is known by the name of Atides'a

under the Mimariisaic terminology. Certain other

technical conceptions follow as a necessary con-

sequence of the principle of Atidesra, and to this clasf

of ideas belong the conceptions of Pratinidhiy tHic

and Bddha. Without entering into the details o

ritualistic texts with which the ideas of Atidesa

Pratinidhi and Uha are inextricably mixed, a summar

of the general principles involved therein, will enabl

us to realise how from small beginnings the law ha

considerably expanded by extension and analogy

' Mitaksara Vyavah&rddhydya, under S^loka 24.
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With regard to the first of the ideas referred to

here, viz., Atides-a, at the outset it is to be noted that

it is the peculiar process of formulating rules of

procedure to be observed in the performance of

Vikrtis or copy sacrifices on the analogy of Prakrtis

or model sacrifices. Although the idea is thus seen

to belong exclusively to the law of the ritual, the

general principle may be gathered that where there

is a principal branch of law representing a complete

code of rules, and there is another branch of law

which is closely analogous to the former but does

not contain a sufiicient number of rules within it-

self, the rules of the former may be extended to the

latter unless there is anything repugnant in the

context. The principle of extension of rules by

analogy is described to manifest itself in various

forms which are treated in Mimaiiisaic works as sub-

divisions of Atides'a. Atidesa is divided into two

broad classes, namely, Vacandtides’a or extension by

express or implied statement and Namdtides'a or

extension by reason of identity of nomenclatures.

Agnihotra is the name of a compulsory sacrifice to

be performed daily. ^ In the sacrifice known as

Kaundapayinamayana, there is a text which com-

mands the performance of Agnihotra, but the rules

of procedure for the Agnihotra are not set forth.

The question is, how is it to be performed. The

answer is that by reason of the identity of names

‘ BhaUadlpikCti 7 , 3, 1 .
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between the compulsory Agnihotra and the Agnihotra

comprised in the Kaundapayinamayana, the latter

draws all the rules of its procedure from the former.

The answer is sound in principle, for when a

legislator chooses to designate two different branches

by the same name the intention is apparent that

both have got an intimate connection with each

other, and it is therefore reasonable to supply the

deficiencies in the one by borrowing largely from the

other. This is the principle known as Namatidesra,

but in applying this principle, great caution will

have to be bestowed in distinguishing betweer

a nomenci '^ture and a mere description. If the sara(

descriptive word is used with reference to tw(

different topics it does not follow that the principl

of Atides'a is to be resorted to. In the twelve-da

sacrifice, a sacrifice is enjoined to be performed o

the first day, and it is described as Prdyauiija. I

the Gavarnayana sacrifice, a sacrifice is enjoine

which is also known as Prajiainya by the text

:

A doubt is raised whether the subsidiaries of t^

former are inherited by the latter by reason of t

word Prayanlya being applied to both the sacrific'

The answer is that the word in question is no'

technical name, but a mere description and capal

of an etymological explanation. It is pointed (

‘ BhaUadljnka, 7 , 3 , 2 .
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that the word Prajaniya literally means ‘ that which

goes first, and as the two sacrifices in question

are to be performed at the outset of the groups

. to which they respectively belong, the employment

of the term is justified, and there is therefore no

need for presuming any connection between the two.

But when a name used in two model sacrifices is

repeated in connection with another sacrifice where

no subsidiaries are specifically enjoined, the answer

to the question, from which of the two original

sacrifices does the latter derive its details, must be

given by an investigation into the question, ‘ as bet-

ween the two original sacrifices, in which case is the

word in question employed in its primary sense

An illustration will make this principle clear. The

word Avabhrtha is used to denote a ceremony in the

Somayaga in its primary sense. In its secondary

meaning the word is used to denote the ceremony

of sprinkling of water in the New Moon and Full

Moon sacrifice. In a sacrifice known as Varuna-

praghasa which is deemed to be a Vikrti of the New

Moon and Full Moon sacrifice, the text

;

enjoins the performance of an Avabhrtha. On the

principle stated above, the conclusion supports the

theory that it is the subsidiaries of the Avabhrtha

belonging to the Somayaga that are attracted to the

’ Bhdiiadlpikdt 7, 3, 4.

25
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Varunapraghasa sacrifice. At the same time it is

to be noted that the mere repetition of the same

word for the employment of which there are

distinctly two separate motives will not by itself be

sufficient for the application of the principle of

Namatidesfa. For example, ^ the word Vaisnava is

used with reference to a sacrifice in the Soma as

well as Rajasuya. The word simply means that in

both cases the sacrifice is performed for the

propitiation of God Visnu. Such a one is not a

proper case for extension by Namatide^a. Where a

particular word is used in passages relating to two

principal sacj'ifices without the distinction of one

being primary or secondary, and the same word for

which no other purpose can be gathered from the

context is used in a passage relating to a sacrifice

which is otherwise known to be modelled npon one

of the two principal sacrifices, the word is to be

taken as referring to the identical idea that is

expressed in the principal model sacrifice. In the

sacrifice known as Caturraasya which is a Vikrti of

Dars’apurnamasa there is a text ^
|

which is frequently referred to in the Dharma s'astra

works including Mitaksara. The text means ‘ In

two they kindle the fire ’
; in other words, in two of

the four groups Pranayana is performed. A question

is raised whether the Pranayana or the Kindling

‘ Bha^ttadlpika, 7, .3, o,

’ Ibid., 7, .3, 7.
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ceremony imports the rules of the corresponding

Pranayana ceremony of the Soma sacrifice or merely

repeats the Pranayana otherwise derived from its

original. On the principle suggested above, the

former view is negatived.

More important than the extension by Nama-

tides^a is that by statement, express or implied.

There are certain sections of the law which expressly

lay down that the rules relating to a particular

branch shall be applied as far as possible to another

branch. The Vedic illustration for the extension of

rules by means of express statement may be drawn

from the text

:

This text occurs in the Varunapraghasa chapter.

There are five Havis sacrifices enjoined in Vais'vadeva

with full particulars of the subsidiary ceremonies.

The entire passage dealing with the said five

ceremonies in Vais^vadeva is directed to be read as

part and parcel of the chapter relating to the five

Havis sacrifices in the Varunapraghasa. This is an

example of extension by express legislation. Another

typical instance of express extension is the text

;

The rest resembles the S'yena sacrifice.

* BhaUf^dlpika, 7 , 1 , 3 .

’ Ibid., 7 , 1 , 2 .
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This text occurs in the passage relating to a sacrifice

known as Isu. After expressly enjoining the per-

formance of certain ceremonies the rest is directed

by this text to be performed as in* the S'jena

sacrifice. An illustration of this principle may be

cited from the following text of Mann :

m ^T: II

A Brahmin that desires to obtain wealth by oflBciat-

ing as priest or by ^teaching, from the hand of a

person who takes what was not given him is like a

thief.

This is referred to in the Mitaksara as Stendtides'a,

and a person coming within the purview of this

rule shall be punishable like a thief.

Atidesa on the footing of implied statement

or Kalpitavacandiides'a is threefold :

Atides'a by analogy, Atides'a by reason of position

and Atidesa on account of A.vraya. The first of these

three principles is also known as Godandlingdtides'a.

It applies where there are two sacrifices intimately

resembling each other in respect of the material used

* Manu, AdhySya 8, S'loka .^40.

* BhAttadlpikH, 7, 1, 1.
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therein or of the deity for whose propitiation they are

performed. The relationship between two such sacri-

fices is that of model and copy. The sacrifice

in connection with which the procedure is laid down
in minute detail is said to be Prakrti or model,

and the other is said to be Vikrti or duplicate.

Sthd7idpattyatides'ci * applies where a certain thing*

in the Vikrti sacrifice takes the place of a correspond-

ing thing in the Prakrti. Por instance, a small

pivot fixed to the ground named Khalevali is

described as taking the position of Yupa or the

sacrificial pillar. By reason of the place it occupies,

it is to be prepared, afiixed to the ground and used

in the sacrifice in much the same way as the Yupa

with all the subsidiary ceremonies of the latter as

far as possible. The next type of Atides'a to be

considered is The

principle involved herein will become clear from

the following illustration. Of the Jyotistoma

sacrifice there are four different kinds mentioned

in the Vedas, namely, Agnisfoma, Ukthya, Sodan

and Atirdtra, and another three mentioned in

the Smrtis, namely, Atyugnistoma, Vdjajjeya, and

Aptorydma. These seven varieties are primarily

called Samsthds. Sariistha literally means a hymn

or a group of hymns sung at the end of a sacrifice.

At the end of the Agnistoma form of the Jyotistoma

* BhiUtadipiJca, 7, 3, 9.

“ Ibid., 3, C, 16.
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sacrifice twelve hymns are sung which go by the

name of Agnistoma-stotra. In the Ukthya form

three additional hymns are sung which are called

the Ukthya-stotra. In the Sodasn form one more

hymn called the Sodas-i-stotra is sung, and in the

Atiratra form three more hymns collectively called

the Ratri-stotra and a hymn called the As'vina-

stotra are sung. The three other forms mentioned

in the Smrtis are the same as the said four with

slight variations. Certain benefits are ordained to

accrue from the said hymns, apart from the benefits

contemplated by the sacrifices in which they are

sung, so tb ^t two hhdvands arise under the same

context, one relating to the performance .of the

sacrifice, the other relating to the inclusion of a

material. Mantra in the present case—in the course

of a sacrifice. The question arises whether the

rules of procedure prescribed for the sacrifice are

also to be repeated for the latter. The answer is

that although different benefits are contemplated

by the different hhdvanda, so far as the latter

Bhavana, that is Gunakamabhavana, is concerned,

at the outset it is known as intimately connected

with the As’raya or the sacrifice in which it is

observed so that the subsidiaries mentioned in the

context first apply to the sacrifice, and there is no

scope for their application to the Gunabhavana.

Hence the subsidiaries apply to the As^raya by

express statement, and by Atidet/a the same are
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imported into the peculiar performance connected

with the material under question. This peculiar

type of Atides-a is too technical and of little

practical consequence.

By far the greatest portion of the rules extended

by the principle of Atidesa is the result of

Codandlingdtides'a or extension by analogy. Instances

of the application of this peculiar kind of Atides'a

are to be met with in plenty in works on Dharma
s'astras, especially the more modern commentaries

and digests. The principle is resorted to although

the word Atides'a is itself not often used. The

principle of this particular kind of Atidesa as

applied by legal treatises is seen to manifest

itself in multifarious phases. One of the peculiar

aspects in which this Atides'a is applied is to be

met with in cases where the law is extended by

assigning the reason of Nydya Sdmya or Parity of

reasoning. An instance of the same may be drawn

from the law of adoption. There is a text of

Vasistha in the following terras.

One desirous of adopting a son shall assemble the

relations, inform the King, and in the centre of his

residence make offerings to the fire by Vyahrtis, and

shall adopt a son from his near relations.

' Vaai^iha, AdhyAya 15.
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The various foi’malities directed to be observed

by this text primarily apply to the taking of a son

in the Dattaka form of adoption. But these have

been extended by Mitaksara to the affiliations of

sons bought, self-given and made. The reason for

the extension of the procedure assigned by Mitaksara

is Samana Nyaya. Another text of Vasistha

prohibits the adoption or the giving away in the

Dattaka form of an only son of his natural parents.

By parity of reasoning, the prohibition of an

adoption of an only son and also of the eldest son is

extende<l to an affiliation of a son by purchase, that

is in the Kritaka form. Tn the chapter relating to

Stridhana, Mitaksara refers to the siiti'a of Gautama.

A woman’s wealth devolves upon the daughters

who are neither married nor provided for.

This text in so far as it regulates the order

inter se among the daughters in the matter of

successic n is extended by Mitaksara to the case of a

conflict among the daughters for priority in inherit-

ance of the paternal estate on the ground of

Samana Nyaya. A text of Yajhavalkya runs thus :

* Vasi^iha, AdhySya 15.

’ Gautama Dharmasiitra, AdhySya 28, Sfltra 25.
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^ ^ TO:
i

A son born of a wife of an equal caste after

partition gets the share of both parents.

If at a partition a member is affected by a

defect disqualifying him from taking a share, but

the same disappears subsequent to partition, the

person thus freed from such disqualification is

declared entitled to the share of his parents on

the principle of Samana Nyaya.

Another form in which the principle of Atidesa is

represented in works on law is the idea of Upalaksaiia

whereby a particular word or idea is taken to be

illustrative of similar words or ideas. This

principle is applied to the interpretation of the

following text of Vasistha :

I

When an adopted son is taken, and a legitimate son

is born, the adopted son shall get a fourth share.

The word Dattaka in this text has been inter-

preted by Mitaksara to include by way of Upalaksana

a son bought, a son made, etc.

‘ Yajnnvalki/d Vyavahiiradhydya, S'loka 122.

* Vasi^VM, Adhyaya 15.

® Mitak^nrCt Vyavahurndkydyu, under Sloka 132.

26
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Similarly, the word Datrima or adopted son is taken

to mean and include all the secondary sons in the

following text of Manu.

^
I

An adopted son shall not participate in the family

or the estate of his natural father.

The Mitaksara comment upon this text is

As the use of the word Datrima is intended to

convey the substitute of a son.

Another illustration of the expansion of a rule

of law by the principle of Upalaksana may be noticed

in connection with the following text of Manu.

TOift ^^ II

“ Whatever property may have been given by her

father, to a wife (who has co-wives of different castes)

that the daughter of the Brahman! (wife) shall take,

or that (daughter’s) issue.”

In d ;termining the order of succession to Stri-

dhana, this text is deemed to lay down that a daughter

born of a wife belonging to a superior caste, has

priority over the daughter of a wife of an inferior

’ Manu, Adhyaya 9, S'loka 142.
* Mitdkmra VyavahArAdhydya, nnder S'loka 132.
* Manu, Adhyaya 9, S'loka 198.
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caste. This general principle is deduced from the

above text by Mitaksara by treating the word
Brahmani as denoting an issue of a superior caste.

We have now dealt with the general principles

of the development of law by Atides-a. An equally

important factor in the growth of Hindu Law is

the idea of Pratinidhi or substitute. The idea is

scientifically treated by the Mimamsakas who have

laid down precise rules as to the character of a

substitute, as to the extent to which the attributes

of the original may be extended to the substitute.

For example, when the Soma plant is not

available for a sacrifice, the employment of a

substitute by the use of the Putika plant is deemed

to be permitted. As a result of the recognition

of a substitute follow a number of rules which

relate to Badha. A good deal of Hindu Law may

be said to have been evolved by the application

of the principle of Pratinidhi. The peculiar body

of rules relating to the fiction of adoption are a

result of the idea of substitute. Manu says

:

* Mitak$ara VyavahUrUdhydya^ under S^loka 145.

^ Manu, Adhyflya 9, S'loka 180.
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Wise men declare these eleven sons beginning with

Ksetraja, the substitutes of a son, to prevent a

failure of the funeral obsequies.

The result is, where there is no real son a

fictitious son is recognised. By reason of his being

a substitute for a legitimate son, an adopted son is

generally invested by law with the status of a

natural born son. The fiction of adoption is treated

exactly in the same way as the birth of a real son.

If a legitimate son acquires an interest by birth in

the joint family property, an adopted son acquires

a similar right by the act of adoption. If a natural

born sou can demand a partition of ancestral

property in the hands of his father, an adopted

son can equally do so. Like a posthumous natural

born son, an adopted son is entitled to impeach

the validity of a pre-adoption alienation made by

his adoptive mother. The law of adoption is one

of the most important branches of Hindu

jurisprudence that owe their existence to the

influence exerted by legal fictions, and when the

fiction of sonship has determined the law of

adoption in a peculiar way, the laws of joint family,

partition, inheritance, etc., underwent a correspond-

ing process of evolution.

Not merely is the law of adoption an exclusive

outcome of the influence of a legal fiction, but

there are other very important branches of law

whose ultimate origin can be traced to the influence
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of fictions. The evolution of a woman’s rights

of inheritance can be traced to ‘the influence of

an important legal fiction recognised by Hindu law.

As in all other ancient societies, women were

never recognised in the primitive law of the Vedic

age as entitled to any share in any property. The

family was supposed to consist entirely of males

where women had no legal status. This state of

society is sometimes described as the patriarchal

stage. At this primitive stage women had absolutely

no rights either of inheritance or of maintenance

or of custody. This is a state of society that is

referred to in the oft-quoted text of Bodhayana.

Women are devoid of senses, and they are no

participators (in property).

From out of this rigid rule, the woman’s right

has been gradually recognised by placing different

limitations upon the scope of this rule at different

stages in the development of Hindu Law. The

chief instrumentality by means of which the

rigidity of the rule was overcome was an im-

portant legal fiction which is recognised very

early in Hindu Society as also in the systems

of jurisprudence of other countries. The fiction by

means of which a female’s right to inherit sprang

^ Bodhdyann Dhartnn Sutra, 2, 2, 47. Vide also

Taiftirlya Sanihitd, 6, 6, 8.
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into existence is one that is also met with in the

early Common law of England, namely, the fiction of

identity between the husband and the wife. Traces

of the recognition of this fiction are noticeable at'

such an early period of Hindu society as that of

Vajasaneya Brahmana which contains the following

passage :

^^ ^ WR: JT

A man is only a half of his self. Therefore when he

takes not a wife he is not fully born, for he is in-

complete so long. Then when alone he takes a wife, he

is fully born, and he becomes complete. Accordingly

Brahmins versed in Vedas declare this, ‘The person

known as husband is verily known as the wife.’

The fiction of identity of the husband and the

wife in the eye of the law is repeated in the

following text of Manu.

What is known as a wife, self and offspring, a man

consists of the same. In accordance therewith

* Kullnha BluiUa, under Mann, AdhySya 9, S'loka 45.

Manu, AdhySya 9, S'loka 45.
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Brahmins declare this. He that is the husband is

known as the wife.

A clearer reproduction of this idea is found in

•the following text of Brhaspati which upon the

authority of the fictitious identity between a husband

and a wife declares a widow to be entitled to succeed

to the estate of a sonless husband in preference to

all other heirs.

^ m ii

SFftW ^ II

In the sacred law, the Smrti code and popular usage,

a wife is recognised by wise men as half the body

and an equal participator in good and bad fruits.

Of him whose wife does not cease to live, half the

body continues to live. When half the body lives,

how can anybody else take the wealth (of a deceased) ?

While agnates are living including the father,

brother and cousins, of a sonless deceased man, the

widow takes the share.

The order in which the above texts are

enumerated will serve to illustrate the gradual steps

* Smi'ticandriku, Mysore Government Oriental Library

Series, No. 48, Page 673.
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by which a widow’s right to inherit came to be

recognised under the Hindu law and the difficulties

it had to contend against in the infancy of its

history. Under the modern Hindu Law, the next

heir to the estate of a sonless man in default of the

widow is his daughter. Daughter is one of the five

female heirs expressly mentioned by Smrti texts, but

the Smrti law of inheritance is itself an improvement

upon the earlier law represented by Apastaraba’s

text wherein women are described as not capable of

owning property. The gradual growth of the right

of the daughter to inherit was consequent upon the

deviation from the original rule made in favour of

the widow by means of the fiction of legal identity.

Once an exception was made to the general rule,

later jurists were emboldened to make further in-

roads in the same direction in favour of other female

relations. The influence of the introduction of

the widow into the list of heirs coupled with a

fiction of identity between the father and his issues,

male or female, accounts for the high rank that a

daughter enjoys among the list of heirs under the

Smrti la”^ The fiction of identity between a

father and a daughter is thus laid down in a text of

Mann

:

^ ^ m i

' Manu, Adhyaya 9, S'loka 1,30.
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As is the self, so is the son, and a daughter is equal

to a son. When the self stands iti her form, how
shall anyone else take away the estate ?

Corresponding to the fiction of single personality

of a husband and a wife, there are other fictions of

identity known to Hindu Law,—as between master

and slave, father and son, preceptor and disciple.

The fiction seems to have at an early stage of the

Hindu society impressed its influence upon the law

of property. There is a text of Manu which

evidently refers to a very primitive state of society

when the son, the wife, the slave and the disciple had

no independent legal recognition, and they were in

the eye of law absolutely incapable of holding

property in their own right. The text is as follows ;

^ m i

A wife, a son and a slave—these three are deemed

to have no property. What they earn is the property

of him to whom they belong.

The influence of the fiction of identity between

the husband and the wife and between the father

and the daughter on the Hindu law of inheritance

has been already noticed. The special rules of

inheritance regulating the succession of a Dasiputra

are to be accounted for by the fiction of identity

between master and slave. The text relating to a

’ Manu, AdhySya 8, S'loka 416.

27
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Dasiputra originally intended to regulate the rights

of inheritance of a son begotten on a female slave.

With the abolition of slavery the principle was

extended to a son born of a permanently kept'

concubine. The text of Yajnavalkya on the point is

^ II

A son born of a Dasi by a S'lidra shall take a share

at the desire (of his father). On the death of the

father, the brothers ought to make him a sharer of

a half.

Similar! there is another text of Yajnavalkya

Of a person retired to the forest, an ascetic and a

bachelor, the sharers of the heritage are, in an inverse

order, the preceptor, a good disciple, and a brother

of the same Avrama.

The rule of inheritance as laid down in this text

has evidently resulted from the fiction of identity

between a preceptor and a disciple.

It is interesting to note that when the several

fictions of identity are acted upon in so far as the

laws of property and inheritance are concerned,

there are numerous branches of law which are left

' Yit 'inavalIcya VyavahCtrudhyaya, S'lota 133.

* Ibid., Sloka 137.
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untouched by their influence. And as a matter of

fact, the Smrtis even go the length of expressly

negativing the reality of these identities. A brief

Survey of the limitations to the fiction of identity

will clearly bring to light, which branches of law

have come within the sphere of its influence, and

which have escaped the same. In the context

relating to Stridhana, Yajnavalkja lays down as

follows

:

The husband need not return to the wife her

peculium received during adversity, for the per-

formance of obligatory ceremonies, during illness,

and under pressure of impending confinement.

This text necessarily implies that in other cases

wealth got from a woman ought to be returned by

the husband, a rule which clearly militates against

the theory of identity between a husband and a wife.

Similarly in the text of Yajnavalkya

:

^ ^ ft II

For, in the land that is acquired by a paternal grand-

father, in the property yielding a recurring income

’ Yajnavalkya Vyavahdradhy&ya, S'Joka 147.

® Ibid.y S^loka 121.
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and in the chattel (acquired by the paternal grand-

father) there shall be equal ownership of father and

son.

This is a clear repudiation of the fiction of the"

merger of the son’s personality in that of the father.

The following text of Nurada illustrates how

in the case of a slave there are certain limitations

placed upon the fiction of identity between him

and his master.

^ II

Of these, he that saves his master from danger to

life shall be freed from slavery, and he shall get a

son’s share.

An exception to the fiction of identity between

preceptor and disciple is laid down in the following

text of Gautama which recognises the validity of

legal proceedings as betweeen both .

I
JR;^ 5IM: 11

The coriection of a disciple shall be without the

infliction of corporal punishment. In the case of

inability, chastisement may be by means of a slender

rope or bamboo twig. If he beats with any other

(material), he shall be punished by the King.

’ Narada AhhyupetyAi^mfru^dj^ralcaraTta, S'loka .30.

^ Gautama Dharrna Sutra, AdhySya 2, Sfltras 49, 50, 51.
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Another fiction which has exercised a most
potent influence on the legal Evolution is the

conception that a child in the womb is equal to a

child in existence. One of the principal consequences

of the recognition of this fiction is that for legal

purposes computation of age is ordinarily to be made
from the date of conception and not of birth. This is

the rule laid down by Gautama in his sutra

The calculation of years begins from conception.

This rule as to computation of age is most

material with reference to the fixing of the date for

initiation or the date of attainment of majority.

With reference to the initiation the principal age at

which it ought to be performed for a Brahmin is

the eighth year, and the optional dates are the ninth

and fifth years. The general ages of initiation for a

Ksatriya and a Vais'ya are the eleventh and twelfth

years.

The latest ages for initiation in the case of the three

regenerate classes are the sixteenth, twenty-second

‘ Gautama Dharma Sutra, Adhyiiya 1, Stltra 9.

^ Ihid., Adhyaya 1, Sutras 7, 8, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
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and twenty-fourth years. In all these cases calcula-

tion is to be made from the date of conception. It

seems that in computing the age of majority the

same rule is to be observed, l^arada lays down the

following rule regarding the date of the commence-

ment of majority.

A child until the eighth year is known to be similar

to those in the womb. Until the sixteenth year he

is called a boy and a minor.

The difference between the Bengal school and

the other schools of law on the question whether the

beginning or the completion of the sixteenth year

marks the commencement of majority is due pro-

bably to the rigidity or the looseness with which

the fiction of a child in the womb being equivalent

to a child in existence is applied by the respective

schools. The influence of this fiction has deeply

influenced the law relating to alienations of joint

family property. The following texts will clearly

illustrate the part played by this particular legal

fiction on the development of law. Under the

Mitaksara law, it is admitted on all hands that the

existence of a son will be an impediment to the free

right of alienation on the part of a father or mana-

ger of a family. This check upon the right of

' Ndrada BnddUnaprakarana, S'loka 35.
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alienation enures even for the benefit of a son

conceived but not yet born. *

^ *T
||

They that are born, they that are unborn, and they

that remain in the womb require a means of

living. Therefore there is no gift nor sale.

The prohibition contained in this text is described

by Mitaksara as referring to the alienation of real

property. The influence of this very same fiction

is also to be noticed in the law of partition. In

commenting upon the text of Yajnavalkya,

^ cr^?TFT: |

A partition shall be effected of the residue on

taking to account the incomes and the outgoings,

Mitaksara lays down that a partition, when the

wife of one of the coparceners is pregnant, may

be effected only when the pregnancy is not appa-

rent, and even in such a case on the birth of

a male child to the pregnant woman, the partition

will have to be reopened. But when the pregnancy

of a coparcener’s wife is apparent, partition should

be effected only after delivery.

‘ Mitah?ara Vyavaharadhtjaua Dauavihhagapmkara-
na, Introductory.

^ Yajfiavnlkya VyavalidrUdliytiyd, S'loka 122.
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^ ^TRkr

f^FTT^I I ^E^T^rkr 3

f^WI: I

One important exception to the generality of the

above fiction relating to a child in the womb is to

be noted in connection with the ride relating to a

person’s capacity to adopt a son. The ride of

Atri is

Only by a sonless man shall always a substitute

for a son be ^-aken.

The word ‘‘ sonless ” is nowhere interpreted so

as to exclude a person whose male child has been

conceived. The commentary of the word Aputm

is made in the following terms ; 3T3fIcl3^ and

one of whom no son is born, and one whose sole

surviving son is dead.

iS^ext we pass on to consider the fiction of the

duration of human memory under the Hindu Law.

The importance of this fiction makes itself felt in

distinguishing an ancient custom from a modern

custom, for it is one of the essentials of a custom

both under the English and Hindu systems of law

that in order to be recognised by courts of law

* Mitak^arCt Vyavahdrddhyaya, under S'loka 122.

® Atri Snirti, S'loka 52.
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it ought to be ancient. In fixing the date at which
a custom becomes ancient, an arbitrary rule of law
is fixed under the English Jurisprudence so as to

extend the duration of human memory to cover the

entire period subsequent to the reign of Richard I,

and a custom becomes immemorial only if it

precedes that date. The Hindu law is much more

sensible in fixing the starting point of human
memory. A distinction is made between Smdrta

Kola and Asmdrta Kdla, or the period within

memory and the period beyond memory, by a

reference to the question whether or not a

particular custom has prevailed for a hundred

years- back from the date of the subject-matter for

consideration. In dealing with possession as

evidence of title, where the root of title is undisclosed,

possession which dates back to a period beyond

human memory, that is more than a hundred years

old, is conclusive proof of ownership. In dealing

with the comparative weight of possession and the

lawfully recognised modes of acquisition of title,

Yajnavalkya lays down :

Title is superior to possession, unless the latter

has devolved in order from ancestors. From this

text the Mitaksara deduces the following rules :

* YdjnavalJnja Vyavaharadhydya,, S'loka 27.

28
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3TFPftS«Ti^ ^ITT^ ^ II

In the period within memory title is superior to

possession, but beyond that possession is paramount.

In fixing the duration of legal memory Mitaksara

says

;

^ ^ ’pq ; I

The duration of memory ranges up to a hundred

years, for the scripture says, a man’s age-limit is a

hundred years.

As a result of the influence of the legal

fiction of human memory upon the interpretation

of the original text of Yajfiavalkya, the law as

thus altered is laid down by the more modern

Katyayana in the following terms ;

The major portion of the chapter on Inheritance

may be traced to the influence of the fiction of an

heir’s spiritual efficacy to offer funeral oblations to

the person to whom succession is to be determined.

The textual exception to the rule of escheat in

case of properties left by a Brahmin dying

without him surviving any of his next of kin is

attributable to the semi-divhie character of a

' MilCLkwrO, VyavahArddhy&ya, under S'loka 27,
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Sovereign which is presumed to depend upon his

keeping good relations with the Brahmin hierarchy.

The fictions that an idol is possessed of a juristic

•personality and that the head of a Mutt is a

corporation sole and a person in the eye of the

law may be referred to as having deeply influenced

the law relating to religious endowments which in

the present era has assumed an importance and

magnitude disproportionately large, as compared

with the law of Ancient India where gifts and bequests

to individuals were much more common than dona-

tions in favour of institutions. In the same way it

is possible to trace the development of many other

modern rules of law to the influence of similar legal

fictions on the original law laid down in ancient

treatises. A description of the different stages at

which and the different degrees in which each

particular branch of law has been developed by

legal fictions will find its appropriate place only in

special historical works on particular branches of

law.
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